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While  Hector’s dolphin  (Cephalorhynchus  hectorii) has  been  the  topic  of  many
research projects within the first  Marine Mammal Sanctuary in New Zealand, few
long-term  analytical  abundance  and  distribution  projects  in  other  population
strongholds have been conducted. The primary purpose of this thesis project was to
test  quantitative  observations  that  suggested  that  this  unprotected  population  of
Hector’s dolphin at Te Waewae Bay, on the south coast of the South Island, New
Zealand, may be in decline and utilises non-continuous portions of the coastline.
Seasonal  patterns of distribution and density were extracted from a rich data set
collected over 24 consecutive months that provided fine-scale data of encounters
with dolphins along four preplanned transects that followed the concave nature of the
bay. Monthly data were binned into seasons producing eight seasons of data over the
two years. Survey results revealed that Hector’s dolphin in warmer seasons were
found in greater densities closer to shore and that in the cooler seasons the range
extended outward and across more offshore areas. Individual seasons did not have
as strong a pattern as the complete two year data set that indicated hotspots of
higher densities of dolphins in the vicinity of freshwater inputs into Te Waewae Bay. 
To  explore  individual  spatio-temporal  movement  patterns  and  how  the  individual
patterns  relate  to  group  spatio-temporal  patterns,  58  individual  Hector’s  dolphin
movements were extracted from geo-tagged photographic data and then analysed.
Visual  analysis  of  movement  patterns  of  individual  dolphins  were  found  to  vary
dramatically, having distribution patterns that exhibited a high degree of site fidelity.
Most notable were the twenty one dolphins that remained in relatively small areas on
either  the  east  (ten  dolphins)  or  west  (eleven  dolphins)  halves  of  the  bay.  This
evidence of  strong site  fidelity  may suggest  partitioning  along as  yet  unidentified
social or environmental parameters. 
Abundance  estimates  were  calculated  from  mark-recapture  photographic
iv
identifications. Calculations using Pollock’s Robust Design were limited to seasonal
estimates of the total population of Hector’s dolphins, which ranged from the low in
winter 2005 of 380 (CV=13%; 95% CI, 300-500) to the high in summer 2005/2006 of
580  (CV=9%;   95%  CI,  480-700).  The  estimates  from  these  eight  seasons
correspond  to  the  numbers  of  dolphins  that  utilise  the  bay  as  their  primary
homerange and indicate that the population is not yet in a critical decline. However,
caution is urged in interpretation because two years of field data is insufficient to
calculate robust survival or reproduction rates for such a long lived species. 
To  examine  whether  statistically  quantifiable  relationships  exist  between
environmental variables and dolphin distribution patterns, both global (ordinary least
squares;  OLS)  and  local  regression  (geographically  weighted  regression;  GWR)
modelling techniques were applied. The local model was a spatially explicit model.
The  GWR  model  outperformed  the  OLS  model,  revealing  statistically  significant
hotspots directly related to the amount of rain falling four days prior to the surveys
being conducted as well as to distance from the main source of freshwater in the bay.
The outcomes from this thesis offer a robust baseline of information regarding the
population of Hector’s dolphin in Te Waewae Bay, such that management will have
the capacity to monitor long term changes in abundance and distribution. This thesis
findings have suggested that  freshwater input may play a crucial  role in Hector’s
dolphin  distribution  in  Te  Waewae  Bay,  which  when  added  to  previous  research
results indicating the importance of oceanic frontal zones, water clarity, and depth,
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1.1 Introduction to Cephalorhynchus spp
Hector’s dolphins,  Cephalorhynchus hectorii,  are taxonomically classified within the
order Cetacea that is comprised of whales, dolphins, and porpoises found in varying
densities throughout the world’s oceans. The family Delphinidae (true dolphins) in the
suborder Odontoceti (toothed whales) of Cetacea, contains 17-19 recognised genera
(Perrin  et  al.,  2009).  One  genus,  Cephalorhynchus, is  only encountered  in  the
Southern hemisphere throughout latitudes 17º south to 61º south. Cephalorhynchus
dolphin species  are  concentrated  in  temperate  coastal  waters  in  these  latitudes.
Pichler et al. (2001) examined mitochondrial DNA from the four extant species and
proposed that the genus originated in South Africa and followed the west wind drift,
first  to  New  Zealand  and  then  to  South  America  (Figure  1.1).  The  molecular
investigation  established  the  following  monophyletic  radiation  of  the  genus:
Cephalorhynchus  heavisidii,  Heaviside’s  dolphins,  radiated  westward  as
Cephalorhynchus  hectori, Hector’s  dolphins,  and  spread  thereafter  as
Cephalorhynchus eutropia, Chilean dolphins on the west coast of South America,
and the final genus found along the east coast of South America, Cephalorhynchus
commersonii, Commerson’s dolphins. 
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Research on abundance and distribution of the West African dolphin  C. heavisidii
indicated that Heaviside’s dolphin have many similar threats as Hector’s dolphins:
fishing,  pollution,  and  potential  habitat  degradation  (Elwen  et  al.,  2006,  2009a,
2009b,  2010).  Mark-recapture  population  estimates  confirm  the  Heaviside’s
population is small, with an estimated population of 6,500 dolphins from a 390 km
length of coast of the 1600 km along the western coast of Africa where Heaviside’s
are  encountered (Elwen  et  al.,  2009a).  As  a  comparison,  the  population  in
approximately one quarter of the range of Heaviside’s dolphins is nearly as high as
that of the current New Zealand population estimate of Hector’s dolphins of ~7,200
(Dawson et al., 2004; Slooten et al., 2004). Similar to Hector’s dolphins, the greatest
threat to Heaviside’s dolphins comes primarily from the commercial fishing industry
(Elwen  et  al.,  2009b).  Heaviside’s  dolphins  exhibit  a  marked  pattern  of  diurnal
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Figure  1.1:  Southern  hemisphere  view  and  distribution  pattern  for  the  four
Cephalorhynchus spp. from (Hutching 2013).
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movement  onshore  and  offshore,  potentially  following  their  primary prey,  juvenile
hake, Merluccius spp (Elwen et al., 2009a) a trait not observed in Hector’s dolphin.
Chilean  dolphin  distribution  has  been  recorded  along  900  km  of  coast.  Taking
account  of  the  fjords,  islands,  and  archipelagos  making  up  the  shoreline,  the
complete coastline measurement is close to 12,000 km. Chilean dolphins are found
predominantly in shallow coastal waters which is a similar distribution pattern to that
of Hector’s dolphins  (Heinrich, 2006; Viddi  et al.,  2011).  Study areas reported for
Chilean dolphins range in size from 14 km2  to over 500 km2  which are smaller than
the typical area of study in Hector’s dolphin research. Heinrich (2006) and Ribeiro et
al. (2007) reported a strong spatial relationship between aquaculture activities and
the  distribution  of  Chilean  dolphins,  however,  there  is  no  similar  correlation  with
spatial data linking aquaculture activities and Hector’s dolphin distribution. However,
Hector’s dolphins have been observed to follow and presumably forage, in the wake
of trawlers at Banks Peninsula Marine Mammal Sanctuary  (Rayment and Webster,
2009).
The distribution of Commerson’s dolphins is geographically larger than any of the
other  Cephalorhynchus  spp., 30° of latitude  and across 130° of longitude.  A shore
based survey to estimate the relative abundance for the population in northern in
Argentina  suggested  Commerson’s  dolphins  potentially  follow  cooler  sea  surface
temperatures  (Coscarella  et  al.,  2010).  Similar  to  Hector’s  dolphins,  current
Commerson’s dolphin research themes explore distribution  (de Bruyn et al., 2006;
Robineau and Duhamel, 2006), anatomy and physiology  (Beron-Vera et al., 2001;
Shpak  et  al.,  2009) behaviour (Coscarella  and  Crespo,  2010) and  molecular
systematics (Pichler et al., 2001; Pimper et al., 2009; Robineau et al., 2007). A further
similarity between Commerson’s dolphins and Hector’s dolphins is the impact of the
growing  tourism  industry  on  the  daily,  behavioural  activity  patterns;  as  well  as
changes in relative abundance of affected dolphin populations  (Bejder et al., 1999;
Coscarella et al., 2003; Green, 2003) due in part to mortalities from the coastal set-
net fishing industry (Dawson and Slooten, 2005; Iniguez et al., 2003).
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1.2 Hector’s Dolphin Research History
1.2.1 A Concise History of Hector’s Dolphin Research Literature
The first publications related to Hector’s dolphins were printed almost 150 years ago,
beginning  with  the  description  of  the  endemic  New  Zealand  dolphin  by  Hector
(Hector, 1873, 1872). Shortly thereafter,  van Beneden (1873and 1881) published a
description  of  the  dolphin  as  Electra  hectorii.  For  the  following  100  years,  the
nomenclature and taxonomy were in a state of flux that continued until  1971  with
information on the “pied dolphin” and the unsubstantiated subspecies status bicolor
prevailing (Abel et al., 1971). By 1972, the subspecies bicolor was determined to be
false (van Bree, 1972). Mörzer Bruyns and Baker (1973)  published research on the
distribution and behaviour of C. hectori. Baker (1978) catalogued and organised the
existing information regarding Hector’s dolphins and presented it in the Reports of
the International Whaling Commission (IWC) in 1978. Between the late 1970s and
the late 1980s, the majority of information published regarding Hector’s dolphins was
in the format of annual progress reports to the IWC (Baker, 1978; Cawthorn, 1979,
1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987, 1988a, 1989; Cawthorn and Mitchell, 1985).
1.2.2 Hector’s dolphin Distribution and Abundance 
Distribution  of  Hector’s  dolphins  around  the  South  Island  has  been  consistently
observed to be within three main clusters: the West Coast South Island (WCSI), the
East Coast South Island (ECSI), and the South Coast South Island (SCSI)  (Baker,
1978; Bräger and Schneider, 1998; Cawthorn, 1988b; Dawson and Slooten, 1988;
Mörzer Bruyns and Baker, 1973; Slooten and Dawson, 1988) (Figure 1.2). 
The  first  qualitative  abundance  estimation  calculated  for  the  entire  South  Island
Hector’s  dolphin  population  was extrapolated from surveys  at  Cloudy Bay in  the
northeast portion of the South Island in 1978 and the extrapolation indicated there
were  between  3000  and  4000  dolphins  (Baker,  1978).  Ten  years  later
Cawthorn (1988) published a second qualitative estimation of South Island dolphin
abundance in the range of 5000-6000 dolphins. 
Between the mid-1980s and 2000 there were two boat-based surveys executed to
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calculate quantitative estimations of the total abundance of Hector’s dolphins around
the South Island. The first was an alongshore survey in 1984/1985  (Dawson and
Slooten, 1988) and the second was a line transect survey during Austral summers
from  1997  to  2000  (Dawson  et  al.,  2004).  The  1984/1985  coastal  strip  survey
estimated the total abundance for the South Island to be between 3000 and 4000
Hector’s dolphins. The catamaran based line transect surveys from 1997 through
2000  (Dawson et al. 2004, p.450) in conjunction with an aerial survey of the west
coast  were  used  to  calculate  the  current  accepted  abundance  estimate  of  7270
dolphins (Coefficient of Variation (CV)=16.2%;  95% Confidence Interval (CI)=5303-
9966) (Slooten et al., 2004, p. 488). Boat-based surveys of Hector’s dolphins have
been conducted within Banks Peninsula Marine Mammal Sanctuary (BPMMS) since
the creation of the sanctuary in 1988 (Dawson and Slooten, 1992, 1993), the majority
of  surveys conducted alongshore at  a  distances at  least  0.5 km from shore and
return  surveys  between  1.8  km and  9.3  km (1  nm and  4  nm).  Clement  (2005)
conducted  boat-based  distribution  surveys  of  Hector’s  dolphins  along  set  survey
tracks perpendicular to the coast for ECSI populations at BPMMS, simultaneously
collecting data pertaining to physical oceanographic parameters at inshore, midshore
(2 nm), and offshore (4 nm) stations on the transect line and dolphin distribution data.
Aerial surveys for Hector’s dolphins have been thorough in documenting the offshore
distribution out to 20 nm for the three South Island strongholds, ECSI  (MacKenzie
and  Clement,  2014;  Rayment  et  al.,  2009a,  2006;  Slooten  et  al.,  2006) WCSI
(Rayment et al.,  2011; Slooten et al.,  2004) and SCSI  (Clement et al.,  2010) The
ECSI summer and winter aerial surveys were flown in 2005, 2006 at BPMMS, and
2012/2013.  Results  reiterated the point  that  a  majority  of  Hector’s  dolphins were
observed beyond the 4 nm boundary of the sanctuary during winter, while in summer
numbers were much higher within 4 nm of the coast (MacKenzie and Clement, 2014;
Rayment et al., 2009a)  The first comprehensive aerial survey of the SCSI took place
during 2010  (Clement  et  al.,  2010),  and reported the first  evidence that  Hector’s
dolphins  were  observed  more  than  4  nm from shore  along  the  south  coast.  An
abundance estimation (Clement et al., 2010), albeit with a relatively high CV, was
calculated  to  be  628  Hector’s  dolphins  (CV=38.9%;  95%  CI=301-1311),  present
within south coast shelf waters (Figure 1.2, the blue buffer).
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Estimations  of  summer  abundance  have  been  calculated  for  Te  Waewae  Bay,
(Dawson et al., 2004; Dawson and Slooten, 1988), while a 2007 report estimated
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Figure  1.2:  Population  strongholds  of  Hector’s  dolphins  around the  coast  of  the
south island: yellow buffer, WCSI; blue buffer, SCSI; and green buffer, ECSI.
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Hector’s dolphin abundance from mark-recapture methods to be approximately 250
(CV = 16.2%; 95% CI = 183-343)  in autumn and 400(CV = 12.1%; 95% CI = 280-
488) in summer (Green et al., 2007). However, there have been no long term studies
to examine distribution and abundance data across longer consecutive time-frames. 
1.2.3 Hector’s dolphin Genetic Research
Molecular research has shown that the South Island populations of Hector’s dolphin
are fragmented both geographically and genetically  (Baker et al., 2002; Dawson et
al., 2001; F.B. Pichler, 2002, 2002; Pichler et al., 1998a, 1998b; Pichler and Baker,
2000a, 2000b).  Pichler (2002)collected 339 skin and blubber samples from live and
dead specimens of Hector’s dolphins around both North and South island coasts.
The molecular results corroborated the field observations that the populations do not
mix often,  but  that  mixing does occur  in  inter-regional  clustering.  Hamner (2008)
analysed 335 samples exclusively from South Island areas.  Hamner et al.  (2012)
results substantiated Pichler’s (2002a, 2002b) reports of three South Island genetic
populations. Her results furthermore indicated that the South Island populations fulfil
the required criteria of adaptive variation and neutral genetic variation and therefore
could  be  considered  as  an  Evolutionarily  Significant  Unit  (ESU).  An  ESU  is  a
management tool for working with groups of animals below the species level when
analysing concepts such as neutral  genetic variation and adaptive variation  (Guia
and Saitoh, 2006; Ryder, 1986). A recommendation for continuous genetic monitoring
of Hector’s dolphin  (Hamner,  2008;  Hamner et al.,  2012) has been suggested.  A
further recommendation was that the SCSI populations should be separated into an
eastern and western component, Toetoes Bay and Te Waewae Bay respectively, and
managed  independently  as  two  population  units  due  to  statistically  significant
differences in  the genetic  make-up of  these highly localised populations.  Both of
these  SCSI  areas  of  Hector’s  dolphin  “genetic  hotspots”  are  therefore,  vitally
important to maintaining the greatest overall genetic viability, and in turn the genetic
health of the entire population of Hector’s dolphin.
1.2.4 Current Conservation Status of Hector’s dolphin
In 1990, two years after the establishment of BPMMS, the International Union for
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Conservation  of  Nature  (IUCN,  2010) used the  Red List  System to  evaluate  the
status of Hector’s dolphins. The status was assessed as “Vulnerable” and it retained
that status until 2000 when the assessment warranted a change to the classification
of “Endangered”  (Reeves,  et  al.,  2008a).  Additionally in 2000,  although not  yet  a
recognised subspecies, Maui’s dolphin, the North Island Hector’s dolphin, received
the  classification  of  “Critically  Endangered”  (Reeves,  et  al.,  2008b).  At  the  last
assessment  in  2008,  both  Hector’s  and Maui’s  dolphins status  had  not  changed
(Reeves, et al., 2008a, 2008b). In 2010 the national status listings were reviewed for
56 taxa in New Zealand waters (Baker et al., 2010). The threat ranking for Hector’s
dolphins remained unchanged within the category of “Nationally Endangered” while
Maui’s  dolphins continued to  be ranked as “Nationally Critical”.  Both species are
qualified in the paper as Conservation Dependent which is defined as having the
likelihood of moving to a higher threat category should current national management
measures end or change for the worse. Although the status of Hector's dolphin has
not  been  formally  reassessed  since  2010,  there  are  indications  that  some
populations of Hector's dolphins are remaining stable and may be improving slightly
(DuFresne  et  al.,  2010;  DuFresne  and  Mattlin,  2009;  Gormley  et  al.,  2012;
MacKenzie and Clement, 2014).
The New Zealand governmental  management measures proposed in the national
Threat  Management Plan  (Department  of  Conservation and Ministry of  Fisheries,
2007; Ministry of Fisheries, 2008) and Initial Position Paper  (Ministry of Fisheries,
2010) have been influenced by 20 years of research results demonstrating that the
Hector’s dolphin population is not increasing significantly and is much more likely to
be in decline (Baker et al., 2010; Slooten, 2013; Slooten and Davies, 2012).  It was
the  actions  of  the  government  bodies  of  DoC and  MPI,  and  the  actions  of  the
populace of  New Zealand during the past  ten years that  has allowed these new
management measures to be implemented (Ministry of Fisheries, 2010). Beginning in
October 2004, DoC completed a Marine Mammal Action Plan (MMAP) for the years
2005-2010 (Suisted et al., 2004). This plan was written as a tool for DoC employees
to be used internally within DoC to ensure there was a cohesive plan to manage all
marine mammals within New Zealand. Two of the four Priority 1 species listed in the
MMAP were Hector’s and Maui’s dolphins. The MMAP had two primary goals; the
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first goal presented as DoC working toward national protection for marine mammals
and  the  second goal  to  manage impacts  to  marine  mammals,  especially  human
induced impacts.
In  2006,  MinFish  contracted  the  National  Institute  of  Water  and  Atmospheric
Research (NIWA) to conduct a set-net fishing risk analysis for the four main Hector’s
dolphin populations.  A model  was created for  the specific  objective  of  estimating
“surplus  production  for  the  four  Hector’s  dolphin  subpopulations  and  to  evaluate
management strategies that achieve specified levels of risk” (Davies et al., 2008, p.
3)  The Bayesian model results for the four populations emphasised that for status
quo management, it is likely that Hector’s and Maui’s dolphin populations will decline.
However,  it  was  noted  that  the  assumptions  used  to  make  the  projections  were
singularly derived from results  from research conducted at  BPMMS. The authors
reiterated that there were many sources of uncertainty in the model. Therefore, the
report made recommendations to adjust future research and modelling to attempt to
reduce some of the model uncertainty as well as to improve the quality of the model
predictions. The national Threat Management Plan (TMP) and Initial Position Paper
(IPP) had been drafted by the combined national departments of MinFish and DoC
regarding  the  decreasing  population  trends  of  these  dolphins  and  specifically
proposed ways to “effectively manage human induced threats” with respect to fishing
(Department  of  Conservation  &  Ministry  of  Fisheries  2007,  p.8).  As  part  of  the
initiative,  submissions from the  public  were  sought  commenting  on the  proposed
changes to current fishing techniques and instituting marine mammal sanctuaries.
In May 2008, subsequent to receiving the results of the public submissions regarding
results of the TMP, IPP, and the NIWA risk analyses, the Conservation Minister at that
time,  Jim  Anderton,  wrote  a  detailed  letter  to  the  stakeholders  concerning  the
outcome of  his  decisions regarding  management strategies  for  the New Zealand
Hector’s dolphin. The decision was a complex national plan for four sections of the
New Zealand coastline – West Coast North Island (WCNI) Maui’s dolphin,  WCSI,
ECSI,  and SCSI  for  Hector’s  dolphin  –  to  mitigate  the  existing  fishing  threats  to
Hector’s  and  Maui’s  dolphins.  Furthermore,  recommendations  regarding  future
research and the establishment of four marine mammal sanctuaries were proposed.
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However, the fishing industry challenged six of the measures in September 2008. By
February  2010,  the  High  Court  upheld  four  measures  and  the  remaining  two
measures were to be referred back to the Conservation Minister for reconsideration,
these being the exclusion of set-net fishing between 4 and 7 nm WCNI, and allowing
commercial butterfish fishing at the top end of ECSI (Ministry of Fisheries, 2010). The
High Court’s final ruling on these two measures were to uphold the exclusion of set
net fishing WCNI and to provide an exemption allowing commercial fishers to use set
nets for butterfish in a well-defined area of the ECSI (Ministry of Fisheries, 2011).
1.3 Research Rationale
The majority of Hector’s dolphin research in New Zealand has been conducted at
Banks Peninsula on the east coast of the South Island, within the boundaries of the
BPMMS that was established in 1988 (Dawson and Slooten, 1990). In many of the
previous studies of Hector’s dolphins, researchers gathered information across large
geographic areas, collecting data with long time intervals in between sampling in
what  could  be  considered macroscopic  measurements.  However,  the  fragmented
geographic and genetic nature of Hector’s dolphins suggest that mesoscopic models
of  smaller  spatial  and temporal  extents could provide an opportunity to  elucidate
insightful detail about these marine mammals that have an average alongshore home
range of ~50 km (Bräger et al., 2002; Rayment et al., 2009b). When time and space
are  constrained,  it  offers  logistical  advantages  that  larger  spatial  and  temporal
extents are not able to fulfil. Therefore, this study was designed to intensively collect
spatial and temporal data on Hector’s dolphins utilising a small geographic space. 
Te Waewae Bay was chosen as the relatively small geographic space of roughly 400
km2.  This area is  large enough to  conceivably be  the complete homerange of  a
Hector’s  dolphin  (Bräger  et  al.,  2002;  Rayment  et  al.,  2009b)Te Waewae Bay is
situated on the south coast of the South Island of New Zealand and is home to a
small, densely populated group of Hector’s dolphins (Dawson and Slooten, 1993). At
the time data were collected for this study, the Te Waewae Bay population of Hector’s
dolphin resided outside the protective boundaries of a marine mammal sanctuary,




These Te Waewae Bay Hector’s dolphins represent a small proportion of the entire
South Island population.  Research has shown that the genetic variation in the Te
Waewae Bay population is of extreme importance because it is a corridor for the very
limited flow of genetic material between west coast and east coast Hector’s dolphin
populations (Hamner, 2008; Heimeier et al., 2009; Pichler and Baker, 2000a). From a
conservation management perspective, a reduction in abundance of this population
could have negative long term implications for the genetic health of Hector’s dolphins
found along the all of the South Island coasts. 
A fine-scale  temporal  dataset  collected  over  24  consecutive  months  would  allow
insights into individual  dolphin space-time interactions to  be examined. The small
geographic  space  meant  that  the  time  investment  per  survey  period  would  be
minimised.  A  high  number  of  consecutive  monthly  sampling  events  potentially
increases the accuracy of estimations of abundance of the population of Hector’s
dolphin that utilise the bay. Additionally, with the intensive sampling, both seasonal
and  yearly  variation  in  abundance  estimates  could  be  explored.  Finally,  an
opportunity  to  explore  the  relationship  of  dolphin  distribution  in  relation  to
environmental variables, offered the potential to discover new connections between
dolphins, parameters, and spatio-temporal patterns. Data collected would represent
an  unprecedented  24  month  systematic,  intensive  sampling  regarding  Hector’s
dolphin from a spatial extent outside the boundaries of a marine mammal sanctuary. 
1.3.1 Research Aims and Objectives
This project concentrated on gathering data to examine abundance and distribution
of Hector’s dolphins at Te Waewae Bay, Southland, New Zealand. More specifically,
based on prior abundance estimates and local knowledge, data were required to test
the  hypothesis  that  this  genetically  unique  population  of  Hector’s  dolphin  was  in
decline. Furthermore, this dolphin population, not being in a protected area offered a
unique opportunity to compare the similarities or differences in spatial and temporal
distribution patterns to spatial and temporal distribution patterns of Hector's dolphins
observed in  BPMMS. Although the expectation would be the distribution patterns
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would be similar, unforeseen environmental or anthropogenic pressures may affect
the patterns.
A primary  objective  of  this  study  would  be  to  quantify  population  estimates  on
seasonal  intervals  and  to  assess  those results  in  light  of  previous  abundance
estimates. A second quantifiable objective was examining the limits of the distribution
patterns of  groups of  Hector’s  dolphin along specific  spatial  and temporal  scales
within  Te Waewae Bay.  The  third  objective  was  to  investigate  spatio-temporal
patterns  from  individual  dolphin  data,  to  determine  if  individual dolphin  patterns
conform to observed group patterns.  The final objective was to model the interaction
of environmental  parameters in conjunction with distribution patterns of groups of
dolphins within a local modelling process.
1.4 Overview of Thesis
Chapter  Two  focuses  on  the  methodology utilised  to  collect  and  collate  data.  A
focused examination of the spatial and temporal collection strategy, collation of the
field data in conjunction with environmental data gathered from a variety of sources
sets the stage for data availability and refinements and use in the next four chapters.
Chapters  3-6  utilise  both  spatial  and  non-spatial  modelling  techniques  to  derive
descriptive, quantitative and statistically robust results.
Analysing distribution patterns and calculating density estimations were the basis of
Chapters Three and Four. Chapter Three examined within Te Waewae Bay, the limits
of groups of Hector’s dolphin spatial distribution patterns and changes in density of
dolphin groups over a range of temporal scales, identifying potential environmental
drivers  of  the  observed  patterns.  Chapter  Four  explored  the  spatio-temporal
distribution patterns of individual dolphins for similarities or differences with respect to
group patterns, through the use of novel geovisual techniques. 
Chapter Five examined population abundance estimates of Hector’s dolphins in Te
Waewae Bay over  eight  consecutive seasons.  Chapter  Six  used local  regression
modelling techniques to analyse the distribution pattern of Hector’s dolphin groups in
relation  to  environmental  parameters,  specifically  to  determine  the  validity  of  the
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freshwater  sources  in  Te  Waewae  Bay  being  areas  where  the  dolphins  would
aggregate.
A summary of the findings from these four analysis chapters is provided in Chapter
Seven including a discussion of the relevance of these findings with respect to the




Data Collection, Collation, and Storage 
This  chapter  details  the  methodology  used  to  collect  data  relevant  for  dolphin
identification for mark-recapture analysis, and use in spatio-temporal analyses. Data
collected were photographs tagged with spatial and temporal information from a link
with a Global Positioning System (GPS) as well as survey tracks and details from
each encounter  with  each group of  dolphins.  Photo-identification is  a  time-tested
method  of  non-invasive  identification  of  marine  mammals  (Würsig  and  Jefferson,
1990; Würsig and Würsig, 1977)  
2.1 Data Collection
2.1.1 Study Sites and Transect Orientation
Monthly photographic surveys of Hector’s dolphins were conducted in Te Waewae
Bay, Southland, New Zealand (Figure 2.1-insert)  from December 2004 through to
November 2006. Te Waewae Bay is the westernmost bay on the south coast of the
South Island before entering the deep-water fjord system along the west coast of the
South island. Te Waewae Bay has a concave shape with a footprint of approximately
400 km2.
Toetoes Bay is on the eastern end south coast Figure 2.1. Surveys were conducted
along  the  coast  line  three  times  during  the  second  year  of  data  collection.
Photographs  taken  on  those  transects  were  studied  for  possible  matches  from
nearby Te Waewae Bay; and none were found. There were new matches for dolphins




Figure  2.1:  Map  of  New Zealand  (Aotearoa)  with  Te  Waewae  Bay  (insert)  and
Toetoes Bay (blue text). Te Waewae Bay is  ~400 km2, concave shaped, and situated
along the western end of the southern coast of the South Island. The transect set
was comprised of four transects (blue lines) as shown on the insert.
2.1 Data Collection
Four transects were standardised for use in the bay, the first was to be as close to
shore  as  possible  called  “coastal”,  and  the  remaining  three  offshore  transects
represented distances from shore of 1 nautical mile (nm), 3 nm, and 5 nm which is
1.8 km, 5.6 km, and 9.3 km, respectively (Figure 2.1-insert). Points were saved along
each offshore transect line as waypoints to a GPS file and were used as a guide to
facilitate surveying the same transects each month. The coastal transect was always
conducted  as  close  to  the  shore  as  was  deemed  safe  by  the  helmsman  or
boatmaster,  following the contour  of  the back edge of  the swell  line approaching
shore, roughly 500-700 m from the shore. The set of four transects,  totalling just
under 160 km in length, could safely be surveyed completely in two to three days in
the 4.8 m research boat used in this study. The primary justification for the offshore
transect  orientation  was  to  allow  an  assessment  of  the  offshore  distribution  of
Hector’s dolphins. The secondary justification was to keep the surveys within the
Maritime Safety Authority ruling that research surveys on vessels of less than 6 m
length be conducted within 5 nm of shore.
2.1.2 Survey Platform, and Observer Methods
Boat based surveys were conducted for this research project from a 4.8 m aluminium
hulled Kiwicraft, the R/V WilmaJane (Figure 2.2).  The boat was equipped with a 50
hp 4 stroke primary outboard engine (Yamaha) and had an auxiliary 2 stroke 10 hp
engine (Yamaha).
Surveys along transect lines were conducted at speeds of 10-12 knots to facilitate
observers spotting dolphins at the surface, as well as expeditiously covering as much
of the bay as possible in between dolphin encounters. Primary observers stood in
front  of  the  bench seat,  scanning  for  dolphins  looking  forward  within  a  range of
approximately 200 m and out 90° to starboard (right) and 270° to port (left). If there
were  a  third  person  on  the  boat,  they stood directly  behind the  front  observers,
scanning the entire 180°. There were at least two observers each survey, and there
were never more than three. Clement reported that more than two observers did not
have a statistically significantly affect on sighting rates (2005, p.56; p=0.05; large
effect size differences with power >90%). Surveys along the transects were recorded
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as  “on  effort”  while  actively  scanning  for  dolphins  and  during  encounters  with
dolphins, otherwise the survey segment was recorded as “off-effort”.
Following a sighting of a group of Hector’s dolphins, the boat speed was reduced to
an idle, the slowest speed where steering and manoeuvring is maintained, close to
the  place  where  the  Hector’s  dolphins  were  first  observed.  The  dolphins  would
generally approach the boat; however, if they did not approach, the boat would slowly
move in the direction of the dolphin group. Indications of avoidance, reluctance to
approach the boat, or actively swimming away from the boat were noted, and the
encounter would be terminated if deemed appropriate.
While  photos  were  being  taken,  the  volunteer  observer(s)  filled  in  the  encounter
information page on the  Hewlett Packard 200LX palmtop (HPP) computer (Figure
2.3). The HPP was interfaced with a Garmin GPS to collect spatial data as well as log
the survey tracks and encounter information. In the second year of surveys the HPP
was also linked to a Furuno depth sounder to collect sea surface temperature (SST)
and depth at the same time. 
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Figure 2.2:  R/V Wilma Jane: 4.8 m Kiwicraft double hulled aluminium boat. Amélie
Augé was the volunteer boat driver with Judy Rodda (author). The camera is a Nikon
D70 with Nikkor lens. Photograph by E. Green. 
2.2 Boat based Data
2.2 Boat based Data
While working on the boat, two types of data were collected at every encounter, data
concerning the dolphins encountered, and environmental data. 
Dolphin data
• the number of dolphins newly encountered; these are the dolphins off the bow
of the boat and encountered after a short burst of speed moving away from
the previous dolphins encountered;
• the number of calves observed; calves have foetal folds and are observed to 
be travelling in the company of an adult (Smolker et al., 1992).
Additional  data recorded during an encounter was the number of  dolphins in the
smaller groups that made up the total group size, for example:
grp=12=>4+3+3+2 =>mother+calf. 
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Figure 2.3:  R/V Wilma Jane console with on-board palmtop computer (HPP), GPS
and depth sounder.  The orange case contains the Nikon digital  SLR camera and
lens.
2.2 Boat based Data
This would be translated as being three groups with no calf, the group sizes being 4,
3, and 3. The group of 2 was a mother calf  pair.  When dolphins were observed
following the boat from a previous encounter a note was recorded on the HPP with
the approximate number of dolphins that would catch up with the boat.
Environmental Data
• Beaufort Scale:  the Beaufort scale is the measure of wind speed relative to
wave  heights  that  is  approximated  by  eye.  Conditions  for  surveys  to  be
considered “on effort” had to be conducted in wind speeds that were less
than 7 knots; and wave heights less than 1 m which is < 3 on the Beaufort
Scale.
• Swell height: the acceptable range to survey for dolphins was 0 – 2 m; and
was  used  as  one  of  the  variables  to  help  decide  if  surveys  should  be
stopped, going “off-effort”. This was a visual calculation that the boatmaster
conducted numerous times a day.
• Sea Surface Temperature (SST):  during the first  12 months of surveys,  a
thermometer on a line was submerged ~ 1 m under water for 2-3 minutes at
each encounter and temperature recorded; during the second year of data
collection, SST was captured at 2 minute intervals from the Furuno depth
sounder linked to the HPP and recorded in the tracking data. 
• Depth: similar to SST, depth was recorded the first year as an estimate by
taking the (x, y) position on the chart and manually recording the depth from
the chart. The second year of depth data was recorded automatically in the
tracking data file via the Furuno depth sounder and downloaded after each
survey.
2.3 Data from other Sources
Bräger et al. (2003) published the earliest study suggesting environmental variables
that  influence  Hector’s dolphin  distribution.  Those  variables  reported  were  water
clarity, temperature, and depth. 
The maximum ambient air temperature was collected from NIWA data as a proxy for
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seasonality  based  on  temperature.  Hector’s  dolphin  distribution  changes  from
inshore in warmer months to offshore in cooler months (Bräger, 1998; Dawson, 1991;
Slooten and Dawson, 1988).
The  perpendicular  distance  from shore was  measured  for  each  encounter  using
ArcGIS  10.1.  The  coastal  transect  varied  considerably  with  each  survey.  The
distance from shore was a combination of the position of the back edge of the swell
line of the waves and the skill and experience of the boat driver on the day of the
survey. 
Rainfall data were used as an approximation of the influx of fresh water into the bay
representing both a change in surface salinity and water turbidity. Data from NIWA
databases were downloaded from a small town, situated on the eastern end of the
bay, Orepuki. Data were recorded in the database as the sum of the amount of rain
seven days prior to the encounter, four days prior to the encounter, and one day prior
to the survey day.  Bräger (2003) found strong associations between turbidity and
Hector’s dolphin distribution while Clement (2005) hypothesised that frontal regions
would be the driving force behind Hector’s dolphin distribution. 
The  final  environmental  variable  was  distance  to  fresh  water, a  measure  of  the
distance of each encounter point to the largest fresh water source in Te Waewae Bay,
the Waiau River mouth (WRM). WRM is postulated be the area of highest turbidity in
Te  Waewae  Bay  and  the  frontal  zone  with  the  greatest  amount  of  saltwater  to
freshwater mixing.
2.3.1 Websites and Licenses
While there are many programs now available that can batch change photographic
file names, the program DMove was quite useful because it not only gave the photos
a date (_YYYYMMDD) and time (_HHMMSSSS) but the Nikon camera style used to
take the photo preceded both date and time (D70s_). DMove (2005) was used for all
conversions  of  daily  photo  files.  DMove  was  written  by Bill  Claff  in  2005  and is
currently available at the following link: 
https://home.comcast.net/~NikonD70/Downloads/DMove/DMove.htm
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Longitude and latitude data from the Garmin GPS were converted into northings and
eastings using the program from Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) 'concord2'
LINZ found at this address in the bundle of programs called “SNAP”:
http://www.linz.govt.nz/geodetic/software-downloads/snap
LINZ  hydrographic  charts: https://data.linz.govt.nz/ and  topographic  information
https://data.linz.govt.nz/layer/798-nz-mainland-topo250-maps/
Data collected from Koordinates Ltd. (a “limited liability company registered in New
Zealand”) operating as an open source for geodata. 
Public domain license: 
major rivers- clipped to the area around Te Waewae Bay
https://koordinates.com/layer/306-nz-major-rivers/
NZ Rainfall: also collected from NIWA cliflo website. 
http://koordinates.com/layer/305-nz-rainfall
From Niwa’s “cliflo” National Climate Database (these data are collected once daily):
Rainfall and maximum ambient temperature at Orepuki (station #5741), 
Run-off at Monowai (station #5436), 
http://cliflo.niwa.co.nz/pls/niwp/wgenf.genform1










During December and January 2004-2005, identification (ID) photos were taken on a
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Nikon F90 film camera with a Nikkor f2.8 80-200mm autofocus zoom lens (Figure
2.2). Films were developed and CDs of the digitised photos were acquired for use in
the database. The remainder of the photos for this project were taken using a Nikon
D70 or D70S digital SLR camera body with the above Nikkor lens. Shutter speed was
set to 1/1000 or faster. ID photos were stored as high quality *.jpg images,  2-4 MB
per photo.
The process of collecting photographs of the dorsal fins for abundance analysis took
the most  time during an encounter.  Counts  of  each group of  newly encountered
dolphins were recorded for distribution analyses. ID photos were purposely taken in a
random  fashion  from  both  sides  of  the  boat,  such  that  the  goal  was  to  obtain
photographs  of  both  the  right  and  left  sides  of  each  dolphin,  regardless  of  the
distinctiveness of the mark on the dorsal fin (Karczmarski et al. 2005; Heinrich 2006;
Elwen et al. 2009; Reisinger & Karczmarski 2010).
2.4.2 Dolphin Identification and Categorisation
The description process used to identify individual dorsal fin marks was based on the
dolphin identification photo and drawing in  Figure 2.4,  drawn by Professor  Steve
Dawson. For Hector’s dolphin that are identified as having a mark on the dorsal fin
the code would begin with the letter ‘f’ for fin, followed by the type of mark and then
would incorporate the corresponding number of the dorsal fin segment where the
mark  is  observed (Figure  2.4).  In  a  similar  manner,  if  the  body is  the  area that
contains the mark, then the code will  begin with the letter ‘b’ and will  contain the
numbers that are associated with the area of the body that has the mark or marks.
For  example,  the  mark  category  1  dolphin  in  Figure  2.5,  is  recorded  in  the  Te
Waewae Bay catalogue as fl7.402L_twb. This is the way to decipher the code: f=fin;
l=large nick; 7 is area 7 of the dorsal fin; 4 signifies Te Waewae Bay; 02 means the
second animal entered into the Te Waewae Bay catalogue with a large nick in area 7;
L identifies the photo is of the left side of the dolphin, and _twb is an abbreviation for
Te Waewae Bay. Designating left or right was to help in the identification process
such that catalogued photographs of left or right sides of identified dolphins could be




Daily  photographs  were  categorised  by  the  visual  quality  of  the  photograph  in
addition to the orientation of the fin to the plane of the photograph (Figure 2.5). Photo
category 1 was classified as a crisply focused, clear shot of the dorsal fin with visible
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Figure 2.4: Hector’s dolphin identification code for the dorsal fin and body segments.
Created by SM Dawson for use at BPMMS and is the model used to describe marks
on dolphins in photographs in the current project.
2.4 Photographic Data
sections of the dolphin body on either side of the dorsal fin. The dolphin was oriented
parallel to the photo plane and the focal point was within approximately 10 meters of
the camera. Photo category 2 was a well focused, clear shot of the dorsal fin but
dolphin orientation could lie up to 15º into or out of the photo plane and there might
be less body visible either side of the fin i.e., portions of the body and or dorsal fin
under water and the photo might be slightly less sharply focused.
2.4.2.2 Mark categories
Mark categories are both complex and subjective.  Mark categories in this project
were divided into four divisions; however, only mark categories 1 – 3 (Figure 2.5)
were used for Mark-Recapture analysis (Chapter Five). Mark category 1 was a very
well-marked with distinctive dorsal fin mark or marks and would easily be recognised
in the field as well as in a digital photograph of photo category 1 or 2. Approximately
10% to  20% of  the  fin  edge sustained deep  (> 1.5  cm)  nicks  or  notches.  Mark
category 2 was a less distinctly marked dorsal fin that would probably be identified in
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Figure 2.5: Examples of photo categories 1 and 2 (rows), and mark categories 1, 2,
and 3 (columns) from left to right.
2.4 Photographic Data
the field. However, it could confidently be identified from digital photographs of photo
category 1 or 2. A majority of these marks covered between 5% to 10% of the dorsal
fin edge and were not as deeply cut (0.5 cm to 1.5 cm) as mark category 1 nicks,
notches, or protuberances. Mark category 3 was a subtle, less obvious mark on the
dorsal fin. While in the field, mark category 3 might not be immediately noticed, but it
was  a  mark  that  was  distinctive  and  could  be  reliably  identified  from  digital
photographs  of  photo  category  1  or  2.  In  general,  marks  in  category  3  would
comprise less than 5% of the edge of the dorsal fin but quite often in multiple (3 or 4)
sections making a subtle, but identifiable pattern. Mark category 4 was determined to
be beyond the allowable criteria for the purposes of M-RC analysis but was sufficient
for individual identifications for geovisualisations presented in Chapter Four.
2.4.3 Mark Changes
No studies examining the rate of change of naturally occurring marks in Hector’s
dolphin have been published to date. In this study, five dolphins were observed to
have had an identifiable change to marks, however only two of those five dolphins
had  changes that were large enough to warrant a change in mark category in the
dolphin  catalogue.  For  the  dolphin  in  Figure  2.6,  the  marks  changed  from mark
category 4 to mark category 3 in the Te Waewae Bay dolphin catalogue. Over 13
months the dolphin depicted in  Figure 2.7 went from an initial mark category of 4




Figure 2.6: Change from mark category 4 in November 2004 to mark category 3 in
May 2005 with additional small nicks observed over the next 18 months.
Figure 2.7: Change from mark category 4 in December 2004 to mark category 2 in
February 2006. No additional changes were recorded the next 9 months.
2.5 Summaries
2.5 Summaries
2.5.1 Survey Effort Summary
There  were  23  months  of  sampling  in  eight  seasons  with  a  total  of  84  days  of
surveying effort. During this period, 4577 dolphins were sighted in 827 encounters.
Over the eight seasons 4370 km were surveyed spending 470 hours on effort looking
for dolphins. An average of 1.21 transect sets per month were completed. Sampling
effort was consistently better throughout the second year with respect to amount of
time on the water, the number of high quality photographs taken, and the number of
transect sets that were completed. Overall the number of dolphins encountered per
km was less the second year, 1.16 dolphins/km 04/05 to 0.95 dolphins/km 05/06.
Nearly two more complete transects sets were surveyed in the second year than in
the first year (13 sets 04/05 versus 14.8 sets 05/06). Eighteen encounters took place
on the 3 nm transect and seven took place on the 5 nm transect. The summary of the
sampling  effort  for  the  eight  seasons is  reported  in  Table  2.1.  There  were  three
seasons with less than three full transect sets completed, however, the coastal and 1
nm transects were completed, and that is where 97% of dolphin encounters took
place. At least one full survey transect set was completed in 16 of the 23 months
where  surveys  were  attempted.  Of  the  other  eight  months,  transect  sets  were
incomplete  due  to  varying  degrees  of  complication  from  inclement  weather;
unavailability of volunteer boating help, and problems associated with equipment.
Few studies of the genus Cephalorhynchus have collected data monthly throughout
an entire year, and fewer still for two consecutive years. Sampling in those cetacean
research projects has often been from a single, predominantly summer season, two
at most with sampling repeated at yearly intervals (Bejder and Dawson, 2001; Bräger
et  al.,  2003;  Elwen  et  al.,  2009b;  Green,  2003;  Heinrich,  2006).  Clement  (2005)
conducted a distribution analysis of Hector’s dolphins at BPMMS. In two years of
data collection, surveys were carried out on 97 days. Four months of sampling had
less  than  half  the  number  of  transects  and  three  additional  months  had  partial
transect sets (86%, 90%, and 95% completed). As an example of a study with time-
intensive sampling,   Silva et  al.  (2009) in  their  five year  study (1999 – 2004)  of
bottlenose dolphin, had data collection ranging from 7 to 10 months of the years
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sampled and the average effort in hours ranged from 13 to 34 per month. Sampling
effort for this study was similar to Silva et al. (2009) with an average of 58 hours per
season, or an average of 19 hours per month across all 23 months.
2.5.2 Photographic Effort Summary
Over  the course of  the twenty three months of  photography,  approximately 4300
photos were collected of photo category 1 or 2. In 2004/2005, 1900 photos were
taken and 2005/2006, 2400 photos were taken (Figure 2.8). Dividing the number of
photos by the number of transect sets completed in the year results in ~ 145 and
~165 photos per transect set respectively for the two years. Since the transects sets
had very few photos from the offshore transects, dividing the number of photos by
the number of months they were collected is a better gauge of photographic density.
In 2004/2005 all twelve months were sampled and the result was ~158 photos per
month, while 2005/2006 there were eleven months sampled and resulted in ~165
acceptable quality photos per month. Using the metrics of photo category 1 and 2 in
conjunction with mark category 1, 2, or 3, the total number of photos usable for mark-
recapture (MRC) analysis was 472 in 2004/2005 and 421 in 2005/2006. Winter 2006
was an anomaly in that 4.1 sets of  transects were completed (June 2006 -  1.62
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Table  2.1: Summary  of  sampling  effort  for  the  study  period  December  2004  –
November 2006.
Summer 04/05 8 111 634 440.5 1.4 56:44:20 2.8
Autumn 2005 12 126 764 524.7 1.5 72:15:42 3.3
Winter 2005 11 61 331 435.3 0.8 47:11:02 2.8
Spring 2005 14 137 657 649.4 1.0 65:35:55 4.1
Summer 05/06 10 143 941 743.3 1.3 75:59:24 4.7
Autumn 2006 12 125 667 609.1 1.1 63:22:05 3.9
Winter 2006 10 85 303 640.3 0.5 49:52:45 4.1



































































































transect  sets;  July  2006  -  1.61  transect  sets;  and  August  2006  -  1.00  complete
transect set) yet only twenty-six photos of identifiable dolphins were collected. 
2.5.3 Mark Category Summary
The monthly data have been binned into seasons and compiled as mark categories
1, 2, and 3 for use in M-RC modelling (Table 2.2). The far right column in Table 2.2
holds the total number of marked dolphins observed each season. There were 46
fewer marked dolphins seen in year two than in year one. The absolute number of
mark category 1 and 2 dolphins from the matrix was lower the second year (57) than
the first (72), however the percentage of mark categories 1 and 2 to the total number
from the matrix was the nearly the same; 26.5% in year one and 25.3% in year two.
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Figure  2.8:  Blue bins are related to  the left-hand (blue)  axis  representing photo-
categories 1 and 2 taken each primary period. Both red lines are scaled to the right-
hand axis (red), the thick red line represents the number of transect sets completed
each primary period. The dotted red line represents the goal of three full sets  of
transects completed per season.  
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There is a risk when using less distinctively marked animals that the mark could be
missed, or mismatched causing the calculations of abundance to be over or under
inflated. In this study, I was justified including mark category 3 dolphins in the data
set to be used for mark-recapture analysis for the following reasons: 
i)  There was prior knowledge that the total  population size was more than
likely less than 500 dolphins (Dawson et al., 2004; Dawson and Slooten, 1988;
Slooten et al., 2004) and, therefore, with a smaller group of dolphins marks
less notable in the field such as category 3, will be discernible using digital
matching and sorting.
ii) The physical area sampled was approximately the size of a ‘normal’ Hector’s
dolphin home range and previous work suggests that Hector’s do not have a
transient behaviour pattern.
iii) The entire spatial extent could be sampled on a monthly basis for two years
during which time it would be unlikely for marks to change drastically without
being photographically catalogued.
iv)Only high quality, photograph category 1 or 2 digital photographs that could
be magnified for detailed examination and identification of the position and
depth of marks on the dorsal fin would be used for mark-recapture analysis.
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Table  2.2: Summary of  the  three  mark  categories  observed in  eight  seasons  of
photographic M-RC identifications.
Total
Summer 04 / 05 4 19 48 71
Autumn 2005 4 15 70 89
Winter 2005 2 10 26 38
Spring 2005 0 18 55 73
Summer 05 / 06 4 22 74 100
Autumn 2006 2 13 51 66
Winter 2006 1 5 13 19










Therefore, marks 1, 2, and 3 could be used in the capture history data set to estimate
the  number  of  marked  dolphins.  Significant  mark  loss  (inability  to  recognise  the
animals)  was  not  observed  during  the  two  year  study;  however,  as  mentionedin
Section  2.4.3,  changes  to  natural  marks  were  observed.  The  high  quality  digital
photographs housed in the relational database (see Appendix A) made matching the
survey photos to the catalogued dolphins a time consuming, but achievable task.
2.6 Final Remarks
This Chapter has provided strong evidence that  the data collection, collation and
storage will  provide a depth of both spatial  and temporal  data for analysis in the
following four research chapters. The thorough photographic dataset can be used to
derive  an  accurate  estimate  of  the  seasonal  population  abundance,  as  well  as
provide  data  for  the  first  detailed  geovisualisation  of  individual  Hector’s  dolphin
movements.  The  transect  routes  cover  the  spatial  extent  fully  and  the  monthly
sampling regime provides strong temporal coverage as well. The study site and data
collection,  collation  and  storage  methodology  presented  in  this  chapter  will  be
referred to throughout the remaining chapters when describing the research area and
methods used to collect, organise, and extract data for analysis.
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Chapter  3
Distribution and Density of Hector’s Dolphin in Te
Waewae Bay, New Zealand
3.1 Introduction
Distribution patterns of Hector’s dolphin along the east, south, and west coasts of the
South Island in New Zealand have been visualised using data collected from aerial
surveys  (Brown et al., 1992; Clement et al., 2010; Dawson, 2001; DuFresne et al.,
2010; MacKenzie and Clement, 2014; Rayment et al., 2011, 2010, 2006; Slooten et
al., 2006, 2004; Young, 1995) and boat based surveys (Bräger and Schneider, 1998;
Clement, 2005; Dawson et al., 2004; Dawson and Slooten, 1988; DuFresne, 2005;
Rayment et al., 2009b). Data collected from aerial surveys along the east and west
coasts have been limited to two seasons: summers and winters. One quantitative
aerial  survey  conducted  along  the  length  of  the  South  Island  south  coast  was
completed in 2010 (Clement et al., 2010). In that study, distribution out to the 100 m
contour  was assessed with  conclusions that  the  dolphins  were  sighted within  Te
Waewae Bay and discontinuous areas to the east of Te Waewae Bay. Abundance
was calculated to be 628 (CV=38.9%; 95% CI=301-1311), distribution patterns were
related to and influenced by the ecology of the south coast, but not directly related to
water depth.
In  boat based surveys of Hector’s dolphin, sampling effort has been concentrated
alongshore,  (less  than  1  km  from  the  coast)  standardised  for  effort,  and  data
recorded as the “encounter rate/km” (Bräger et al., 2002; Dawson, 1991; Dawson
and Slooten, 1988; DuFresne, 2005; Rayment and Webster, 2009). From September
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2000  through  August  2002,  Clement  (2005)  conducted  a  monthly  boat  based
distribution survey perpendicular to shore around Banks Peninsula, Akaroa, NZ. Line
transect surveys aboard a catamaran, intended to be used primarily as a means to
calculate an abundance estimate, were conducted at 45° to the coastline around the
South Island from December 1997 through February 2000  (Dawson et al.,  2004).
Dolphin distribution  data  from the  above line transect  survey and the  1984-1985
coastal  strip  abundance  survey  (Dawson  and  Slooten,  1988) were  compiled  by
Clement  (2005)  into  distribution  and  density  maps  of  Hector’s  dolphin  observed
during  each  survey.  Distribution  maps  from  both  examples  above  visualised
aggregations of Hector’s dolphin. 
The  continuous  nature  of  KDE allows  for  interpolation  of  values  in  between  the
measured values. The choice of kernel or bandwidth size (search radius) has a great
effect on the smoothing of data and the detail viewed on the output (Fotheringham et
al.,  2000).  According to Fotheringham et al.  (2000),  larger bandwidths emphasise
larger, “regional” patterns, and smaller bandwidths, “local” kernel size, or finer spatial
patterns.   Chainey et al. (2008) used grid mapping, kernel density estimates, and
hotspots (data aggregations) while also using a prediction accuracy index (PAI) as a
means to compare the three analytical methods. Nelson & Boots (2008) used hotspot
mapping to examine the change within hotspots size and number as parameters for
calculating how hotspots changed over time. 
Another  technique  to  analyse  distribution  is  Space  Time  String  (STS)  analysis
(Nelson et  al.,  2009).  STS uses quantitative  visualisation  of  the  state  of  specific
spaces during defined temporal periods. In essence, distribution data is examined
across temporal periods, looking for specific areas of high use. STS analysis was first
applied to nine years of grey whale (Eschrichtius robustus) foraging data collected in
the waters of coastal British Columbia, Canada (Nelson et al. 2009). The STS results
illustrated local trends in spatial state patterns of foraging grey whales in relation to
the distribution patterns of the prey.
3.1.1 Research Rationale for distribution study in Te Waewae Bay
One of the primary rationales behind choosing Te Waewae Bay as a research site
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was that it offered an opportunity to fulfil a portion of the objective of the DoC Marine
Mammal Action Plan 2005-2010, to “increase knowledge of distribution, movements
(daily,  seasonal  &  annual)”  in  “priority  areas  where  set  netting  activities  occur”
(Suisted et al.  2004, p.22).  A second rationale was to  identify any overlap in the
distributions of the Porpoise Bay/Toetoes Bay Hector’s dolphin population with the Te
Waewae Bay population, when the distance between the populations is within the
scale of the known alongshore home range  (Bräger et al.,  2002; Rayment et  al.,
2009b). Previous genetic test results indicated Te Waewae Bay  Hector’s dolphins
were more closely aligned with the Toetoe Bay group of Hector's dolphins than the
populations  along  the  east  or  west  coasts  of  the  South  Island  and  a  call  for
independent management plans for the south coast populations has been promoted
to better protect the potential for dolphin dispersal events (Hamner et al., 2012). 
Neither the temporal nor the spatial distribution patterns of Hector’s dolphins in Te
Waewae Bay were known prior to this study.  Anecdotal  information regarding the
perceived spatial distribution of Hector’s dolphin in Te Waewae Bay from Department
of Conservation Southland rangers and local residents condensed into the following
three areas where Hector’s dolphins might be seen: 1) the eastern end of the bay on
the north side of Pahia Hill (Monkey Island), 2) sporadically at Blue Cliffs along the
north – north west coastal strip, west of the Waiau River, and 3) small numbers of
dolphins might be observed at Port Craig on the western side of the bay (Figure 3.1,
three positions circled in red). 
A fine-scale  study of  the  spatio-temporal  distribution  patterns  of  Hector’s  dolphin
within Te Waewae Bay can improve understanding of the spatial ecology of Hector’s
dolphin in general, and in specific, improve understanding of the distribution patterns
of  Hector’s  dolphins  residing  outside  sanctuary  boundaries.  The  unique  genetic
nature  of  Hector’s  dolphins  at  Te Waewae Bay means that  a  management  plan
should be considered (Hamner et al., 2012) and to decide the spatial nature of the
area to be managed, distribution boundaries must be identified.
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Prior knowledge that Te Waewae Bay is approximately the size of Hector’s dolphin
home  range,  finding  the  preferred  habitat  areas  within  the  bay  was  to  be
accomplished by modelling temporal as well as seasonal distribution patterns. 
The objectives of this chapter were to:
1) Establish  baseline  distribution  patterns  and  standardise  density  estimates
across Te Waewae Bay on seasonal and yearly scales.
2) To investigate the occurrence and consistency of identifiable fine-scale density
patterns both in spatial and temporal contexts.
3) To  identify  preferential  habitat  areas  based  on  the  observed  distribution
patterns.
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Figure 3.1:  400 m wide buffer added to the four preplanned survey transect lines
(coast,  1,  3,  and  5  nm)   which  were  then  attached  to  the  500  meter  square
(0.25  km2)  grid  blocks.  Blue  grid  squares  mark  the  transect  lines
plus buffer placement on the grid. 
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3.2.1 Data Standardisation 
The minimum goal for each month was to completely survey four pre-set transects
that are shown in white buffered on both sides by 200 m in light blue in Figure 3.1,
the four transects totalling approximately 160 km. Track lines were buffered 200 m on
either side, emulating the visual space observers were looking for dolphins. During
the second year of data collection, three alongshore surveys of Toetoes Bay to the
east of Te Waewae Bay were conducted using the same survey protocols as for Te
Waewae Bay.
The encounter  rate for  previous Hector’s  dolphin studies has been calculated as
‘number of individuals encountered divided by distance surveyed’ with distance equal
to linear distance measurements; nautical miles (nm) or kilometres (km) using the
formula in Equation (3.1): 
Encounter rate =
number  of  dolphins  encountered
on−effort  distance  traversed
 (3.1)
The current study used a comparatively complex offshore transect component and
effort  was standardised as density.   A grid block system of 0.25 km2   blocks was
overlaid on the bay, masking the land, to present results of the calculations of the
relative dolphin density observed across the bay. Two previous studies of Hector’s
dolphins have used a grid block method to report the standardised Hector’s dolphin
density  for  a  study  area.  Clement  (2005) used  400  m2  blocks  (0.16  km2) along
transects arranged perpendicular to the shore at Bank's Peninsula and interpolated
Hector’s  dolphin  density  in  between  the  survey  transects.  Green  et  al.  (2007)
reported using 2 km long by 400 m wide grid blocks along transect routes with no
interpolation in between the transect lines. The encounter rate for both studies was a
density calculation using the total number of dolphins observed in each grid block
divided  by  the  total  number  of  times  the  grid  block  was  surveyed.  A  similar




total number  of  dolphins  encountered in 0.25km2  gridsquare
number  of  times  each 0.25km2 grid square  visually  surveyed
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3.2.2 Map Series
Three series of  figures were created for  each map series being examined.  Each
series was composed of six figures depicting a total of 15 maps each. The first figure
in each series was the map representing the summary of both years of data. The
second figure in the six page series contained two maps, one for each year of data
collected.; (A) 2004/2005 and (B) 2005/2006. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth figures
in each series were comprised of three maps per page (A, B, and C) for a total of 12
maps. For these four figures, map, (A), was a composite of both seasons that data
were collected i.e., two summers, two autumns, etc.; map (B), contains data from
2004/2005 season; and map (C), data from 2005/2006 season.
The first series of maps depicted the unstandardised encounter points and survey
tracks, and were displayed within a system of grid squares that were superimposed
on the  study extent.  The choice  of  grid  square size,  500 X 500 m, was chosen
because it was large enough to incorporate the 400 m wide survey tracks but not so
large as to make the 400 m width of the buffered survey tracks insignificant.  The
colour  of  each  grid  square  shows  the  number  of  times  it  was  surveyed.  Points
marking encounters with dolphins in the equivalent time period were colour coded to
represent group size.
The second series of maps represented dolphin density (dolphins per 0.25 km2  grid
square).  Dolphin density was calculated for each for each time period examined;
seasons, individual years, and the two years combined. 
The standardised grid data were used to calculate temporal means for seasonal and
yearly dolphin density. These groups were tested for significant temporal trends using
the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test adapted from Sokal & Rohlf (1981). Post-hoc
pairwise  comparisons,  z,  adapted  from  Siegel  &  Castellan  (1988) were  used  to
determine  which,  if  any,  differences  existed  between  seasons  and  years.  The
Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test was performed using R (R Development Core Team,
2007). The detectable effect size of season on the calculated dolphin density per grid
square was computed with post-hoc power analyses using the software G*Power
(Faul et al., 2009, 2007). The final step in the process was calculating the effective
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power of the results of the post-hoc test to determine the probability of rejecting a
false H0.
Taking the discrete, point estimates per grid square a continuous probability density
function was calculated across the areas within the chosen search radius for the
data, known as a Kernel density estimate (KDE) (Fotheringham et al., 2000; Nelson
et al., 2009, 2008). To have the option of including sightings in conjunction with the
coastal transect and between offshore transects, the bandwidth for the probability
density function calculation had to be equivalent to the distance between the offshore
transect lines or ~3200 m. Raster output is only as precise as the input  (Mitchell,
2005), and the input data for this series of KDE figures was based on 500 m X 500 m
(0.25 km2) grid square. Creating the KDE maps for the third series of figures was a
three  step  process.  The  polygon  maps  displayed  as  dolphin  density  data  were
transformed  into  raster  format  with  resolution  of  500  m.  The  second  step  was
converting the raster point format, defining the centre of each grid square as the point
feature. Output on all maps was expressed as the dolphin density per km2. All maps
have had the transect lines added to differentiate for the reader areas that were not
surveyed and those areas surveyed,  but  no dolphins were  observed;  both areas
would have effective zero kernel density estimates.
3.2.3 Testing spatial patterns
To analyse these point data for spatial patterns, spatial autocorrelation and clusters,
two tests, Global Moran’s I and the local Getis-Ord G i* tests were used (Getis and
Ord, 1992; Mitchell,  2005).  These test are useful  in determining whether patterns
observed could have arisen by chance  (Mitchell, 2005). For both of these tests, a
mask was applied  and the land area was excluded, leaving only the water of  Te
Waewae Bay for analysis. Both tests use the Z-score test to examine the statistical
significance of the resulting values at a given confidence level (Mitchell 2005). The
fixed  distance  for  the  spatial  neighbourhood  was  chosen  to  be  3200  m  or  the
equivalent distance between the offshore transects.
The Global Moran’s I statistical test is a test of the null hypothesis that there was
complete spatial randomness across the area sampled with respect to the number of
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dolphins that would be encountered in a group.  The Z-score calculation for Global
Moran’s  I  (Equation  3.3)  examines  the  statistical  significance  of  the  relationship
between the observed values of Global Moran’s I and the expected values of Global
Moran’s I while also answering the null hypothesis question - ‘what is the likelihood
this clustered / random / dispersed pattern of dolphins appeared by chance?’  High Z-
scores represent strong affiliations or clustering, and low Z-scores, dissimilarity and
dispersion,  while  Z-scores  near  zero  indicate  an  absence  of  similarity  (Mitchell,
2005). 
(3.3)
The local Getis-Ord Gi* statistic identifies feature clusters within a set distance rather
than across the whole study area and includes the value for the feature of interest in
the calculation  (Mitchell, 2005). The output from local  Getis-Ord  Gi* tests are often
described in terms of “hotspots” or “coldspots” respectively, this  relates clusters of
high and low values relative to the mean (Getis and Ord, 1992). Hotspots represent
similar  features  with  values  greater  than  the  mean,  clustered  in  close  spatial
proximity; while coldspots represent similar features with values lower than the mean.
High Z-scores represent hotspots and low Z-scores coldspots, and zero representing
a lack of similarity (Mitchell, 2005).
3.2.4 Space time string 
Data were compiled from seasonal snapshots “to quantify the temporal variability or
persistence of a spatial pattern over many time periods.” using the Space Time String
(STS) method (Nelson et al., 2009, p. 1538). Results from the initial spatial analyses
in this project had what appeared to be a natural break at the 10 m contour line in Te
Waewae Bay. Of the encounters catalogued in Chapter Two, 97% were recorded
along the 1 nm and coastal transects that incidentally fall almost completely within
the 10 m contour of Te Waewae Bay. Therefore, for STS analysis the data were
separated into two groups, one composed of encounter points inshore of the 10 m
contour line and the second group encounter points from the offshore side of the 10






examined for seasonal  spatial  patterns representing changes in encounter states.
Spatial  states  of  grid  squares  examining  the  number  of  seasons  in-between




Compiling the survey data from the smallest data set of individual seasons to the
largest data set of two years of data collected was an additive process. Therefore,
the  “count”,  and “mean”  would  increase in  value  progressively from the  smallest
temporal segments, seasons, to the largest temporal data set, years, as recorded in
Figure 3.2. There are four temporal segments displayed via rows: the top row, both
years; the second row, individual years; the third row, the same seasons for both
years; and the bottom row, individual seasons (Figure 3.2). Colour coded arrows link
smaller temporal units with the next greater temporal unit. Results for each individual
temporal segment are displayed as:
1. “count” representing the number of grid squares of the 2196 grid squares
across the bay that were surveyed during each sampling period.
2. “mean” represents the mean number of times those squares were surveyed.
3. “standard deviation” is of the mean. 
Throughout the eight seasons of sampling, a maximum of 1209 of the 2196 0.25 km2
grid squares were surveyed and the mean number of times each was surveyed was
16 (std. dev. = 11.8) (Figure 3.2). Breaking down the total  0.25 km2 grid squares
surveyed into separate years on row 2 of Figure 3.2, there were 64 less grid squares
surveyed in 2005/2006 than in the first year 2004/2005, while the mean number of
times  each  was  surveyed  increased  from  8.3  times  to  9.5  times.  Referring  to
combined seasons on the third row of Figure 3.2, springs had the lowest total number
of grid squares surveyed, 932, as well as having the lowest mean number of times to
be surveyed ( x̄=4.2 ,std. dev. = 2.1). Autumns and winters had the highest number
of grid squares  surveyed, 1032 and 1034 respectively.  Summers had the highest
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mean number of times surveyed ( x̄=5.2 ; std. dev.= 3.1) and autumns  ( x̄=5.3 ; std.
dev. = 3.3). Referring to data representing individual seasons in the fourth row in
Figure 3.2,  the count of the number of grid squares surveyed was lower in autumn,
winter, and spring 2005/2006 than 2004/2005, while the mean number of times a grid
square was surveyed was higher in summer, autumn, and winter 2005/2006 than
2004/2005.
Data concerning seasonal variation in survey tracks and numbers of encounters are
exhibited  in  Figures  3.3 to  3.8.  Across the  individual  seasons,  the  range of  grid
squares containing encounters went from the low in Spring 2006 with 47 grid squares
to the high in summer 2005/2006 with 105 (refer to  Figure 3.5 through  Figure 3.8:
summer, autumn, winter, and spring, respectively).
The two year  summary  of the 0.25 km2 grid squares  ranged from 1 to 48 times
surveyed as seen in  Figure 3.3. During the two years of monthly data collection, a
total of 305 0.25 km2 grid squares of the 1209 grid squares surveyed contained one
or  more of  the 837 encounter  points  with  Hector’s  dolphins,  and group sizes for
encounters ranged from 1-40 dolphins. 
Comparing the survey tracks from the first year of data collection (Figure 3.4 A) to the
second year (Figure 3.4 B), the spread of grid squares surveyed away from and in
between the transect lines was greater the first year than the second. Figure 3.4 A,
2004/2005, is composed of 222 grid squares representing dolphin encounters and
424 encounter points within those squares.  Figure 3.4 B, data from 2005/2006, is
represented by 208 grid squares containing one or more dolphin encounter(s) which
was 14 less than 2004/2005, and 413 encounter points which was 11 encounters
less than 2004/2005.
Total encounter points and survey transects exhibited variation between seasons and
years (Figures 3.3 to 3.8). Five seasons had greater than 100% coverage of the pre-
set transects and only one season, Spring 2006 (Figure 3.8) had less than 90%
coverage of the transects;  however coverage for that season was high along the





Figure  3.2: Number of grid squares surveyed and the mean number of times the
counted squares were surveyed; inclusive of standard deviation (std dev). 
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Figure  3.3:  Survey tracks  and  encounter  points  for  all  data  collected  December  2004  through  November  2006.  There  were  837
encounter points contained within 305 of the 1209 surveyed grid squares.
3.3 Results
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Figure  3.4: Summary of survey tracks and encounter points for the two individual
years. A) December 2004 - November 2005; 222 grid squares with encounters, 424
encounter  points;   B)  December  2005  -  November  2006;  208 grid  squares  with





Figure  3.5:  Summer(s)  survey tracks  and encounter  points.  A)  summary of  both
summers 04/05 and 05/06; 148 grid squares with 266 encounter points; B) Summer
04/05; 84 grid squares with encounters, 108 encounter points; C) summer 05/06; 105






Figure  3.6:  Autumn(s)  survey tracks  and  encounter  points.  A)  summary  of  both
Autumns  2005 and  2006; 163 grid squares with encounters, 247 encounter points;
B) Autumn 2005; 103 grid squares with encounters, 125 encounter points; C) Autumn






Figure  3.7:  Winter(s)  survey  tracks  and  encounter  points.  A)  summary  of  both
Winters 2005 and 2006; 114 grid squares with encounters, 139 encounter points; B)
Winter 2005; 56 grid squares with encounters, 60 encounter points  C) Winter 2006;






Figure  3.8: Spring(s)  survey  tracks  and  encounter  points.  A)  summary  of  both
Springs 2005 and 2006; 127 grid squares with encounters, 186 encounter points; B)
Spring 2005;  99 grid  squares with  encounters,  132 encounter  points;   C)  Spring






This section maps the results of standardising point data and survey track lines into
density estimates. The first figure,  Figure 3.10, contains a single map representing
the complete set of presence only data of the discrete dolphin density per 0.25 km2
grid square collected during the study period December 2004 through November
2006. The dolphin density for the combined two years of presence only data does not
exceed  6  dolphins  per  0.25  km2  grid  square.  Of  the  305  grid  blocks  containing
encounters during the two years of data collection, 85% have a density less than or
equal to 1 dolphin per 0.25 km2; 14% were between 1 and 3 dolphins per 0.25 km2,
and 1% of the grid blocks has greater than 3 dolphins but less than 6 per 0.25 km2
grid square. The majority of grid blocks with encounters lie within the 10 m contour
line and the shore, roughly approximate to the coastal and 1 nm transects.
Data from Figure 3.11 were separated into two individual year maps showing dolphin
density per 0.25 km2 grid square: map A)2004/2005 data and map B)2005/2006 data.
Only one grid block difference was found between the two years for densities less
than or equal to 1.0 dolphin per 0.25 km2 grid square: 157 in 2004/2005 (in blue font)
and 158 in 2005/2006 (in green font with grey background), and the percentage of
the total number of grid blocks was similar with 71% and 76%, respectively (Table
3.1). For dolphin densities between 1 and 3 dolphins in  Figure 3.11 (Table 3.1): A)
there were 56 grid squares at 25% of the total squares surveyed and Figure 3.11 B)
49 grid squares at 24% of the surveyed squares. For dolphin densities greater than 3
in Figure 3.11 (Table 3.1): A) there were 9 grid squares at 4% of the total and in B)
there  was  1  block  at  0.5% of  the  total  surveyed  grid  squares.  For  the  offshore
transects at 3 and 5 nm, there were 10 X 0.25 km2 grid squares with densities of less
than or equal to 1.0 dolphin per 0.25 km2  in Figure 3.11 A, and 15 in Figure 3.11 B. 
To examine the data at a finer temporal resolution, in this case seasons, the following
table  (Table  3.1)  and  four  figures  (3.12 to  3.15)  were  extracted  from the  yearly
encounter data and presented in the format of four seasons. The results presented in
Table 3.1 were summaries of the number of grid blocks that were surveyed that had a
dolphin  density  greater  than zero,  grouped into  six  categories  of  dolphin  density
being greater than 0 but less than 20. Combined seasonal output from highest to
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lowest number of 0.25 km2 grid squares with dolphin encounters were autumns (163),
summers (148),  springs (127),  and lastly winters  (114)  (Table  3.1).  The range in
dolphin density was highest in summers, 0 to 12 dolphins per grid block, a slightly
smaller range in winters, 0 to 9 dolphins per grid block, and autumns and springs
both had ranges of 0 to 6 dolphins per grid block. In all four combined seasons, totals
in the 0 to 1 dolphin density comprised the greatest percentage of total grid blocks.
Five of the eight individual seasons had 0 to 1 dolphin per 0.25 km2  grid square as
the largest portion of the data. The three exceptions being autumn 2005, and both
spring seasons (Table 3.1) where the second category of 1 to 3 dolphins per grid
block  was  the  higher  value.  Summer  2004/2005  and  spring  2006  had  dolphin
densities in the category of 9 to 12 dolphins per grid square (4% and 6%); and lastly
densities  as  high  as  12  to  20  dolphins  per  grid  block  (Table  3.1)  in  summer
2004/2005 (5%), winter 2005 (2%), and spring 2006 (4%). In summation across all
seasons and or combination of seasons, 80% or more of the dolphin density results
were calculated to be in the range of 6 or less dolphins per grid block. To visualise
the spatial aspects of the seasonal variations represented in  Table 3.1,  data were
presented as a series of maps in Figures 3.12 to 3.15. Each figure has three maps to
display the combined seasonal data, from summer through spring and as individual
seasons from 2004/2005 and from 2005/2006. Densities in summer (Figure 3.12)
and spring  (Figure  3.15)  were  spatially  more  similar  than densities  displayed  on
maps representing autumn (Figure 3.13) and winter (Figure 3.14). Winter(s) dolphin
density (Figure 3.14) was lower and more spread out into, and across the bay than in
the  other  three  seasons,  where  the  greater  number  and  higher  density  of  grid




Table 3.1  Number of 0.25 km2 grid blocks containing encounters. Values represent the number of grid blocks as well as the percentage
of the total grid blocks. Data displayed as years, combined seasons and individual seasons from top to bottom.
3.3 Results
Ranked sum / Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed using the mean dolphin densities
per grid square. Kruskal-Wallis results did not differ significantly between seasons
(H=1.33, pseasons = 0.72) nor between years (H=1.55, pyears = 0.39).
The effect size between seasons was calculated as Cohen’s d and those results in
conjunction with the 95% confidence intervals were plotted on the graph in  Figure
3.9. Effect sizes computed were the conventional values small = 0.2 and medium =
0.5 (Coe, 2002; Cohen, 1992; Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007) except for two seasonal
comparisons: summer to spring and autumn to winter because these two confidence
intervals  crossed  below  zero;  therefore,  the  intervals  are  not  considered  to  be
statistically  significant.  The  effect  size,  Cohen’s  d, was  applied  to  calculate  the
effective  power  for  each  of  the  seasonal  and  yearly  comparisons.  The  values
calculated for effective power were above the accepted convention of 80% except for
the same two exceptions found in effect size calculations:  summer to spring and
autumn to winter. Comparison between the first year of data and the second results
were Cohen’s d = 0.23 (C.I. =0.01 to 0.44) and the effective power was low at 66%. 
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Figure  3.9: The calculated  effect  size  d  between all  pairs  of  seasons using  the
combined  season  densities  between  the  means  of  the  two  years  of  collected
data. The power calculation results are listed below the test pairs.
3.3 Results
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Figure 3.10: Summary map presenting the total of two years of dolphin density data within 305, 0.25 km2 grid blocks. 85% of the grid
blocks contain densities between 0 and 1; 14% between 1 and 3; and 1% between 3 and 6. 
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Figure 3.11:  Individual years summary of dolphin density per 0.25 km2. A) December
2004 - November 2005; B) December 2005 - November 2006.   See  Table 3.1 for





Figure  3.12:  Summer(s)  summary of dolphin density per 0.25 km2.  A) Combined
Summers;   B)  Summer  2004/2005;  C)  Summer  2005/2006.  See   Table  3.1 for







Figure  3.13:  Autumn(s)  summary of  dolphin  density  per  0.25  km2.  A)  Combined
Autumns; B) Autumn 2005; C) Autumn 2006. See Table 3.1 for Dolphin Density per






Figure  3.14:  Winter(s)  summary  of  dolphin  density  per  0.25  km2.  A)  Combined
Winters; B) Winter 2005; C) Winter 2006. See Table 3.1 for Dolphin Density per grid






Figure  3.15:  Spring(s)  summary  of  dolphin  density  per  0.25  km2.  A)  Combined
Springs; B) Spring 2005; C) Spring 2006. See Table 3.1 for Dolphin Density per grid





3.3.1.3 Kernel Density Estimates
The  mean  KDE  value  composed  of  the  pairs  of  seasons  were  plotted  in  the
histogram in Figure 3.16. Summers had the highest mean dolphin density of 0.29/km2
and winters had the lowest with a dolphin density of 0.16/km2, while there was only
0.01  difference  between  dolphin  density  in  autumns  and  springs  0.23/km2 and
0.22/km2, respectively. Using the eight individual season means, ranked from 1 to 8,
the Kruskal-Wallis ranked sum test results indicated a lack of significant difference
between the means of the seasons (H=6.67, pseasons = 0.08).
The first map in the KDE series of figures represents output of dolphin density per
square  kilometre  for  all  encounter  data  collected  between  December  2004  and
November 2006 (Figure 3.17). The area of highest dolphin density, 12 to 15 dolphins
per km2 lies approximately 6 km to the east of the Waiau River mouth. Other areas of
higher dolphin density per km2  were close (< 5 km) to coastal freshwater inputs into
the bay.
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Figure 3.16: Mean KDE Dolphin Density per km2 combining seasonal data from the
two years of sampling. Bars indicate +/- one standard error. 
2
3.3 Results
The individual years 2004/2005 (map A) and 2005/2006 (map B), representing KDE
of dolphin density per km2 are presented in  Figure 3.18. KDE in 2004/05 appeared
lower across the majority of the bay than KDE for 2005/06. Both maps indicated the
area to the east of the Waiau River Mouth had higher dolphin densities than in other
areas of the bay (Figure 3.18).
Kernel dolphin density estimates KDE were presented for each season in Figures
3.19 to  3.22. All four figures showed spatial patterns with higher KDE areas along
similar stretches of the coast as the composite year maps in Figure 3.18. Comparing
the  combined  seasons  output  in  Figures  3.19 to  3.22,  map A in  all  four  figures
exhibited a temporal pattern of summers, autumns and springs being more similar in
spatial  distribution, while displaying a distinct  visual difference from winter.  Winter
KDE output for both the individual seasons and the combined seasons (Figure 3.21)
demonstrated  a  constant  but  comparatively  low  dolphin  density  throughout  the
survey extent. The pattern of KDE output being highest closest to the shore was in
the following order: summer (Figure 3.19), autumn (Figure 3.20), spring (Figure 3.22)
and winter  (Figure 3.21).  The summer spatial  extent  of  dolphin density extended
approximately  5  km beyond  the  10  m contour  line  while  the  winter  KDE spatial
pattern (Figure 3.21) exhibited extended coverage out more than 9km past the 10 m




Figure 3.17: Kernel density estimate for all data 2004-2006 of the dolphin density per km2 across Te Waewae Bay. Kernel bandwidth is
3200m and output cell size is 10. Buffered transect lines are in light blue and represent the area of survey work.
3.3 Results
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Figure 3.18:  Kernel density estimate for dolphin density per km2 across Te Waewae
Bay. Map A is the austral summer 2004/2005 through spring 2005 and Map B is the
austral summer 2005/2006 through spring 2006. Search radius/bandwidth was 3200





Figure 3.19:  Kernel density estimate of summer dolphin density per km2. Map A is a
composite of the combined summer results. Map B is summer 2004/2005 results.
Map C is summer 2005/2006 results. Search radius/bandwidth was 3200 m; output






Figure 3.20:  Kernel density estimate of autumn dolphin density per km2 . Map A is a
composite of the combined autumn results. Map B is autumn 2005 results. Map C is
autumn 2006 results. Search radius/bandwidth was 3200 m; output cell size was 10.






Figure 3.21:  Kernel density estimate of winter dolphin density per km2 . Map A is a
composite of the combined winter results. Map B is winter 2005 results. Map C is
winter 2006 results. Search radius/bandwidth was 3200 m; output cell size was 10.






Figure 3.22:  Kernel density estimate of spring dolphin density per km2. Map A is a
composite of the combined spring results. Map B is spring 2005 results. Map C is
spring 2006 results. Search radius/bandwidth was 3200 m; output cell size was 10.






Spatial  autocorrelation  analysis  from Global  Moran’s  I  output  was  expressed  as
clustered (red or yellow highlights), random (pale green highlights) or dispersed (dark
green highlight) based on the Z-score (Table 3.2). The statistical significance of the p-
values  were  colour  coded  as  follows;  red  highlights  indicate  a  99%  confidence
interval (6 results of 11); yellow and dark green, 90% confidence intervals (2 of 11
results);  and  there  were  3  of  the  11  results,  all  3  within  the  individual  season
calculations, highlighted in pale green that indicated spatial randomness. There was
more variation in clustering values amongst the individual seasons than in any of the
three composite year groups. All three year groupings showed clustered features at
the 99% confidence interval.
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Table 3.2: Spatial Autocorrelation results from Global Moran’s I test for feature “total
dolphins in group”. Patterns within the feature were identified as clustered, random,
or dispersed. 
3.3 Results
Clustering results in Te Waewae Bay in all  instances were positive;  therefore, all
clusters were hotspots. A summary of significant hotspot totals from the local Getis-
Ord Gi* test are recorded in Table 3.3. Overall, there were more hotspots of dolphin
clusters detected in the second year (n=40) than the first year (n=27). There were
more hotspots derived from summer, autumn, and winter 2005/2006 data than from
2004/2005 data; and, the percentage of the total data points they represented was at
least 3% higher in all three seasons. Spring 2005 had 2 more hotspot points than
spring  2006,  however  as  a  percentage  spring  2006  has  4%  greater  number  of
hotspots of  the total  data points.  In most seasonal  output,  hotspots were spread
along  the  length  of  the  coast,  the  exception  being  autumn  in  both  years  where
hotspot results were located only at the mouth of and to the east of the Waiau River.
When examined,  individual  seasons and combined seasons generally had higher
numbers of hotspots in summers and autumns than in winters and springs.
The mapped results of the Getis-Ord Gi* Z-score tests are depicted in Figure 3.23.
Figure 3.23 displays the position of all encounter point features for  the entire data
set.  Each  point  is  expressed  as  the  standard  deviation  and  colour  coded  by
confidence intervals of  +1.65 = 90%,  +1.96 = 95%,  and  +2.68 = 99%.  The black
points lie between the non-significant values -1.65 and +1.65. There were 61 points
calculated to have statistically significant value (> +1.65) of the 836 points. The three
confidence intervals contained, in order, 25, 14, and 22 points. All but 3 of the 61
hotspots representing larger groups of dolphins lay shoreward of the 10 m contour
line. All 3 exceptions were on the eastern end of the bay, west and north of Pahia Hill





Table  3.3: Statistically significant hotspots from local Getis-Ord Gi* test for years, combined seasons,
and individual seasons. Results in the blue font in top and bottom rows represents 2004/05 while the
green font plus grey highlight in top and bottom rows represent 2005/06.
3.3 Results
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Figure 3.23: Results from the Getis-Ord Gi* test of statistical significance. Z-scores have been plotted as the conventional standard
deviations from the mean, which are critical values +1.65, +1.96, and +2.58 corresponding to confidence intervals of 90% (25 points),
95% (12 points),and 99% (24 points). These 836 data points represent all encounters 2004 – 2006.
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3.3.3 Space Time String (STS) Results
Of the 305 grid squares containing encounters from the two years of data collection,
245  lay  inside  the  10  m  contour  line  making  up  80%  of  the  encounters.  The
remaining 60 grid squares lay seaward of the 10 m contour line and made up 20% of
the  encounters.  No  grid  square  contained  encounters  in  all  eight  seasons,  the
maximum number of encounters was seven seasons found in four (red) grid squares,
Figure 3.24, all four being in the < 10 m group. The majority of the grid squares were
used once. To verify the visual estimate from Figure 3.24, a graphic representation of
the proportions of the total  number of  grid squares from both sides of  the 10 m
contour line have been presented in Figure 3.25. For the grid squares within the 10 m
contour  (yellow  line  Figure  3.25)  approximately  75%  of  the  245  grid  squares
contained encounters from one to three seasons. The remaining 25% of the grid
squares contained encounters in four to as many as seven seasons. The offshore
group  (blue  line  Figure  3.25),  was  comprised  of  60  grid  squares,  of  those  85%
contained encounters only once, 12% twice and 4% three or four encounters. The
yellow line represents all data and ~90% of the grid blocks contained less than or
equal to four.
The map in  Figure 3.26 has been derived using a 3200 m kernel bandwidth. KDE
calculations incorporate both the value of the points and the frequency of the points.
Figure 3.26 has been drawn with an output cell size of 10 that smooths the visual
representation of the data. Areas of highest use from the KDE calculations lie in-
between the two small freshwater inputs on the Northwest section of the coast and to
the east of the Waiau River Mouth. The KDE pattern shows low probability of an
encounter offshore of the 10 m contour line while the pattern shows variable, but





Figure  3.24:  The  number  of  seasons  encounters  occurred  in  each  grid  block
colour coded from 1 to 7.
Figure 3.25  The proportion of the total grid blocks that contained 1 to 7 encounters
for each of the three groups. “All” grid blocks (green line); <10 m  (yellow line), and
>10 m (blue line).
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To  examine  the  interval  between  encounters  (the  number  of  seasons  between
encounters) each grid block was coded as a string of zero ‘no encounter’ and one an
‘encounter’ for each season. The largest sum of zeroes between one’s was recorded
and those data used to produce the STS map in Figure 3.27. For example, numerical
strings representing the grid squares may have been composed of strings like these
three examples: 10000000, 11111101, or 10100001. There are seven zeroes in the
first,  one  zero  in  the  middle,  and  the  longest  gap  was  four  zeroes  in  the  third
example, which would be exhibited on this map as 7, 1 and 4 respectively.
Examining the map in Figure 3.27 it would appear that the dominant gap size is 5-6
seasons between encounters in the > 10 m group while within the 10 m contour line,
there is a great deal of variation within the gap. The graph pictured in Figure 3.28 is
an extraction of the results from the data in Figure 3.27; three data sets are displayed
as three coloured lines. The three data sets were: the summary of all grid square
data (green line), grid square data within the 10 m contour line (yellow line), and grid
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Figure 3.26: Continuous KDE representation of areas of high and low probability of
encounter in Te Waewae Bay. The map has a kernel bandwidth of 3200m. Output cell
size =10.
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square  data  seaward  of  the  10  m  contour  line  (blue  line).  The  graphical
representation in  Figure 3.28 does suggest a temporal  pattern. For data that lies
within the 10 m contour line, there are three peaks in the output at approximately 2
monthly  intervals.  The  largest  peak  is  shown  having  a  maximum  of  4  seasons
between  encounters.  Conversely,  the  grid  squares  that  lie  outside  of  the  10  m
contour have a peak at a maximum of 6 seasons between encounters (Figure 3.28).
The continuous KDE representation of the spatial point data from Figure 3.27 depicts
the  areas  where  there  were  gaps  in  seasons  between  encounters  with  dolphins
(Figure 3.29). The output cell size was set to 10. The smaller output cell size has a
smoother visual appearance. The calculation of the KDE did not depict the number of
months between encounters, as one might have expected, but rather the expected
variability in the gaps between seasonal encounters. As mentioned above, the gap
between seasons offshore was 5 to 6 months, but, there was less variability in the
value of the data points i.e. they were all 5 to 6 months as opposed to areas close to
shore, north of Pahia Hill, where examples of the whole range of time periods, values
from 2 to  7  months,.were  displayed.  Although the  average point  value  was  high
offshore,  the  low number  of  overall  data  points  had a  stronger  influence on  the
calculation and therefore the KDE showed areas where  the variability in  gaps in




Figure  3.27:  The maximum number of seasons between encounters recorded for
each grid block in the area < 10 m contour line and > 10 m contour line. Coloured
grid blocks, excluding white or pale blue, scaled from 1 to 7, indicate the gap in time
between encounters in that grid block.
Figure 3.28: The proportion of the total grid blocks that contained 1 to 7 season gaps
between  encounters  for  each  of  the  three  groups.  'All'  grid  blocks  equalled  305
(green line); <10 m = 245 (yellow line), and>10 m = 60 grid blocks (blue line).
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Spatial  patterns  of  Hector’s  dolphin  distribution  in  Te  Waewae  Bay  from  24
consecutive months of a systematic research project showed the widespread use of
the bay throughout all seasons, information which was previously undetermined. It is
of note that dolphins utilised not only the entire coastline in the bay, but also that
there were encounters along both the 3 nm and 5 nm transects  that  emphasise
dolphins can be found across the bay and out to at least 5 nm. Temporal patterns of
seasonal onshore-offshore use were similar to previous studies of Hector’s dolphin
temporal  patterns from Banks Peninsula Marine Sanctuary  (Bejder,  1997;  Bräger,
1998; Clement, 2005; Dawson and Slooten, 1988; MacKenzie and Clement, 2014;
Rayment, 2008; Rayment et al., 2010). Additional research in Clifford, Cloudy and
Pegasus Bays in the northwest of area of the South Island established that Hector’s
dolphin  densities  were  higher  close  to  shore  in  summer  and  more  dispersed  in
winter(DuFresne et al., 2010; DuFresne and Mattlin, 2009).  Rayment et al. (2011)
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Figure 3.29: Continuous KDE representation of the variability in the number of 
seasons between encounter probabilities for Te Waewae Bay. The map has a kernel 
bandwidth of 3200m. Output cell size =10.
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and (MacKenzie and Clement, 2014) conducted aerial surveys off of the South Island
east coast, flying up to 20 nm (37.0 km) offshore in both summer and winter. The
former reported more than 90% of the dolphin groups observed were within the 4 nm
boundary of the sanctuary in summer, but fell to less than half that in winter; the latter
showed substantial regional shifts offshore from summer to winter. 
As  a  comparison  across  the  Cephalorhynchus genus  Heinrich (2006) found  that
Chilean  dolphins  in  central  Chile  preferentially  appeared  in  sheltered  bays  and
channels,  habitats that suggested resources were abundant year round. However
winter surveys were difficult and data lacking on the extent Chilean dolphins may
have been present or absent in that study area. Elwen et al. (2009) and Elwen et al.
(2010) catalogued  Heaviside’s  dolphin  diurnal  patterns  off  of  the  western  South
African coast. The movements inshore and offshore suggested correlations to the
moon phase and potentially, to movements of primary prey species for Heaviside’s
dolphins which is not an effect recorded for Hector’s dolphins. The WCSI Hector’s
dolphin distribution patterns do not  have a significant difference in relation to the
distance offshore from summer to winter which is a different spatial  and temporal
pattern than found in  other  strongholds around the South Island (Rayment  et  al.
2011; Slooten et al. 2004).
The KDE results presented here indicated that there were core areas along the coast
in Te Waewae Bay where higher numbers of dolphins could be found to congregate.
A second spatial pattern evolved showing higher densities of dolphins in proximity to
freshwater inputs along the coast which is similar to the findings of (Clement et al.,
2010). Clement et al. (2010) created habitat models from south coast aerial transect
data indicating that dolphin presence and absence was significantly correlated with
chlorophyll  a,  and  that  dolphins  were  found  preferentially  within  12  km  of  river
mouths. STS results  supplemented the KDE result  documenting areas that  were
more likely to have a higher number of encounters as well as the areas where the
variability in encounters would be higher. Compression in STS of the temporal data
demonstrated an interesting pattern that may indicate dolphins rotate using areas of
the bay, which may also be influenced by the freshwater flow into and through Te
Waewae  Bay.  Nelson  et  al.  (2009)  reported  being  able  to  explore  spatial  and
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temporal  aspects  of  foraging  grey  whales  in  an  area  where  prey  densities  also
fluctuated spatially and temporally using STS. Similar work could feature in future
research  projects  regarding  not  only  Hector’s  dolphins  in  Te  Waewae  Bay,  but
elsewhere  in  New  Zealand,  by  including  foraging  and  prey  data  with  dolphin
distribution data to help answer questions about how and why these dolphins utilise
resources  in  the  relatively  small  coastal  homerange  areas  in  which  they  live.
Important results concerning prey types for both the east and west coast Hector’s
dolphin populations have been published (Miller et al., 2013), however, there is still
much work to be done to understand both the complexities of oceanography in core
areas and habitats preferentially used by Hector’s Dolphins, as well as changes in
prey distribution in relation to dolphin distribution and oceanography.
The dolphin density and kernal density estimate figures exemplify first order intensity
analysis (Fotheringham et al. 2000). First order intensity analysis allows examination
of data through the use of intensity functions such as density and complete spatial
randomness (CSR) (Fotheringham et al. 2000). From a statistical perspective the grid
square method has been proven to fulfil the conditions of independent distribution of
the counts within the squares. Counts, which in this instance were Hector’s dolphins
within each group, were independently and identically distributed because the grid
squares  were  identical  in  size  and  distribution.  If the  counts  are  independently
distributed and with if mean is equal to the variance, this would equate to a Poisson
distribution, otherwise the result is CSR (Fotheringham et al. 2000). Quantitative test
results using Global Moran’s I statistics verified that there was statistically significant
clustering;  thus,  the  hypothesis  of  CSR  was  rejected.  Further  analysis  with  the
statistic  local  Getis-Ord  Gi* test  confirmed  that  the  aggregations  were  positive
clusters, hotspots, of similar type groups, relative to the mean. 
The combination of the two techniques of KDE and STS in conjunction with the fine
scale spatial and temporal data provides relevant conclusions about where and when
areas of Te Waewae Bay are used by Hector’s dolphin, specifically the core areas of
their  home-range.  The observed variability  may be due to  the  fluctuations in  the
amount of freshwater entering the bay.  With no data regarding the flow rates, nor
current driven mixing within the bay, both freshwater flow rates and currents would be
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an area that would be worth investigating in future research projects. As a final note,
it is critical when reporting results such as these, to explicitly state what variables
were used in analysis and to show examples of how they change with scale whether
the scale is spatial or temporal.
Groups  encountered  along  the  4  survey  transects  in  Te  Waewae  Bay  were
predominantly small with an overwhelming majority found to be in the range of 1-4
dolphins which may indicate sex segregation as found by Webster et al. (2009) who
published  the  first  results  confirming  sex  segregation  in  Hector’s  dolphin  groups
when group sizes were less than five.  Mann et al. (2000) studied factors affecting
female bottlenose dolphin reproductive success in Shark Bay, Australia finding water
depth significantly predicted reproductive success rates. Similarly, (Weir et al., 2008)
when determining distribution of group types of dusky dolphins off of the east coast of
the South Island, New Zealand, mother calf pairs were found significantly more often
in shallow water. The uniform spatial grid Hauser et al. (2007) used to model resident
killer whale pod specialisation and complex spatial utilisation, may prove useful in
answering  questions  regarding  the  reasons  why  Hector’s  dolphin  spend  much
greater amounts of time close to shore. Perhaps focusing on factors such as group
composition may prove that Hector’s dolphin utilise nursery groups and that in turn
could help explain the complex distribution patterns of Hector’s dolphins observed in
Te Waewae Bay.
While the distribution patterns observed in this two year study confirmed that this
group of south coast Hector’s dolphin have spatial distribution traits that are similar to
those  of  the  Bank’s  Peninsula  Marine  Mammal  Sanctuary  dolphins,  there  is  no
evidence from the results in this chapter to substantiate an answer to the question
‘why’ the dolphins are moving with those temporal patterns nor what makes those
spatial areas more utilised. Mechanisms may be following prey inshore or offshore
(Nelson et al., 2008; Torres et al., 2008), following oceanographic fronts may also
play an important role in distribution  (Clement, 2005; Doniol-Valcroze et al., 2007),
and as previously proposed, reproduction or protection of nursery groups may be an
equally important factor (Weir et al., 2008). Chapters 4 and 6 incorporate spatial and
temporal modelling teasing out factors, both biological and environmental, that will
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explain  more  of  the  variability  observed  in  the  complex  interactions  between
environmental variables and Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay. 
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Chapter  4
Exploring individual dolphin movement through
geovisual techniques
4.1 Introduction 
Spatio-temporal  data  regarding  marine  species  has  been  gathered  primarily  via
telemetry and used to delineate habitat,  site  fidelity,  and/or  homerange.  If  a  third
dimension was used, it represented factors such as depth but rarely time  (Augé et
al., 2014; Downs, 2010; Hart et al., 2013). Most geospatial animal movement data
has been collected via some form of biologically affixed tag and the animal study
group has been small, with low numbers spread over many years due to the cost
associated with bio-tags (Block et al., 2002). Satellite and other bio-logging tags have
been implemented on a variety of marine species: marine vertebrates (Frydman and
Gales, 2007), predominantly fish in the Tagging Of Pacific Pelagics program (Block et
al.,  2002),  and  marine  mammals  (Block  and Costa,  2010).  There  has  been one
satellite  tagging  study  of  Hector’s  dolphins  wherein  three  Hector’s  dolphin  were
caught  and  satellite  tags  attached  to  the  dorsal  fin  (Stone  et  al.,  2005).  Spatial
distribution results  from Stone et al.  (2005)  indicated that  the three dolphins had
individual areas of preference around BPMMS. The tags transmitted for at least three
months, and for the first time data were captured in the entirety of the dolphins area
of movement with multiple spatial  positions within the time window the tags were
transmitting.
Spatial analysis research with Hector’s dolphin has shown that these dolphins have
an alongshore home range of approximately 50 km (Bräger et al., 2002; Rayment et
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al., 2009b), and distribution patterns moving from inshore to offshore are known to
occur  within  seasonal  time  frames  (Clement,  2005;  Dawson  and  Slooten,  1988;
Rayment, 2008; Slooten et al.,  2006). Results of movement analysis of  individual
Maui’s dolphins showed individuals travelled one km to almost 80 km, but that there
was  no  statistical  significance  between  distance  and  the  time  interval  between
collection  of  samples;  it  also  appeared  that  the  direction  of  travel  was  random
(Oremus et al., 2012). From genetic analyses, it has been discovered that two female
Hector's dolphins from the west coast of the South Island have joined Maui's dolphins
on the west coast of  the North Island representing the longest recorded distance
travelled by Hector's dolphins (Hamner et al., 2014).  These two females have not yet
been observed to interbreed with Maui's dolphins. Other than these few examples
there  have  not  been  detailed  spatio-temporal  analyses  and  geovisualisations  of
movements of individual Hector’s dolphin reported prior to this thesis project.
This chapter presents a novel use of space-time data that has been gathered via
photographs  linked  to  GPS  coordinates.  By  cataloguing  all  photographs  taken
randomly during  each  monthly  survey in  this  project,  there  were  numerous  data
points  for  almost  60  individual  Hector's  dolphins.  Novel  analysis  using  geovisual
techniques has been an active field of research,  with proposals such as social media
websites  (e.g.  Twitter  or  Flickr)  being used to  monitor  changes in  context  of  the
ecological world around us  (Zhang et al., 2012). The Global Geo-Referenced Field
Photo  Library  (http://www.eomf.ou.edu/photos/)  was  established  in  2011,  to  aid
cataloguing  changes  in  land  use  and  cover;  however,  the  potential  exists  for  a
multitude  of  creative  geovisualisation  investigations  ranging  from  hydrology  to
butterfly paths including links to satellite images (Xiao et al., 2011). In the maritime
platform, the developers of OBIS-SEAMAP have instituted a system to incorporate
individual photo-identification pictures into the marine megavertebrate database, but
it does not specifically link photo-identification pictures with spatio-temporal analyses
(Halpin et al., 2009). Results of a data integration study for marine megavertebrates
was published from the perspective of habitat modelling and assessment rather than
an exploration of individual movements and spatial patterns (Fujioka et al., 2014). In
the Gulf  of  Alaska,  a  photo-identification research project  yielded 154 identifiable
killer  whales  from  nearly  6500  photographs,  that  could  be  a  rich  resource  for
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geovisualisation of those individuals (Durban et al., 2010). In a recent study of a con-
specific  species  to  Hector’s  dolphin,  Commerson’s  dolphin,  results  of  seasonal
distribution were presented as a Kernel Density Analysis (Righi et al., 2013) without
using  the  photo-identification  of  individuals  to  further  explore  individual  spatial
analysis options or geovisualisations. The current thesis project is unique in using
geo-tagged photographs of individuals for exploratory spatial temporal analysis and
geovisualisations.  This  portion  of  the  thesis  constitutes  an  effort  to  use
geovisualisation to bridge the gap between ecological process and spatial pattern,
which in the words of  Wu & Levin (1997),  is “indispensable”.  Background on the
development of  geovisualisation research, examining the areas of  visualisation of
space  time  data  and  time  geography  are  introduced  and  thereafter  the
geovisualisation methods used in this project. 
4.1.1 Introduction to geovisualisation
MacEachren et al. (1992) defined geographic visualisation as:
“the  use  of  concrete  visual  representations  –  whether  on  paper  or  through
computer displays or other media – to make spatial contexts {e.g. maps, graphics,
images} and problems {e.g. symbolising complex relationships} visible, so as to
engage  the  most  powerful  human  information  -processing  abilities,  those
associated with vision.”  
The core concept of the geovisualisation process is to link cartography, GIS, and time
with scientific visualisation (e.g. maps of the incidence of HIV spread; MacEachren et
al. 1992, page 103) allowing the researcher to explore, and analyse geospatial data,
that  ultimately  the  insights  may be  communicated  to  others  by synthesising  and
presenting  the  output  (Keim  et  al.,  2005;  Kraak,  1999;  Kraak  and  MacEachren,
1994a; MacEachren and Kraak, 2001, 1997). MacEachren and Kraak (2001, page 4)
offer the following summary:
“Geovisualisation has the potential  to provide ‘windows’ into the complexity of
phenomena  and  processes  involved,  through  innovative  scene  construction,
virtual environments, and collaboration (between experts and users as well as
multidisciplinary research for multifaceted problems {page 10}), thus prompting
insight into the structures and relationships contained within the complex, linked
datasets.” 
To illustrate how geovisualisation has evolved from cartography,  or the traditional
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cartographic  tasks  such  as  presentation,  MacEachren  (1994)  developed  the
organisational  concept  of  “(Cartography)3”  described  as  visualisation  through
mapping. Geovisualisation has a prerequisite of physical space and the use of spatial
coordinates  while  the  ‘visualisation’  may  be  2D,  3D,  or  a  map  animation,  the
visualisation is an interface for the user to explore the data to facilitate discovering
patterns  and  relationships  (MacEachren  and  Ganter,  1990).  The  (Cartography)3
graphic  has  evolved  to  represent  four  main  geovisualisation  functions:  explore,
analyse, synthesize, and present (Figure 4.1) (MacEachren et al., 2004; MacEachren
and Kraak, 1997). Interpretation of the cube is in relation to interactions with data:
where  there  is  a  high  degree of  interaction  with  data,  it  is  also  the  point  where
knowledge discovery and construction are highest. At the opposite side of this cube,
information/results are data that is to be shared/communicated in a public format,
and therefore users have a low interaction with data but are envisioned responding to
message(s) communicated from the synthesis of the data. 
Geospatial references are included in a majority of digital data being produced and
collected which has given rise to advances in geovisualisation research (Keim et al.,
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Figure  4.1:  MacEachren's  “(Cartography)3” of geovisualisation functions adapted
from MacEachren (1994, p.6) and MacEachren et al. (2004, p.13)
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2005). Many research challenges and proposals have been designed to create better
methodologies,  and software,  for  use in exploring and  visualising geospatial  (and
temporal) data. This has, in turn, encouraged better interdisciplinary work to tackle
the problems that arise in “knowledge construction” regarding spatial data  (Keim et
al., 2005; MacEachren et al., 2004; MacEachren and Kraak, 2001). One of the more
advanced,  interactive  geovisualisation  software  available  is  GeoVista  Studio
developed at Pennsylvania State University  (Gahegan et al., 2002; Takatsuka and
Gahegan,  2002).  GeoVista  has provided links  between novel  map types working
synergistically to better visualise complex geographical datasets (Guo, 2003; Guo et
al., 2006; Takatsuka and Gahegan, 2002). Understanding the complex relationship of
whales using the same space as boats was the basis of an interactive application
module developed for use in a busy estuary (Zheng, 2013). The module integrates
dimensions  of  the  boat  and  whale  point  data  to  simulate  observed  patterns,  to
explore and analyse interaction scenarios, and to provide spatial decision support for
management.
4.1.2 GeoVisual Analytics
The  research  and  development  agenda  of  visual  analytics  is  “the  science  of
analytical  reasoning  facilitated  by  interactive  visual  interfaces”  (Thomas  &  Cook
2005; 2006). Geovisual analytics is fundamentally a subset of visual analytics with
the main difference being that geographic space has finite, physical space. Physical
space can be heterogeneous in both properties and relationships, but not abstract
spatially, in the sense that visual analytics can be abstract, dealing with non-spatial
data (e.g. mathematical) and information. Geovisual analytics was suggested as the
name  for  this  new branch  of  cross  disciplinary  research  that  “looks  for  ways  to
provide  computer  support  to  solve  space  related  decision  problems  through
enhancing  human  capabilities  to  analyse,  envision,  reason,  and  deliberate”  and
therefore, is the method for exploration in terms of the geovisualisation process (G.
Andrienko  et  al.,  2007).  The  geovisual  analytical  process  often  is  a  working
combination  of  stakeholders  –  analysts,  politicians,  organisations  –  that  need  to
function  collaboratively  using  visual  interfaces  for  communication.  This  in  turn
requires visualisations to be adaptive and flexible enough to suit  the needs of all
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stakeholders while the process is orchestrated by the human analyst whose strength
lies in an ability to reason about space and time (G. Andrienko et al., 2007).
4.1.3 Visualising space-time data 
The concept of visualizing space and time data in a framework that is both relevant
and capable of handling complex data sets is not new, however, the problem of how
to handle these complex datasets has not fully been realised  (G. Andrienko et al.,
2007;  Andrienko  and  Andrienko,  2013;  Kraak  and  MacEachren,  1994a).  Time
geography is one branch of visualisation of geographic data where early research
was guided by the work of Hägerstrand   (Kraak, 2003). In the early 1990s discussion
and  research  in  geographic  time-series  data  were  directed  towards  developing
methods to store spatio-temporal data (temporal GIS), and improve methodologies to
visualise those  data (Langran,  1993,  1992;  Monmonier,  1990).  With  increasing
computer  power  and  software  availability,  dynamic  maps  using  animation  are
increasingly available to depict spatio-temporal data (Harrower, 2007; Harrower and
Fabrikant,  2008;  Kraak  and  MacEachren,  1994b).  Looking  for  trends  within  time
series data lent itself to the evolution of research into the relative motion of objects
through time (Laube et al., 2006, 2005; Laube and Imfeld, 2002; Zhao et al., 2008).
4.1.3.1 Time Slices
Time slices, or chess maps, have been the most robust method to visually represent
time through cartography up until the advent of personal computing. Each static time
slice represented a snapshot or a ‘state’ of being rather than a ‘process’'  (Harrower
and  Fabrikant,  2008),  and  therefore  the  time  slice  was  incapable  of  transmitting
information  about  how  the  change  occurred  (Langran,  1992;  Monmonier,  1990).
Another  static  space  time  visualisation  method,  the  base  state  map,  showed  at
discrete time points how the base map had changed  (Langran, 1992). Static time





“Animated maps do not replace static maps, nor are they intrinsically better or worse
than  static  maps;  they  are  simply  different”  Harrower  &  Fabrikant  (2008),  “an
animation  is  a  much  better  tool  for  depicting  and  understanding  more  abstract
notions of change … and thus facilitates an understanding of process rather than
state.”  (Harrower,  2001).  For instance, to understand change over time, animated
maps are a better choice than static maps because static maps are better suited to
visualizing space and time (MacEachren and DiBiase, 1991). Animated maps have
characteristic visual and dynamic variables which are used to visualise an animation
(DiBiase  et  al.,  1992;  MacEachren  and  DiBiase,  1991).  Specifically,  dynamic
variables have the following characteristics (DiBiase et al., 1992):
• duration – the length of time the visualisation is displayed and can be 
continuous or discontinuous (Harrower and Fabrikant, 2008)
• rate  of  change  –  a  formula  in  which  the  magnitude  is  composed  of  the
dynamics of the data and/or the sampling interval 
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Figure  4.2:  Time slices or chess maps are representations of individual times for
comparing spatial  patterns.  In this graphic of  two chess boards from Monmonier
(1990, page 37) the columns are numbered from one to eight from left to right and
the rows are numbered from one to eight  from top to bottom. The chess board on
the left shows a knight in column seven row six, and on the chess board on the right
the knight has moved to column eight row four. 
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• order – sequencing of the visualisation; most often is chronological but is not
a requirement 
It is not within the scope of this project to pursue the use of animation, but it would be
an exciting avenue to research in the future when combined with  Hector’s dolphin
data.
4.1.3.3 Time Geography 
Time geography has evolved as the study of the individual (human) in time-space
(Hägerstrand,  1970).  The  concept  actualised  in  part  as  a  reaction  to  the
overwhelming volumes of research related to space, filled with aggregated groups of
people, and much less research  related to the individual utilising the space. Time
geography  was  an  examination  of  the  concept  that  both  space  and  time  have
definitive coordinates and both are equally valuable resources  (Hägerstrand, 1970;
Thrift, 1977).
In his 1970 paper, Hägerstrand reasons that the ‘individual’ in regional science was
not to be lost in locational studies but rather research should focus on individuals in
an effort to better understand the processes driving human migration:  
‘In  a  different  problem area it  is  unquestionable  that  there  are  fundamental
direct links to be explored between the micro-situation of the individual and the
large  scale  aggregate  outcome.'  '...nearly  all  models  involve  only  the
extrapolation of current aggregate behaviour. These observations are sufficient
to illustrate that there is a purely theoretical case for taking a closer look at the
individual in his situational setting. To do so would improve our ability to relate
the  behaviour  of  small  scale  elements  and  large  scale
aggregations.'((Hägerstrand, 1970, p. 9).
Hägerstrand  was  speaking  to  research  involving  migration  of  humans;  however,
these same suggestions, applying more energy and exploration in visualisations to
gain a better understanding of the individual, would be equally useful in ecological
research.
4.1.3.4 The Space Time Cube
Visualisation  processes  for  use  with  time-geography  have  been  the  subject  of
focussed research projects since 1970 when Hägerstrand proposed using the core
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components  of  the present  day  space  time  cube  (STC)  in  the way  of  bundles,
lifelines, and prisms and pathways, to explore time-geography (Kraak, 2003; Kraak
and  Koussoulakou,  2005;  Moore  et  al.,  2003) (Figure  4.3).  The  STC  offers  a
visualisation of space in the horizontal plane using prisms and pathways, and time, in
the  positive  vertical  dimension.  Geospatial  lifelines  are  visualised  as  individual
trajectories through this  examination  of  space and time  (Cartwright  et  al.,  2004).
Geographic visualisation of data points  in  3D with  the STC offers the analyst  an
alternative  way  in  which  to  observe  interactions  and  patterns  that  may  not  be
apparent  in  a  traditional  two  dimensional  view  (Kraak and Koussoulakou,  2005).
However,  the STC becomes difficult  for  the analyst  to  differentiate  pathways and
discern patterns as the number of pathways within the STC increases (Laube et al.,
2006). 
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Figure  4.3: Components  of  the  'space  time  cube'  after  Hägerstrand  1970.
Source: Moore et al. (2003: p.10).
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4.1.3.5 Ringmaps
The ringmap moves from intuitive visualisations of space time data, as in an STC, to
a  more  abstract  visualisation  (Zhao  et  al.,  2008).  These  maps  “focus  more  on
temporal  aspects  of  activities,  and  to  do  this,  aggregate  activity  data  over  fixed
intervals of time while visualizing the data as concentric circular sectors which form
multiple rings within a 24-hour clock face”  (Zhao et al., 2008, p. 206). Although an
excellent and flexible modelling option for some projects, the data used in this project
are episodic and much less dense than examples offered in Zhao et al. (2008) and
therefore this dynamic interpretive technique was not included in these analyses.
4.1.3.6 Relative Motion (REMO)
Geovisualisation of space time data has experienced a subtle shift from specifically
cartographic visualisations in conventional map formats to an analysis of the motion
of moving point objects.  Andrienko et al.  (2007) used two examples of GPS data
collected from moving vehicles to  suggest  a  set  of  visualisation tools to  “support
human  perception,  cognition  and  reasoning  with  database  operations  and
computational methods”; while these same methods could just as easily have been
applied to data collected from a tagged animal.
Geospatial lifelines from a 2 or 3D map can be transformed within the restrictions of
the spatial extent into a study of relative motion.  (Laube et al., 2006, 2005; Laube
and Imfeld, 2002). Data, such as homing pigeon flight paths, caribou migration paths,
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Figure 4.4: Examples of ringmaps  (Zhao et al. 2008, p.203).
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and political district changes, have been transformed from moving point objects into a
matrix depicting 'motion attributes' such as ‘constance’, ‘concurrence’, and/or ‘trend-
setter’ (Figure 4.5);  and then, examining the matrix to 'match formalized patterns'
over  space and time  (Laube et  al.,  2007,  2006,  2005;  Laube and Imfeld,  2002).
Laube and Imfeld (2002) named the method of transformation REMO, from the point
of view that it is an analysis of RElative MOtion (REMO) of the moving point objects.
4.1.3.7 Adaptive Relative Motion (ARM)
Moore  and  Rodda  (2015) developed  Adaptive  Relative  Motion  (ARM),  optimally
reordering the REMO matrix according to relative distances, calculating an overall
cost for the process in terms of the geographic distance and the matrix distance. The
reordering of distances has been based upon an algorithm from mathematics and
computer programming called “the travelling salesman problem”  (Applegate, 2006;
Dantzig  et  al.,  1954) and  applied  in  this  instance  as  the  simulated  annealing
algorithm  (Brownlee, 2012; Crowder and Padberg, 1980; Kirkpatrick et al.,  1983).
The computation seeks to efficiently and effectively order the points in question along
a  pathway  that  incorporates  all  points  once,  and  only  once.  Distance  is  most
commonly the factor that is to be resolved with the algorithm, but other variables
such as time or money are equally valid (Applegate, 2006). In the case of this thesis,
the objective each season was to connect the points (each dolphin observation) for
each season, across the whole bay and use  the simulated annealing algorithm to
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Figure 4.5: 'Construction of the REMO analysis matrix' (Laube et al. 2005, p.642):  a)
Four objects moving through time and space (O1  -O4); b) motion azimuth for each
time period;  c)  directionality (attribute  value)  assigned to  the vector;  d)  matching
motion patterns across or along time intervals.
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minimise the length of the path linking all the points (dolphins observed). 
The following four figures, Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.9, illustrate examples of movements
that might be observed in an ARM map. Each map is matrix of four time periods in
columns, and four ‘animals’ in rows. Directionality of the trajectory of movement is
read by consulting  the colour wheel to the right of the map. Geographic distance
between each animal is represented by the relative thickness of the white line. 
Three movement patterns of constance, concurrence, and trendsetting are pictured
in  Figure  4.6 (Laube  et  al.,  2005).  Constance  is  moving  in  the  same
direction/trajectory  from  one  time  period  to  the  next,  an example  being  all  four
animals travelling in a southerly direction for the first two time periods in Figure 4.6.
Concurrence is  having the same direction of movement within one time period, all
four animals are moving in the same direction in time periods one, two and four.
When constance is  linked with  concurrence,  e.g.  time period  three into  four,  the
animal that made  the first change in directionality, animal 1 from a southerly to an
easterly direction, is the trendsetter (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: An ARM map exhibiting constance, concurrence and trendsetting across
time periods and  'animals'. The geographic distance, the white bands between the
coloured bands, remains constant across all four time periods.
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The four animals in Figure 4.7 exhibit concurrence in time period one, all moving in
an easterly (red) direction. Each animal individually shows constance, moving the
same direction, from time period two into time period three. The geographic distance
between animals from period one to period three converges from 7500 units to 2500
units. From period three into period four, all four  animals diverge out to  the original
geographic separation of 7500 units. 
Moving from period one in to period two, the animals in Figure 4.8 separate into two
groups, group A is animals 1 and 3 and group B is animals 2 and 4. After animal two
and animal 3 cross-over, there are 2500 geographic units between individuals in the
group  and  10000  geographic  units  between  groups.  Individual  concurrence  is
displayed in period one and group concurrence in periods two and four. Group A
exhibits constance period three into period four while group B exhibits constance
period  two  into  period  three.  Group  A changes  direction  from  an  easterly  to  a
southerly trajectory in period three and is the trendsetter for group B that follows
group A, changing to a southerly direction in period four. 
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Figure 4.7: This ARM map exemplifies two patterns of movement: concurrence and
constance, and two geographic patterns of movement: convergence and divergence.
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The final ARM map, Figure 4.9, illustrates concurrence in period one. This example
has two groups, A: animals 1 and 3, B: animals 2 and 4, shown in the first  and
second periods where animals 2 and 3 swap groups in the time between periods two
and three, forming two new groups which are C: animals 1 and 2 and D: animals 3
and  4.  Convergence between groups  is  modelled  between periods one  and two
moving in from 7500 geographic units to 2500 units, and divergence between periods
three and four from 2500 units to 7500 units. Period four shows divergence between
individuals from 1000 to 2500 geographic units.
For  further  details  in  the  explanation  of  methodology  and interpretation  of  ARM
geovisualisations, see Moore and Rodda (2015).
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Figure  4.8:  An  ARM  map  modelling  four  animals  splitting  into  two  groups  with
trendsetting.
Figure  4.9:  An  ARM  map  illustrating  concurrence,  groups,  changing/swapping
groups, convergence, divergence, 
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4.1.4 Research Rationale
In Chapter Three, Hector’s dolphin data concerning groups of dolphins were explored
through  what  was  essentially  time  slice  snapshots  of  group  distribution  patterns
throughout Te Waewae Bay. As such, they are conventional 2D map representations
of  the  Hector’s  dolphin  population  as  a  whole.  The current  chapter  explores  the
question  of  how the  spatio-temporal  patterns  of  movement  of  individual  Hector's
dolphins relate  to  the  large  scale  spatio-temporal  patterns  of  groups  (Chapter
Three)? If the results prove individual distribution patterns are substantially different
from group movement patterns, then monitoring protocols for Hector's dolphin habitat
may need to reassessed in light of how to best protect these dolphins. 
Explorations  of  individual  patterns  of  movement  were  conducted  using  geovisual
techniques. The aim was to examine the movement patterns of individuals across a
combination  of  geographic  and  temporal  dimensions  looking  for  relationships  in
spatio-temporal  patterns  from the  two  years  of  data  collected  for  this  study.  The
objective was to create exploratory geovisualisations of individual Hector’s dolphin
movements, and analyse the visualisations for movement patterns. For example, are
there spatio-temporal groupings or clusters of individuals suggested by the data? Are
there  identifiable  and  possibly  repeatable  spatio-temporal  movement  patterns
amongst individuals revealed by geovisual methods?
The  following  methods  section  will  illustrate  the  application  of  geovisualisation
techniques  using  individual  Hector’s  dolphin  observation  points  followed  by  the
results after having applied the geovisual techniques. Finally, to close the chapter, a
discussion  regarding  the  geovisualisation  results  with  respect  to  the  information
gained or lost and the pros and cons of applying these techniques to this type of
data.
4.2 Methods
After identifying and cataloguing daily photographs from this project there were 58
dolphins of mark categories 1 to 4, seen at least 5 seasons with only one dolphin
seen all eight seasons 8. This relatively large dataset of over 1350 spatio-temporal
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data points afforded an opportunity to examine individual Hector’s dolphin episodic
movement data in detail. 
For this portion of the analysis, each instance that an individual was photographed
the observation was recorded and counted as one observation. An individual may
have been observed multiple times in any time period: day, week ~ month, season.
For instance, the single dolphin recorded in all eight seasons had a composite record
of  29  times  observed  over  16  days,  in  14  weeks;  while  another  dolphin  in  the
database had been observed 58 times over 18 days in ten months, all observations
occurring within 5 seasons. The 58 individual  Hector's dolphin geospatial  lifelines
were binned into seasons, following the temporal framework used in Chapter Three
to visualise distribution and density data. Seasons are also the time period used in
abundance estimation in the following chapter (Chapter Five). 
These data are episodic and as such are subject to the same three uncertainties that
Andrienko et al. (2012) identify:
1. lack of spatial data collected due to varying time intervals, sometimes long,
between data captures: in this study, data collection was for one week each
month and due to the fact that surveys were weather dependent, the week of
work varied from month to month and the temporal  separation for surveys
could be as short as a few days. 
2. imprecision of the spatial locations: the combination of 120 seconds between
GPS track points and photos being taken up to 10 m from the point were the
GPS data were being collected meant that there could be spatial inaccuracies
(as much as 50 m or more) in the recorded position of the encounter point;
however for the current study 50 m is an acceptable level of precision.
3. the number of recorded objects may vary: not every dolphin was observed
each month or season. Dolphins observed for the first time were added to the
catalogue throughout the two years (see Chapter Two for details regarding the
cataloguing of dolphins). In summary, as  the number of catalogued dolphins
increased there  was  an implication  that  the  number  of  dolphins  that  were
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available for observation each season also increased.
4.2.1 Space-Time Cube
The  initial  STC  analysis  step  was  to  map  in  2D  all  of  the  encounter  points
representing the 58 individual Hector’s dolphins, and thereafter, to link the points via
lines. It would be difficult to colour code each dolphin; however, the data could be
sorted according to the number of seasons each dolphin was observed. The colour
codes for the observation points were two sets of four similar colours representing
the seasons -  yellows for summers, oranges for autumns, greys for winters, and
greens for springs. The points were connected via lines grouped according to the
number of seasons each dolphin was observed, lines (seasons) were colour coded
as follows: five = blue, six = green,  or seven = red; the single dolphin observed all
eight seasons has a black line linking observation points. Clusters were  visualised
according to time (seasons observed) and space (specific areas of the bay).
4.2.2 Relative Motion and Adaptive Relative Motion Analysis
A test subset of six dolphins was used as an example to depict the process used in
ARM visualisations (Figures  4.10,  4.11,  4.12,  and  4.13).   The geospatial  lifelines
(Figure  4.10),  represented  in  the  STC,  were  consolidated  into  a  single  average
directional  vector  or  bearing  for  each  season  for  each  individual  dolphin.  In  the
following  example,  showing  Hector’s  dolphin  #183  (Figure  4.10),  the  seasonal
observation  points  (coloured  circles)  and  movements  (coloured  lines),  in  the  top
graphic,  show every  position  the  dolphin  was  observed.  The  movements  by  the
individual dolphin were colour coded by season to match the observation point colour
for  each  season.  In  the  lower  graphic,  the  bearing  (dashed  coloured  lines)  was
calculated  between  successive  seasonal  endpoints  (coloured  squares).  In  both
graphics, the greyed out portions match the coloured portions in the opposite graphic
(i.e.,  the grey in  seasonal  movements is  related to  the bearings and the grey in
bearings is related to the seasonal movements). The colours used in the REMO and





Figure 4.10: Example of one dolphin showing seasonal movements (upper graphic)
and the bearings calculated from endpoints each season (lower graphic).
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In both REMO and ARM, the representations presented are called a matrix. Columns
in both matrices represent time intervals e.g. represented in this project by seasons.
In  REMO,  every  dolphin  was  assigned  a  separate,  non-changeable  row  (Figure
4.11). Numbers on the rectangles represent (on the left side), the serial number of
the six test dolphins, 0 being first and 5 being sixth; the dolphin identification number
from the Te Waewae Bay catalogue (on the right side; see Chapter Two for details
regarding dolphin ID numbers). For dolphins that were seen in most seasons but not
all, which would have caused a gap of one or more seasons, a directional vector(s)
was interpolated for the missing season(s). For instance, dolphin #67 was recorded
in encounters in  5 seasons: 2,4,5,6,8;  interpolating vectors for  seasons 3 and 7.
Dolphin #134 was observed in 7 seasons: 1,2,3,5,6,7,8; interpolating a vector for
season 4.  The geographic distances between each successive  dolphin pair  were
depicted by the width of the line black line between the two dolphins (Figure 4.11)
e.g., the distance between dolphin #232 and #467 in season 4 (column 4) is much
larger than the distance between dolphin #229 and #232 in the same season. In the
full data set, the background colour and distance spacing colours are reversed from
this test group example; the final output has a black background while the geographic
distances are represented by the width of the white lines.
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Figure  4.11:  Original REMO order for the 6 test dolphins (rows) over 8 seasons
(columns).  The  black  lines  in-between  dolphins  represents  relative  geographic
distance between dolphins. Graphic created from an early version of ARM output. 
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In the ARM matrix, each column was reordered according to the simulated annealing
method (Brownlee, 2012; Crowder and Padberg, 1980; Karp, 1977; Kirkpatrick et al.,
1983) which is based on the computer programming exercise called the 'travelling
salesman' problem. In Season 1 there were 3 dolphins observed out of the test group
of 6: dolphins #134, #183 and #232. The series of options illustrates that geographic
reordering may offer more than one realisation of the result; such that there will be a
spread from optimal to worst case scenarios (Figure 4.12). This is due to the inbuilt
randomness  of  the  simulated  annealing  algorithm,  there  can  be  more  than  one
optimal solution. 
There may be many pathways with similar overall distances which means there can
be  many realisations  of  the  ordering.  In  that  case,  using  nudging  –  moving  the
dolphin position up or down the column – or flipping (reversing) the dolphin order can
result in a modest reduction of clutter in the visual output. The results of nudging and
flipping for the test group of six dolphins are presented in Figure 4.13.
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Figure  4.12: Example  of  optimising  the  dolphin  order  according  to  geographic
distances using 3 dolphins observed in Season 1: 232, 134, and 183. The leftmost
frame is the original geographic order; the middle frame the optimum order; and the
rightmost frame is the worst order. Graphic adapted from Moore et al. (2013).
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When geographic distance cost  was optimized and the matrix  distance cost  was
high, the column reordering would be visually very complex and would not comply
with  the  purpose  of  an  effective  geospatial  representation,  which  is  to  reduce
complexity and increase understanding for the viewer. On the other hand, if matrix
distance cost was optimal, the visual output would appear to be strongly structured
across the rows; however, the geography of the points as they occur on the original
map would have much less emphasis in the interpretation of the visualisation. An
optimised  matrix  visualisation  would  therefore  be  a  compromise  of  both  the
geographic  distance  and  the  matrix  distance,  but  should  retain  instances  of
significant  interaction  between  individual  dolphins  or  even  groups  of  individual
dolphins. In the interest of finding an optimal combination, the sum of the geographic
distance and the matrix  distance was to  be optimised by simulated annealing.  A
methodical series of trials incorporating an expansion factor for the matrix distance,
was used to determine the lowest overall cost for the combination of the geographic
distance plus the matrix distance. An expansion factor was used to adjust the matrix
distance  as  its  range  is  several  orders  of  magnitude  less  than  the  geographic
distance. Calculating the overall cost for each iteration of the expansion factor was
accomplished using Equation (4.1). The overall cost is a combination of the scaled
geographic distance total plus the scaled matrix total for each iteration:
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Figure  4.13:  The  final  ARM  result  after  applying  nudging  and  flipping.  Rows
represent dolphins but dolphins can move up and down between columns. Columns










• c = overall cost; g = geographic cost; m = matrix cost; 
• ‘min’ and ‘max’  the minimum and maximum of geographic values and matrix
values.
The resulting lowest cost output was predicted to be the best adapted and visually
mediated output between the two variables.
Results from the STC model of dolphins were used to assess ARM as a methodology
to  explore  individual  dolphin  movement.  The test  would  be to  see if  constrained
patterns of movement in STC  would also be visible within the patterns of the matrix.
Further exploration of the matrix, looking for additional, as yet unidentified spatio-
temporal patterns of dolphin movement was instigated. 
The first exploration of the ARM matrix consisted of marking the dolphin movements
from STC explorations on the matrix and tracing the patterns, across the columns
(seasons). The second exploration method was to examine the matrix for patterns of
interest, analysing them for cohesiveness. To visually align the 2D and 3D maps,
three geographic points on the 2D map were listed as 1 (Sand Hill  Point),  2 (the
Waiau River Mouth) and 3 (Pahia Hill)  and the numbers aligned on the 3D map.
Cartographic elements of colour and size were used to simplify interpretation and
identification of points and lines. In both the 2D and 3D STC maps, shades of yellow,
orange,  grey,  and  green  symbolised  the  seasons  (summer  autumn,  winter,  and
spring) along the lines of movement for each dolphin. Two sizes of lines were used;
the  thinner  line  representing  the  lower  dolphin  ID  number  while  the  thicker  line
represented the higher dolphin ID number.
4.3 Results
The geovisual  illustrations that  follow,  using both  the space time cube and ARM




4.3.1 Space Time Cube
The 2D map version of individual Hector’s dolphin spatial- temporal data was created
in Esri  ArcMap 10.2 and is  presented in  two parts  in  Figure 4.14.  Figure 4.14 A
depicts  the  raw  distribution  of  each  of  the  encounter  points  observed  for  each
individual Hector’s dolphin across Te Waewae Bay organised and coded according to
the season each was observed. The area of greatest density of dolphin observations
for the eight seasons appears to be along the coastline and to the east of the Waiau
River Mouth. With the addition of spatially coordinated lines to link each observation
of  a  dolphin  in  chronological  order  (Figure  4.14 B),  an  impression  of  movement
across the bay is evoked but the map is too cluttered to visually ascertain a distinct
pattern over the combination of space and time.
The data were spatially and visually expanded, adding a vertical z-dimension of time,
in effect creating a space time cube  Figure 4.15. Upon examining the map, there
appears to be a slight decrease in the number of points at the juncture where the
Waiau River enters Te Waewae Bay Figure 4.15. After connecting the points for each
individual  dolphin,  geospatial  lifelines  were  created,  and  a  distinctive  east  west
pathway between seasons emerged (Figure 4.16). However, as Laube et al. (2006)
predicted, a high number of geospatial  lifelines can make differentiating individual
pathways and interpretation difficult.  Therefore, to simplify the pathways, the data
were split into three groups representing the number of seasons observed, five, six or
seven and one dolphin all eight seasons (Figure 4.17). Somewhat surprisingly the
dolphins seen the greatest number of seasons (seven or eight) appeared to have
less  apparent  east  west  movement  than the  dolphins  observed either  five  or  six
seasons. The middle map in Figure 4.17, ‘6 seasons observed’ (green lines), has the
strongest visual east west movement.
Dolphins observed only to the east of the Waiau River Mouth or only to the west were
extracted from the group of 58. Twenty-one dolphins were contained in these two
groups; eleven observed only to the west of the Waiau River Mouth and ten observed
only  to  the  east.  This  was  an  unexpectedly  large  portion  of  the  total  group  of




Figure 4.14: 2D representation of recognisable individual dolphins: A) Point features




Figure 4.15:  Points from Figure 4.14 A expanded into a space-time cube. Time zero was set at the sea surface on the first day of data
collection 20 December 2004 extending up through the final survey day, 7 November 2006. Points are colour coded by season. 
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Figure 4.16:  Addition of colour coded lines to points in space-time cube marking geospatial pathways for each individual dolphin.    Lines
are coded by number of seasons observed.
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Figure  4.17:  North and south facing views of individual dolphins geospatial lifelines grouped and colour coded by the number of
seasons  dolphins  were  observed:  1  dolphin,  8  seasons  (black  line),  9  dolphins,  7  seasons  (red  line);
22 dolphins, 6 seasons (green line); and 26 dolphins, 5 seasons (blue line).
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Figure 4.18:  Pathways of eleven individual dolphins that were observed only to the west of the Waiau river. Lines were colour coded
according to number of seasons observed. Blue arrow on N and S views indicate Waiau River Mouth.
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Figure  4.19:   Pathways  of  ten  individual  dolphins  that  were  observed  only  to  the  east  of  the  Waiau  river.
Lines were colour coded to number of seasons observed. Blue arrows on N and S view indicate Waiau River Mouth.
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4.3.2 Adaptive Relative Motion (ARM)
ARM analysis  requires  an initial  matrix  where  each object  has an individual  row
similar to the matrix used in REMO (Figure 4.20). Upon examination, REMO output
presented in  Figure 4.20 contained patterns as described by Laube et  al.  (2002,
2005, and 2006). For instance, ‘constancy’ is observed in vectors across consecutive
time periods (rows) e.g., dolphin #134 five seasons NW; dolphin #44 three seasons
E; dolphin #49 three seasons NW; dolphin #51 four seasons SE; and dolphin #232
four  seasons  W.  ‘Concurrence’  is  achieved  when  units  correspond  in  a  similar
direction in a column: for example 22 dolphins having a NW vector in season 2, or 24
dolphins with a vector heading SE in season 3. ‘Trend-setters’ could not be extracted
from this graphic due to the fact that Hector’s dolphins have a small home range and
do not travel long distances in cohesive groups as do, for example, caribou in Laube
and Imfeld (2002).
The results for ARM systematic iteration of the matrix expansion factor is depicted in
the graph in Figure 4.21. When the matrix expansion factor was one, the geographic
distance cost was at a minimum. When the expansion factor for the matrix was 1600,
the  overall  cost  for  the  matrix  distance was  at  a  minimum while  the  geographic
distance cost was maximised. The matrices exhibited in Figure 4.22 are the graphic
visualisation of the values in Figure 4.21. Examining this figure offers a visual story of
the  geographic  information  becoming  less  distinct  as  the  matrix  has  a  stronger
influence  on  the  order  of  the  dolphin  points.  When  matrix  distances  were  least
optimal (Figure 4.23) the geographic distance was optimal, and thus the white lines
that represent physical distance between dolphins are generally thin; however, the
resulting output was complex and visually cluttered. On the other hand, when the
matrix distances were optimal, the geographic distances were least optimal, and the
output  is  visualised by orderly rows;  however,  the  geographic  distances between
dolphins were much greater as seen by the generally increased thickness in  the
white lines between successive dolphins (Figure 4.24).  The geographic distances
yield information about which animals are ‘closer’ to each other on the original map
while the matrix offers exploration of patterns and pathways containing groups of
dolphins that can not be seen on a 2D map. The best matrix visualisation to explore
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was predicted to be at the point where the overall cost between geography and the
matrix was the least (Equation 4.1) and for this analysis, the least overall cost was
observed when a matrix expansion factor of 200 (Figure 4.21) was used. The best
matrix visualisation using the expansion factor of 200 has been depicted graphically
in Figure 4.25 (A3 fold-out).
Black and white dots have been added to the matrix presented in  Figure 4.25 to
visualise the dolphins from the STC visualisations seen only on the east or west
sides  of  the  Waiau  River  Mouth.  The  black  dots  are  indicative  of  the  dolphins
observed to the west of the river mouth and the white dots those dolphins observed
to  the  east  of  the  river  mouth.  Within  both  groups  it  is  apparent  when  tracing
individual pathways through the matrix that these dolphins were clustering in space,
even had we not had the prior data that they were observed in relatively small areas
and therefore had a higher probability of being observed together in the matrix. There
is a high degree of clustering as eastern or western groups within columns of the
matrix especially notable in seasons four, five, and six where the greatest number of
dolphins were observed within the season. It is also of note that there are pathways
that  were not  specifically eastern or  western but  follow those groups for  multiple




Figure 4.20:  REMO matrix showing individual Hector’s dolphins in rows and time as
seasons, in columns. Directions were colour coded as per the coloured compass at
the bottom of the matrix. Dolphins seen only to the east or west of the Waiau River




Figure 4.21:  The relationship of the combination of matrix cost (scaled m) combined
with geographic cost (scaled g) when incorporating the expansion factor. The yellow
star indicates the least overall cost for this analysis.
Figure 4.22:  Matrices depicting the overall cost as per the expansion factor (e.f.).
Two  of  the  three  highlighted  matrices  are  'optima'  (e.f.=1=  geographic  distance
optimised and e.f.=1600=matrix distance optimised) and the least overall cost is also
highlighted, on the top row: e.f.=200. 
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Figure 4.23:  ARM geovisual output representing optimal geographic distances; the
geographic distance between dolphins is kept to a minimum. Expansion factor of 1.
Figure  4.24:   ARM  geovisual  output  representing  optimal  matrix  distance;  the
geographic distances  between dolphins are maximised. Expansion factor of 1600.
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Figure 4.25:  Overall least cost visualisation of the matrix; expansion factor of 200. Black dots mark dolphins observed only to the west of
the  Waiau  River  Mouth,  white  dots  represent  dolphins  observed only  to  the  east.  The  top  number  in  each coloured  rectangle  is
the dolphin ID number, the bottom number is the geographic distance depicted by the white bar.
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Exploring patterns of interest led to the ‘storyboard’ visualisations exhibited in the
two figures, Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27. In both figures the matrix pathways copied
from  Figure  4.25 are  presented  at  the  top  of  the  figure,  the  dolphin  geospatial
pathways are plotted as a 2D map in the central section and as a STC map in the
lowest section of the graphic. These two sets of dolphins (dolphins #70 and #134;
and dolphins #232 and #324) were chosen to be examples in this geovisualisation as
neither pair were a part of the groups of Hector's dolphins observed on the eastern or
western end of  the bay.  Visually dolphins #70 and #134 aligned closely with  the
eastern group and dolphins #232 and #324 aligned closely with the western group.
The matrix pattern for dolphins #70 and #134 in seasons one, two, and three, and
thereafter  in  six,  seven,  and eight  are similar  in  matrix  space (Figure 4.26).  The
geographic  distances  are  also  not  large  when  the  values  are  consulted  (each
coloured rectangle has two values, the upper value is the dolphin number and the
lower value is the calculated geographic distance): 700 m, 375 m, 4800 m, and 2000
m, 4600 m, and 6600 m. It is not the same story when examining the geographic
distances  between  dolphins  #232  and  #324.  Although  these  two  dolphins  have
similar paths through the matrix they are not often in close geographic proximity: 7.1




Figure  4.26:  Dolphins #70 and #134 movement pattern in the ARM matrix (top),
2D centre map, and STC bottom map. 
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Figure 4.27: Dolphins #232 and #324 movement pattern in the ARM matrix (top),  2D
centre map, and STC bottom map.
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Going beyond the ‘snapshot’ of animal movement and incorporating spatio-temporal
information in analysis has been shown in this chapter to be a rich environment to
explore  relationships  of  and  distribution  patterns  for  individual  Hector’s  dolphins.
From the integration of space with time using Space Time Cube visualisations, to
systematic explorations of an adaptive motion matrix using ARM analysis, these two
geovisualisation  examples  have  illustrated  that  individual  dolphin  movement  data
collected at a coarse granularity can provide novel insights and aid in visualising
activity patterns of individual dolphins. These results have also brought to light the
fact that there are more than a few dolphins that utilise extremely limited areas of the
habitat in which they reside, which is a very different picture to the results of the
aggregate analysis regarding groups in Chapter Three. Individuals do not conform to
the general distribution patterns of groups that showed the dolphins utilise the entire
bay including offshore waters. While some individuals were observed moving back
and forth  across the bay others appeared to  be much more circumspect  in  their
movements. 
One of the most interesting insights was identifying movement patterns of individual
dolphins within STC visualisations that indicate some individuals appear to  utilise
habitat areas smaller than 100 km2. At this time, it is possible only to speculate why
these  individual  dolphins  have  a  consistent  specific  association  with  either  the
eastern  or  western  ends of  Te  Waewae Bay.  However,  a  reasonable  hypothesis
would be that they may be females, and that males or sexually immature dolphins
swim back and forth across the length of the bay. Sex segregation studies in marine
mammal species are uncommon, but there are research examples of segregation of
animals  by  sex  as  well  as  segregation  by  foraging  –  Amazonian  River  dolphins
(Martin and da Silva, 2004), North Atlantic Humpback Whales (Stevick et al., 2003), a
study of marine fish, reptile, bird and mammal species (Wearmouth and Sims, 2008),
and Hector’s  dolphin  (Webster  et  al.,  2009).  Future research projects  could take
advantage of techniques to identify gender of individual Hector’s dolphins such as the
underwater camera used by Webster et al. (2009) or molecular techniques such as
used by Hamner et al. (2012); Heimeier et al. (2009); Pichler et al. (1998); or Pichler
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and Baker (2000)Lacking detailed gender and behavioural information about each
individual  dolphin  means  caution  is  warranted with  interpretation  of  the  analyses
presented here, not only because of the lack of specific details about each dolphin,
but also because these data are episodic. 
A systematic exploration of the ARM matrix was improved by compensating for the
effects of geographical distance and matrix distances which magnified, observable
patterns  of  movement.  ARM  proved  to  be  a  valuable  tool  for  visualising  and
distinguishing  groups of  individual  dolphins,  often  groups containing two or  three
dolphins  moving  in  similar  patterns  illustrating  that  dolphins  may  move  in
synchronous patterns within the bay (seasons), yet they are not necessarily in the
same geographical space (Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27). In contrast, the STC was a
good initial visualisation of the spatial aspects of the individual dolphin points and the
expansion into time was also helpful to illuminate patterns of movement. The patterns
evoked here echo similar Space Time String results (Chapter Three) which indicated
that groups of dolphins are observed over a cycle of months in specific areas of Te
Waewae Bay. Geographical distance influences, although reduced, were still viable in
the matrix as observed when plotting the pathways of the dolphins recorded only to
the east (white dots) or west (black dots) sides of the Waiau River mouth (Figure
4.25). Using the vocabulary of REMO, dolphins moving in ‘concurrent’ direction within
each season as well as constance across seasons were easily visualised using the
directional colours displayed in the colour wheel. 
Due to these data being episodic rather than continuous data, there are uncertainties
that may affect the final analysis. The sampling week each month varied according to
weather conditions; such that the interval between the end of one sampling occasion
and the beginning of the next could be less than one week to as many as three. The
spatial locations were accurate but not precise, as points on the track were collected
at two minute intervals and dolphins could have been as far as 10 m from the boat
when the photo was taken. The individual Hector's dolphins portrayed here varied in
number from season to season, the last two seasons having the lowest number of
observations  of  dolphins.  In  spite  of  these  uncertainties  in  time  and  numbers  of
dolphins, ARM matrix analysis was found to be both an efficient and effectual method
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to visualise individual dolphin movements from GPS linked photographs.
There are exciting research avenues to be pursued in further developing ARM into
an interactive geovisual tool, with multiple linked views  (Moore and Rodda, 2015).
Monmonier (1989) wrote about the technique called “brushing” which is an interactive
method to link a select subset of the visualised data in one view with the same data
in another view(s). Where the three frames in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 are static,
Moore (personal communication) is working towards using the brushing technique to
link the ARM matrix with, for example, the 2D map and then a further active link with
the STC. Brushing would offer a dynamic way to link individuals into common groups
in the ARM matrix and on into other views.
4.5 Conclusions
Individual Hector’s dolphin movement patterns were explored across a combination
of geographic and temporal scales which have provided insights into how individual
dolphins appear  to  be utilising space across time within  Te Waewae Bay.  These
visualisations  have  enhanced  our  understanding  of  Te  Waewae  Bay  individual
Hector’s dolphin spatio-temporal distribution patterns. 
Animal movement data collected today are more often than not recorded with both
spatial  coordinates  and  time  that  the  data  were  collected.  The  geovisualisation
techniques presented in this chapter offer a viable opportunity for research teams to
revisit  mark  recapture  photographic  data  sets,  populated  with  geo-tagged
photographs, in order to explore visualisations of individual animal movement, and to
analyse patterns that are observed.
This chapter concludes the non-statistical summary of Hector’s dolphin distribution
patterns, moving from visualisations of group encounters, observations and densities
in Chapter Three to the pioneering geovisualisations of individuals in this chapter.
These  chapters  lay  the  foundation  for  statistical  modelling  in  the  following  two
chapters.  Chapter  Five  provides  abundance  estimation  using  capture-recapture
techniques  with  a  powerful  statistical  model,  Pollock’s  robust  design  model.  In
Chapter Six, a local modelling technique, Geographically Weighted Regression, is
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used to investigate environmental factors in relationship to Hector’s dolphins, giving
statistically  robust  output  regarding  how  environmental  factors  may  impact  the
distribution of Hector’s dolphin within Te Waewae Bay.
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Chapter  5
Estimating the Seasonal Abundance of Hector’s
Dolphin at Te Waewae Bay, New Zealand 
5.1 Introduction
Mark Recapture (M-RC) Statistics 
Efforts  to  determine  the  size  of  a  population  using  M-RC techniques  have  been
employed regularly since Laplace was commissioned by the French government to
estimate the population of France in September 1802  (Laplace,  1902).  Biologists,
epidemiologists, and ecologists use the probability statistics that have evolved using
ratios of known to unknown values to estimate demographic parameters, leading to
conclusions of  increase or  decrease,  and success or  failure  of  the  population  of
interest.  There  are  three  model  types  regularly  used  to  estimate  population
parameters in M-RC methodology: closed models (Cormack, 1968; Otis et al., 1978),
open  models  (Jolly,  1965;  Seber,  1965),  and  a  combination  of  open  and  closed
models used together that is called the robust design model  (Pollock et al.  1990;
Amstrup et al. 2005).
Over  thirty  years  ago  Eberhardt  et  al.  (1979) reviewed  marine  mammal  census
methods, concluding the review with a summary encouraging standardisation of M-
RC models to estimate population size within marine mammal ecological studies. In
the ensuing years since that review, M-RC methods and models are amongst the
primary  analytical  tools  used  in  marine  mammal  research  to  model  life  history
parameters, estimating probabilities for abundance, survival, capture, recapture, and
recruitment  (Amstrup et al. 2005; Seber 1986, 1992). 
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5.1.1 Introduction to Abundance Estimation in Marine Mammals
Populations  of  marine  megafauna  along  coasts  in  many  areas  of  the  world  are
subject to high levels of human induced impacts (Peckham et al., 2007; Read et al.,
2006). Impacts range from polluted fresh water effluent running into coastal waters
(Bossart, 2010) to lethal fishing practices (Crowder et al., 2008; Dawson and Slooten,
2005; Schipper et al., 2008). Abundance estimation models of populations have been
important in understanding population dynamics and in providing information to make
better  decisions  about  how  to  implement  conservation  management  strategies
(Brown et al., 1995; Fortin et al., 2005). Changes in abundance have been used as
one  measurable  indicator  of  the  health  of  studied  populations.  Marine  mammal
abundance has been modelled using line transect survey data (Borchers et al., 1998;
Crespo et al., 2009; Dawson et al., 2004; Hammond, 1986; Manly et al., 1996; Smith,
1981) and M-RC data  (Childerhouse et al.,  1995; Eguchi et al.,  2010; Evans and
Hammond, 2004; Gormley et al., 2005; Jolly, 1965; Pollock, 1982). 
Two statistical  modelling programs were chosen to analyse data from the current
project,  Rcapture  (Baillargeon and Rivest,  2007) and Program MARK  (White  and
Burnham,  1999).  These  two  programs  were  selected  based  on  their  different
strengths.  RCapture is  a   ‘stand-alone’ program that  has a ‘narrower  focus’ than
MARK (Laake et al., 2013) and is written in the statistical programming language R
(R  Development  Core  Team,  2007).  Prior  to  the  development  of  the  Rcapture
software, Rivest & Daigle (2004) were conducting investigations into the ramifications
of using using loglinear models to estimate population parameters from M-RC data
based  on  Poisson  regressions.  Further  work  with  loglinear  models  led to  the
development  of  the  software  program  Rcapture  (Baillargeon  and  Rivest,  2007).
RCapture has been repeatedly validated in peer reviewed M-RC literature since its
publication in 2007  (Bengsen et al.,  2011; Blanc et al.,  2013; Laake et al.,  2013;
Murphy, 2009; Rivest and Baillargeon, 2014; Stanton and Mann, 2012).
Similarly, Program MARK has been validated through extensive publications in peer
reviewed literature within the M-RC research community and is considered by many
to be the ‘gold standard’ (White and Burnham, 1999). MARK has been extended and
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appended numerous times, making it a comprehensive approach for fitting a wealth
of complicated life history models:  POPAN (Arnason and Baniuk, 1980), RELEASE
(Burnham et al., 1987), CAPTURE (Rexstad and Burnham, 1991), E-SURGE and M-
SURGE (Choquet et al., 2009b). As a result, MARK is characterised by a high level of
complexity,  requiring a significant  learning lead time and resource commitment  to
achieve the expertise required for rigorous analysis. 
An  introduction  to  three  statistical  models  follows  (closed,  open,  and  the  robust
design) in order to allow a thorough understanding of the development of the robust
design  model  used  in  both  software  programs  and  the  statistical  advantages  it
incorporates.
Closed Models
A closed population model has been defined as a model in which the assumption has
been that there will be no change in total number of individuals available for sampling
between  sampling  events;  no  births,  deaths,  or  emigrations.  The  four  primary
assumptions for closed population modelling are defined as (Otis et al., 1978; Pollock
et al., 1990; Southwood and Henderson, 2000):
1. the population is closed i.e. remains constant, 
2. individual marks are recorded accurately, 
3. individual marks are not lost,
4. there is independence, equal capture probability, amongst the animals, both
marked and unmarked.
Parameter  estimators  for  closed  models  have  been  derived  using  the  statistical
method of maximum likelihood (ML) (Otis et al., 1978). 
The simplest closed population model contains only two sampling periods (t=2) and
the estimator  is  known as the  Lincoln-Petersen estimator  (Adams,  1951;  Lincoln,
1930; Petersen, 1896). Parameters such as the abundance of marked animals, Nt ,
are  calculated  using  capture  history  data  collected  for  each  individual  in  the
population. The number of individuals captured on both of the capture occasions (n1
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and n2) and the number of marked individuals (m2) captured at the second occasion





Each marked individual has a unique capture history that is made up of 1s (captured)
and 0s (not captured) related to each sampling period. The capture histories of the
individual  animals  are  combined  to  complete  a  capture  history  matrix.  Capture
probabilities  are  calculated  for  each  individual  using  the  capture  history  matrix.
Heterogeneity, differences or variations amongst individuals, is common and may be
due to how an individual  responds to sampling methods or capture – trap happy
equals attraction to the method or trap shy, repulsion. Heterogeneity may be due to a
behavioural  response,  or  time  may  be  a  factor  in  the  difference  in  capture
probabilities. As an example, migrating whales may not be available for sampling in a
previously sampled area depending upon what time of year or season one collected
the data. Because capture probabilities for some individuals were observed to be
unequal when collating field data, statisticians developed a series of mathematical
estimators which have been described in Otis  et  al.  (1978).  The estimators were
attempts to calculate better representations of the results of field sampling efforts,
and the observed variations in capture histories. These three representative models
from Otis et al. (1978) were:
• Mt, modelling capture probabilities varying with time or sampling occasions;
• Mh,  modelling  capture  probabilities  varying  with  individual  heterogeneity
among animals;
• Mb,  modelling  capture  probabilities varying  behaviour and response of  the
individual animals.
Table 5.1 is an adaptation of Litt & Steidl (2010) showing closed population models
and the expanded parameter notation. Variations in capture probabilities can be due
to processes such as temporal effects, heterogeneity effects, and behavioural effects
(Litt and Steidl, 2010; Otis et al., 1978). There are a variety of likelihood estimators of
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population size that may be used with closed models, Lincoln-Petersen, Chapman,
Darroch,  Chao,  Poisson2,  and  Burnham to  name a  few  (Rexstad  and  Burnham,
1991; White, 2007). When heterogeneity has been observed in data, Baillargeon &
Rivest (2007) recommend the use of the closed model M th with the Chao estimator,
because this combination has been determined to fit heterogeneous data better than
either  the  Darroch  or  Poisson2  estimators.  Statisticians  have  provided  many
combinations of the above models to analyse capture history data for closed models.
Models  range  from  those  with  no  variation  in  capture  probabilities,  M0;  to  quite
elaborate models such as Mtbh, having simultaneous variation in time, heterogeneity,
and behaviour for individual capture probability (Otis et al. 1978; Amstrup et al. 2005).
There  have  been  ongoing  and  active  advances  in  providing  ML estimators  and
methods  of  parameter  estimation  for  closed  model  capture-recapture  analyses.
These advances have been summarised in many reviews and books (Amstrup et al.,
2005; Chao, 2001; Evans and Hammond, 2004; Seber, 1992; Williams et al., 2002).
Open Models
Open models allow the population to be open to changes via birth and death, as well
as emigration and immigration,  into  and out  of  the study area between sampling
sessions  (Cormack, 1968).  While closed models are good tools for analysing data
collected in short term studies, open models are useful for analysing data collected
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Behavioural Response with Heterogeneity {p1,2…k(.),c1,2…k(.)}
Temporal with Heterogeneity {p1,2…k(t)=c1,2…k(t)}
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Notes: p= probability of capture; c = probability of recapture; (.) = constant; (t) = time varying; 
1,2,...k represents heterogeneous mixture models. Adapted from Litt & Steidl (2010).
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over  longer  time  periods  where  measuring  global  changes  in  the  population
parameters are often the focus of the study (Amstrup et al., 2005). In the mid-1960s,
Cormack (1964),  Jolly (1965), and  Seber (1965) were working toward a method of
maximum likelihood  estimation  for  open  population  models.  Two  well-known  and
researched models developed from their work were the Cormack Jolly Seber (CJS)
model  (Lebreton et al., 1992) and the Jolly-Seber (JS) model  (Pollock et al., 1990;
Seber,  1992).  The CJS model is based on capture histories of previously marked
animals, and therefore, is not used to estimate population size although estimates of
the other demographic parameters are possible (Lebreton et al., 1992). The JS model
makes the assumption that every sampling period is random and thus, all animals are
available  for  sampling  whether  marked  or  unmarked  (Amstrup  et  al.,  2005).  JS
modelling allows capture and survival probabilities to vary during each period, and
the model  is  useful  for  estimating  abundance,  but  not  for  every period.  It  is  not
possible to calculate an abundance estimation for the first or the final capture periods.
The calculations are based on the capture history; the first capture period is the mark
and so a second capture period, recapture, is needed to estimate abundance which
is correlated to the second period. Likewise in the final capture period, there are no
further recapture periods and abundance can not be estimated. JS open models are
have two additional assumptions over closed models (Pollock et al. 1990; Amstrup et
al. 2005):
• every marked animal in the population after one sampling period has the
same probability of surviving until the next sampling period
• all emigrations are permanent.
Therefore, when using open models, survival includes both mortality and emigration,
and therefore, survival cannot be calculated as an individual parameter.
Robust Design Models
Pollock (1982)  regarded the strict delineation between open and closed models as
being somewhat artificial and proposed combining the models in a design that would
be robust to capture heterogeneity for use in long term studies. The name of the new
model was the Robust Design (RD). The model was organised as primary sampling
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periods  containing  multiple  secondary  periods.  Primary  periods  are  open  to
population changes between each sampling occasion similar to open models (Figure
5.1). Secondary periods are of a short enough duration that the population can be
considered closed (Figure 5.1). The suggested RD model structure requirements are
a  minimum  of  three  primary  periods  and  five  secondary  periods  totalling  fifteen
sampling periods. Furthermore, the calculated capture probability for each sampling
period should be greater than 0.1 (Pollock et al., 1990).
The RD model  has many statistical  advantages over using either open or  closed
models independently. One of the main advantages is that abundance and survival
estimates  from  the  RD  model  are  less  sensitive  to  heterogeneity  in  capture
probabilities (Pollock et al., 1990). Additionally, the RD model can be used to estimate
population parameters for all primary periods (Pollock, 1982), being a more precise
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Figure 5.1: The closed secondary periods are used to calculate parameter estimates
of abundance (N1, N2,...Nk), capture probability (p1, p2,...pk), and recapture probability
(c1,c2,...ck), while survival probabilities (φ1 and φ2) are estimated between the open
primary periods. The series of three black dots indicates a graphical break from the
second interval to the final interval; for instance, in this study k=8 primary periods and
l=3 secondary periods. Graphic after Kendall et al. (1995).
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and  accurate  modelling  technique  than  either  the  closed  or  open  model  alone
(Kendall et al., 1997, 1995; Mansur et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2013). Kendall et al.
(1995),  using  likelihood  based  approaches  to  estimate  parameters,  found  better
precision using the RD model, and parameter estimation was likely to be confounded
(Gould and Pollock, 1997; White et al., 2006).
The statistical advantages of the RD have been seen in an increase in the application
of the RD model to studies in published journal articles, a few examples are listed
here of articles calculating demographic parameters in marine vertebrate populations
e.g. bottlenose dolphin (Rosel et al., 2011; Silva et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2013), grey
whales (Bradford et al., 2006), indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins (Mansur et al., 2012),
long-finned pilot whales (Verborgh et al., 2009), manatees (Kendall et al., 2004), sea
turtles  (Eguchi  et  al.,  2010;  Troëng  and  Chaloupka,  2007),  and  whale  sharks
(Holmberg et al., 2009).
Mark Ratio and Total Population Estimation
The abundance estimate from M-RC programs is the number of marked individuals in
a population.  There is an assumption in M-RC statistics that  all  animals have an
equal  probability  of  being  captured/photographed.  Therefore  if  photographs  are
gathered in a random fashion, dividing the number of photographs of marked animals
by  the  number  of  unmarked  animals  will  produce  a  mark  ratio,  theta,  for  the
population;  all  photographs  having  to  comply  with  the  stringent  requirements  for
photographs and marks laid out in Chapter Two. The mark ratio is used to scale the
number of marked individuals up to the estimate of the population abundance.
There are many variables which may have an impact on the photographs collected to
calculate a mark ratio, such as experience of the photographer, or experience of the
boat drivers. There are also environmental variables such as wind, glare, and not the
least  difficult  are  the  cetaceans  themselves;  for  instance,  some  cetaceans  will
approach the boat such as Hector’s dolphins (DuFresne et al., 2001). 
In marine mammal literature there are a number of methods used to calculate the
mark ratio. For most studies of Hector’s dolphins, the photographic method to collect
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random photos  has  been  to  set  specific  days  going  into  the  field  and  randomly
photographing each group of dolphins encountered, taking three times the number of
photographs as there are dolphins in the group (Bejder and Dawson, 2001; Gormley
et  al.,  2005;  Green,  2003).  In  other  cetacean  studies,  the  mark  ratio  has  been
calculated by summing the daily mark ratios across the period of interest and dividing
by the number of sampling periods for an average mark ratio  (Silva et al.,  2009).
Another  accepted  method  reported  is  to  randomly  photograph  animals  on  every
survey without biasing photographs towards well-marked animals (Wilson et al. 1999;
Heinrich 2006; Elwen et al. 2009).
Regardless of the method used to capture data or to calculate the mark ratio, the
mark ratio is used to scale the model  derived estimate of the number of  marked
animals to calculate the total number of animals in the population. 
5.1.2 M-RC Studies of Hector’s dolphin
M-RC data of Hector’s dolphin have been collected by taking photographs of the
trailing edge of the dorsal fin, following similar methodology used to collect data in
other  cetacean  M-RC studies  (Bräger  and  Schneider,  1998;  Childerhouse  et  al.,
1995; Chilvers and Corkeron, 2003; Elwen et al., 2009b; Friday et al., 2000; Heinrich,
2006; Wursig and Jefferson, 1990; Würsig and Würsig, 1977). The naturally occurring
marks accrued on the edges of the dorsal fin are used to identify individual dolphins
and are equivalent to marks placed on an animal, such as the use of a band on the
leg of a bird or a tag on the dorsal side of a fish, or batch marking an entire cohort
(Cowen et al.,  2014; Huggins et al.,  2010; Schwarz et al.,  2013); however, it is a
much less invasive method to use than mechanically banding or tagging (Slooten et
al., 1992). Complete M-RC data collection protocols used are recorded in Chapter
Two.
M-RC projects to calculate survival and reproductive parameter estimates have been
vital to the understanding the decimation of Hector’s dolphins populations, the future
impacts on Hector’s dolphin populations from fishing related mortalities, as well as
understanding  the  effectiveness  of  Banks  Peninsula  Marine  Mammal  Sanctuary
(Bräger 1998; Cameron et al. 1999; Du Fresne 2005; Gormley 2002; Gormley et al.
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2012; Slooten et al. 1992).  Research projects on the WCSI used M-RC models to
calculate survival and reproductive rates (Bräger 1998) and from Porpoise Bay, SCSI,
to calculate abundance estimates (Bejder and Dawson 2001; Green 2003).
In 2004 prior to the commencement of this PhD project, a pilot study was conducted
in  Te Waewae Bay collecting  dorsal  fin  photographs of  Hector’s  dolphins  for  the
creation  of  a  Hector’s  dolphin  catalogue  for  the  Southland  Department  of
Conservation using M-RC protocols  (Green et al., 2007) –  details in Chapter Two).
Surveys were conducted for two primary sampling periods: autumn 2004 = April, May,
and June 2004; and summer 2004/2005 = December 2004, January, and February
2005.  Green  et  al.  (2007)  calculated  an  abundance  estimate  for  both  sampling
periods: autumn 251 (CV = 0.162; 95% CI = 183-343) and summer 403 (CV = 0.121;




Figure  5.2: Coloured buffer sections show genetic subpopulation areas. The most
recent comprehensive estimate of Hector’s dolphin abundance from line transect and
aerial surveys, also coordinated with the coloured buffers. Population demographic
research projects are listed in bold italics adjacent to the area of study.
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Figure  5.2 is  a  composite  diagram  regarding  three  features  of  Hector’s  dolphin
research.  The  first  feature  highlights  a  representative  sample  of  M-RC  research
projects around the South Island of New Zealand from the past 20 years (text listed
on Figure 5.2 in bold italics). This listing was not meant to be a comprehensive list of
all Hector’s dolphin research projects; comprehensive lists can be found in annotated
bibliographies by (DuFresne et al., 2012; Martinez and Slooten, 2003). The second
feature in Figure 5.2 delineates the three currently recognised genetic populations of
Hector’s  dolphin  shown  as  coloured  buffers  around  the  South  Island  coasts
(Department of Conservation and Ministry of Fisheries, 2007; Hamner et al., 2012;
Pichler et al., 1998a; Pichler and Baker, 2000b). These areas are: West Coast South
Island (WCSI): the yellow buffer; East Coast South Island (ECSI): shown as the green
buffer (includes the population at Porpoise Bay in the southeast corner); South Coast
South Island (SCSI): the region with the blue buffer. The third and final feature is the
latest cumulative abundance estimates from combing line transect and aerial surveys
from 1997 to early 2001 (Dawson et al., 2004; Slooten et al., 2004). The values for
abundance have been listed in the legend along with the 95% Confidence Intervals. 
5.1.3 Research Rationale
Based on the large decrease in abundance estimates from 1988 of approximately
400  dolphins  to  less  than  100  dolphins  in  2000,  it  could  be  surmised  that  this
population of Hector’s dolphin was sharply declining. This project was to organise,
investigate, and quantify seasonal population estimates using intensive multiple year
monitoring of Hector’s dolphin at Te Waewae Bay, Southland, New Zealand. The aim
of this chapter was to calculate a statistically sound abundance estimate of Hector’s
dolphins at Te Waewae Bay examining the eight seasons of abundance estimates for
indications of  positive or negative support for the hypothesis that the population is in
a state of decline. The specific objectives for this study were:
• to examine the robust design model abundance estimations in light of previous
abundance estimates of Hector’s dolphin in Te Waewae Bay, New Zealand.
• to investigate seasonal changes in abundance for similarities to changes in
density seen in Chapter Three for Hector’s dolphin utilising Te Waewae Bay 
• to assess  the suitability of using a stand alone statistical program versus a
comprehensive statistical program to calculate sound abundance estimates.
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Calculating abundance estimates for each season would provide fine scale, as well
as long term abundance estimates for the Department of Conservation to add to the
summer snapshots of abundance that were available for Te Waewae Bay prior to this
study.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Dolphin Identification and Temporal Sampling Organisation
Each  digital  photo  taken  had  to  be  manually  inspected  and  ranked  using  two
categories. The Photograph Category was used to rank the daily photographs that
were  within  acceptable  limits  of  clarity,  focus,  and  subject  orientation.  The  Mark
Category ranked the level of distinctiveness of the mark(s) on the dorsal fin in the
photograph. Occasionally distinctive body markings were used to identify a dolphin.
The  criteria  to  rank  photographs  are  described  in  detail  in  Chapter  Two: Data
Collection.
There  were  70 Hector’s  dolphins  in  the  Te Waewae Bay catalogue  that  met  the
criteria of Mark category 1 – 3. The first instance that the animal was encountered
and photos collected, which were within the accepted mark and photographic limits,
was the “capture”. For the purposes of the capture history, each dolphin would only
be counted as captured once per sampling period. 
The capture history matrix for this study had 23 columns equalling one column for
each of the monthly sampling periods. There were eight primary periods for this study
– seasons – from December 2004 through November 2006. The secondary periods




A common methodology to investigate demographic closure in M-RC analysis is by
plotting the discovery curve composed of the marked individuals observed at each
sampling interval (Bejder and Dawson, 2001; Karczmarski et al., 2005; Wilson et al.,
1999). If the number of marked dolphins observed each period levels off and no new
marked animals are added, the accepted evaluation is that the population can be
considered closed. Newly identified Hector's dolphins with mark categories 1-4 from
the current project were added to the Te Waewae Bay catalogue begun by Green et
al. (2007).
5.2.3 Goodness of Fit and the Akaike Information Criteria 
Goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests were used to asses the fit of the open and closed M-RC
models. U-CARE (Choquet et al., 2009a) was chosen to compute GOF tests as it has
options for  pooling sparse data,  in  addition to  many other  diagnostic  tests.  In  U-
CARE, the overall GOF test determines whether there is a significant effect on the
model  due  to  transience  –  immigration  and  emigration,  while  two  other  tests
determine if there is a significant effect from behavioural responses. The first two of
the  four  tests  examine variations  in  recapture  probabilities  between old  and new
individuals;  there  is  a  test  for  variations  in  recapture  probabilities  at  the  next
encounter,  and  a  test  for  variations  in  recapture  probabilities  at  the  previous
encounter. One of the results from the diagnostic tests is the  χ2 Pearson statistic,
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Figure 5.3: This figure was adapted from Pollock (1982). September 2006 was the
single month no sampling was accomplished in this 24 month study.
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which, if divided by the degrees of freedom is the measure of overdispersion of the
model,  noted  as  ĉ .  Overdispersion  is  an  indication  that  heterogeneity  may  be
present, or it may indicate a problem with the fit of the model (Anderson, 2008).
• c = 1.0 no overdispersion;
• 1< c <3 indicates overdispersion but can be treated as natural fluctuations of
the model (Choquet et al., 2009a). 
G2 is  a  subset  of  χ2 statistic.  When  data  are  sparse,  the  data  are  pooled  and
recalculated as the G2 statistic. Z is the signed square root of the χ2 or G2 statistic that
tests  for  transience,  or  trap  dependence,  depending  upon  which  test  is  being
implemented.
The preferred method for RD model selection is to use the information theoretic value
known as the Akaike  Information Criteria  (AIC)  (Akaike,  1974;  Silva  et  al.,  2009;
White and Burnham, 1999). AIC is calculated for a related set of models and the AIC
values used to rank the models from best to worst; the lower the value the better the
model approximates the data  (Burnham and Anderson, 2004). AICc is a corrected
form of AIC for sample sizes less than 40  (Burnham and Anderson, 2004; Hurivich
and Tsai, 1989).  AICc will  converge to AIC as sample size increases.  Strength of
evidence for model support is based upon delta (Δ) AICc because these values are
exempt from scaling constants and effects of  sample size (Burnham & Anderson
2004). The ΔAICc guidelines suggested in Burnham and Anderson (2004, p.271)were
the following: 
• ΔAICc < 2 substantial strength of evidence of support for the models
• 4 <  ΔAICc < 7 moderate strength of evidence of support for the model with
the lower AICc value




5.2.4 Analysis Software 
Rcapture Analysis
Fitting a RD model using the program Rcapture follows a systematic set of analytical
steps  (Baillargeon and Rivest, 2007, p. 23) presented here in  Figure 5.4). The first
analysis of data began with a closed population analysis for each primary period to
assess the fit of each closed model type (Table 5.1) to the capture history data. Once
the best  estimator and model  were chosen the number of  marked dolphins were
calculated for each primary period (individual season). 
An estimation of population size was the research objective in this study over other
demographic parameters, such as capture probabilities or survival rate, and the open
model used to calculate abundance is the Jolly-Seber model. The capture histories
were pooled for each season (i.e., months). However parameter estimates in open
models are conditional on the last release, therefore abundance estimates for the first
and  last  captures  are  not  calculated  (Baillargeon and  Rivest,  2007).  Determining
population closure was accomplished by comparing the deviance results of the Jolly-




RD models have a computational limitation on the size of the capture probabilities
constrained  by  temporal  effects  (t).  The  limitation  is  due  to  the  difficulties  when
calculating  the  response  vector  (Baillargeon  and  Rivest,  2007).  Rivest  (2008)
reported that for models Mh and Mth  the parameter estimations are similar in value,
when analysed with log-linear models. For this study, having a relatively high number
of primary capture occasions, the Mth model response vector was computationally
infeasible with Rcapture, and the heterogeneity only model Mh, was used to calculate
parameter estimates which should allow for similar parameter estimations as based
on the above information (Rivest, 2008).
The test for temporary immigration is χ2 distributed and calculated using the difference
in the “fitted model”  deviance to the “model  with temporary emigration” deviance.
When the fitted model deviance is lower (better) than the emigration model deviance,
it shows that the fitted model is more appropriate (Baillargeon and Rivest, 2007).
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Figure 5.4: RD analysis steps from Baillargeon & Rivest, 2007 (page23).
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The final  procedural  step using Rcapture software was to compare the estimates
from open, closed, and RD models and to assess differences or similarities in the fit
of all three models. If there were a discrepancy in the estimates, the logit difference in
the between (open periods) and within (closed periods) primary period estimates of
capture  probability  should  be  calculated.  When the  difference  in  the  logit  of  the
capture probabilities is negative, it may indicate a bad fit. If heterogeneity in capture
probabilities is non-significant it will not affect model fit. If the difference is significant,
it may mean the model fit is affected.
Program MARK
The RD model from MARK was used in this project to model population parameter
estimations, primarily emphasising the results for the estimation of abundance. The
initial  RD  model  was  constructed  with  no  movement  allowed  –  emigration  and
immigration  parameters  set  equal  to  each  other  and  also  to  zero.  Having  no
movement in the RD model parameter would allow assessment of effects of time on
survival, and of heterogeneity in capture probabilities in secondary periods. Models
varying  survival  and  capture  parameters  with  time,  behavioural  response  and
individual heterogeneity were built.
The best model from the initial round of model building was selected using AICc to
rank the models from the lowest value (better) AICc to the highest (less good). The
second round of modelling was commenced with the best ranked model from the first
round, setting movement parameters up as both Markovian and random states for
analysis  (Kendall  et  al.,  1997).  The output from the second round of models was
ranked according to the AICc value after applying the overdispersion factor ĉ  as the
correction factor for model variance (Burnham and Anderson, 2001; Choquet et al.,
2009a). ĉ  does not have an effect on the parameter estimates, rather overdispersion
has an effect on the calculated variances and deviances, which in turn has an effect
on the ranking of the models (Choquet et al., 2009a). Thus, the final MARK RD model
selection was completed using QAICc ranking, which is the Quasi-likelihood modified
AICc for overdispersion (Burnham and Anderson, 2001). 
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5.2.5 Calculating the mark ratio, θ
Random photographs taken during each survey period were used to calculate the





(total number of photographs of marked dolphins)
( total number of random photographs of all dolphins)
(5.2)
Following Wilson et al. (1999), the equation for calculating the coefficient of variation





Mark ratios and CV's were calculated for the group of mark category 1 and 2 dolphins
and for the group that contained dolphins classified with mark categories 1, 2, and 3. 
5.2.6 Calculating the Total Population Estimate
The total  population  estimate (N̂total) was calculated  by dividing  the  model  derived





With the variance of the total population estimate calculated by Equation 5.5:
var  N total =
N total







CV for the total population, Equation 5.6, is expressed in terms of the square root of
the addition the squares of both the CV (N̂ )  of the estimate of marked dolphins plus
the CV(θ) of the mark ratio.




Mathematically,  it  follows  that  as  greater  number  of  animals  are  identified  in  a
population, CV (N̂ total ) will become smaller (Equation 5.6).
It is not possible to have confidence intervals below zero, because it would mean that
there were negative numbers of animals counted. To make sense biologically animal
abundance estimates must be greater than or equal to zero. Confidence intervals
were calculated for the abundance estimates using log-normal confidence intervals to
keep the lower intervals from dropping below zero (Burnham et al., 1987).
Upper limit log-normal confidence intervals were calculated as (Equation 5.7):
 N total
U
= N total ∗r (5.7) 
The lower limit log-normal confidence intervals were calculated by (Equation 5.8):
 N total
L
= Ntotal /r (5.8)
For both equations (5.7) and (5.8), 'r' is expressed as (Equation 5.9):
r=exp[1.96∗√ ln(1+CV (N̂total)2)] (5.9)
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Discovery Curve
Prior to this study, the Te Waewae Bay catalogue contained 70 identified Hector’s
dolphins from mark categories 1, 2, and 3. Twenty-three months of productive field
work led to the identification and addition of 68 new dolphins to the catalogue into the
following mark categories (MC): MC1 = 6 dolphins, MC 2 = 12 dolphins and MC3 =
50 dolphins; see Chapter  2.4.2.2 Mark categories for full details on mark category
information. There were 138 dolphins in the catalogue at the end of the sampling for
this  study summarised into  MCs as  the  following:  MC1 = 8  dolphins,  MC2 = 27
dolphins, and MC3 = 103 dolphins. The discovery curve is shown in Figure 5.5. The
red line on the figure plots the addition of 68 dolphins to the original 70 dolphins. The
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line indicates a steady increase in number of catalogued Hector’s dolphins during the
first 12 months of sampling (59 added), but levels off during months 13-24 with the
addition  of  9  dolphins  to  the  catalogue,  suggesting  a  majority  of  the  marked
population of dolphins had been identified.
5.3.2 The Mark Ratio θ
Mark ratios, θ, were very low for dolphins of mark category 1 and 2 (Table 5.2), two
seasons having a 3% rate, four seasons at 5%, one season at 8%, and the first
season was the highest at 10%. The CV(θ)1,2 ranged from 14% to 33%. By including
mark category 3, the mark ratio range increased from 13% to 28%. The CV(θ)1,2,3
decreased markedly to a range from 6.6% to 19%.  The mark ratio (θ)1,2,3  declined
steadily from the highest values the first three seasons 26-28%; 18–20% in the mid-
three seasons, and the lowest rate in the final two seasons of 13% and 15% Table
5.2.
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Figure 5.5: Number of marked dolphins identified each month during surveys (blue
bars),  combined with  the  discovery curve  of  newly identified dolphins  (red line).
September 2006 was the single month where no surveys were completed.













































Table 5.2: Mark ratios, θ, presented with var( θ) and CV( θ) for the M-RC study of Hector’s dolphin at Te Waewae Bay from summer
04/05 through spring 2006.
Winter 2005 Spring 2005 Winter 2006 Spring 2006
39 32 23 29 49 20 9 15
388 599 273 639 1042 793 183 443
θ 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03
0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0052 0.0001
0.1519 0.1720 0.1995 0.1814 0.1395 0.2208 0.3250 0.2538
Winter 2005 Spring 2005 Winter 2006 Spring 2006
110 154 77 127 190 140 24 68
388 599 273 639 1042 793 183 443
θ 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.15
0.0005 0.0003 0.0007 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0006 0.0003
0.0807 0.0695 0.0966 0.0794 0.0656 0.0767 0.1903 0.1116

















= all  photographs of dolphins with mark categories  1 or 2 and photo categories 1 or 2 within each season

















= all  photographs of dolphins with mark categories 1, 2, or 3 and photo categories 1 and 2 within each season
g 
t(otal)
 = total photographs with photo category 1 or 2 within each season
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5.3.3 Goodness-of-fit (GOF)
The global GOF test from UCARE (Choquet et al. 2009a) results for open and closed
models was not significant (Table 5.3). The global test result ĉ = 1.16, shows a slight
overdispersion. The test for transience, 3.SR, the probability of recapture between the
old  and  the  new  individuals,  showed  no  significant  difference.  There  was  no
significant difference in recapture time between the old and the new individuals seen
once and then seen at least one more time. Trap dependence, 2.CT, was significant
for  these  data.  The  negative  value  indicates  trap  “happiness”  for  individuals  an
indication that the animals were ‘attracted to the trap’ or in this case boat.  Being
positive  for  ‘trap  dependence’  meant  that  there  was  a  significant  difference  in
encountering animals at the next survey even though both animals were present at
both surveys, but only one was encountered in the first survey. If individuals were
both present at both encounter occasions in which one was encountered and the
other not encountered, there was no significant difference in the expected time of the
next encounter.
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Table 5.3: UCARE GOF test results for closed and open models.  Column headers
are as follows: df - degrees of freedom, c2 – statistic, G2-G-test version of the c2  statistic,
p-level of significance, z-signed square root of the c2   statistic to test H1 against H0,  ĉ -
correction factor for overdispersion.
Test df p z p
Global 75 87.5 0.15 1.16
3.SR 14 12.1 12.1 0.61 0.05 0.86
3.SM 15 9.7 9.9 0.82 0.65
2.CT 19 35.6 37.1 0.01 0.00001 1.87








5.3.4 Marked Dolphin Estimates
5.3.4.1 Rcapture 
Jolly Seber (JS) Open Model
Parameter estimates and the respective standard errors from the JS model are given
in Table 5.4. 
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Table  5.4:  Parameter  estimates for  the number of  marked dolphins,  capture and
survival probabilities with associated standard error (SE) using the JS open model.
Deviance = 205, df = 237 and AIC = 398
Season SE
Summer 2004/2005  NC  NC
Autumn 2005 101 7.70 1 → 2
Winter 2005 108 10.77  2 → 3
Spring 2005 115 6.37  3 → 4
Summer 2005/ 2006 102 6.76 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 67 3.76 5 → 6
Winter 2006 67 3.76 6 → 7
Spring 2006  NC  NC
Capture Probabilities SE
Summer 2004/2005  NC  NC
Autumn 2005 0.63 0.07 1 → 2
Winter 2005 0.31 0.05  2 → 3
Spring 2005 0.49 0.05  3 → 4
Summer 2005/ 2006 0.68 0.06 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 0.77 0.07 5 → 6
Winter 2006 0.26 0.06 6 → 7
Spring 2006  NC  NC
Survival Estimates SE
Summer 2004/2005  NC  NC
Autumn 2005 0.92 0.05 1 → 2
Winter 2005 0.97 0.06  2 → 3
Spring 2005 1.00 0.08  3 → 4
Summer 2005/ 2006 0.89 0.08 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 0.61 0.07 5 → 6
Winter 2006 1.00 0.00 6 → 7
Spring 2006  NC  NC
NC: not calculable;  SE: standard error





A c2   GOF test was run to test for constant survival probability which was rejected
(p<0.0001). 
Closed Models
Deviance values for the closed models (Table 5.5), range 212-346, were higher than
for  the  JS  open  model,  DevianceJS =  205  which  suggested  the  possibility  of
inconsistent  survival  probabilities as well  as heterogeneity in  capture probabilities
(Rivest  and  Baillargeon,  2007).  The  best  closed  model,  based  on  the  deviance
results,  was  Chao's  Mth (highlighted  in  grey);  furthermore,  Chao's  M th is  the
recommended model and estimator to use to fit data when heterogeneity is present
(Baillargeon and Rivest, 2007). Output from the closed models is presented in the
form of estimated number of marked dolphins and standard error, as well as deviance
and the information theoretic ranking value, AIC (Table 5.5).
Chao's  Mth population  model  was  thereafter  used  to  fit  each  season  of  data
composed of 3 months of capture histories. The eight individual season results are
presented in  Table 5.6 with  an estimation of the number of  marked dolphins, the




Table  5.5:  Rcapture  test  set  of  closed  population  models  with  estimators  and
estimate of marked dolphin abundance, standard error (SE), deviance, degrees of
freedom (df), and AIC values.
Model + Estimator  S E  Deviance  df AIC
143 8.1 212 241 397
178 22.9 213 245 390
145 7.3 216 245 393
131 2.4 239 245 416
129 1.7 264 246 439
144 8.4 304 248 475
169 19.1 305 252 468
144 7 309 252 472
131 2.6 327 252 490
129 14 341 251 506
128 1.6 345 252 507




































Table  5.6: Estimated number of  marked dolphins,  standard error  (SE),  deviance,
degrees  of  freedom  (df),  and  AIC  values,  calculated  with  Chao's  Mth  closed
population model for each separate season using Rcapture software.
Season S E Deviance df AIC
Summer 2004/2005 134 30.9 6 3 35
Autumn 2005 92 12.0 1 2 38
Winter 2005 74 25.0 2 3 27
Spring 2005 107 23.5 1 2 37
Summer 2005/ 2006 123 22.0 10 2 45
Autumn 2006 114 32.4 2 2 36
Winter 2006 57 34.3 4 3 25





Four  RD  models  with  heterogeneity  incorporated  into  the  model  along  with  four
different estimators were fit to the capture histories (Table 5.7). The Chao estimator
with  the Mh model  was  the best  fit  to  these data  having  the lowest  fitted model
deviuance and the smallest AIC value or best ranking. 
Of the four RD models results presented in Table 5.7, the Mh Chao estimator model
had a lower ‘fitted model’ AIC (844) as compared to ‘temporary emigration model’ AIC
(847). This indicates the Chao  Mh model was the better fitting model for this study
data. The Mh model with the Chao estimator was used to process the capture history
data using the RD model structure. Parameter estimates of the number of marked
dolphins,  capture,  and survival  probabilities  are  presented in  Table  5.8.  Tests  for
significant differences in the estimated number of marked dolphins were positive for
three of four seasons: autumn, winter and spring between the two years. The Chao
Mh RD model, the Jolly Seber open model, and the 8 Chao M th closed population
model  results  of  the  marked  dolphin  abundance  were  graphed  together  with  the
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Table 5.7: Results of four RD test estimators with the Mh heterogeneity model from
Rcapture.
Model Deviance df AIC
Gamma
fitted model 604.3 65507 858
587.7 65501 854
Darroch
fitted model 603.8 65507 858
587.7 65501 854
Poisson
fitted model 602.4 65507 857
587.7 65501 854
Chao








h model with temporary 
emigration
M
h model with temporary 
emigration
M
h model with temporary 
emigration
M
h model with temporary 
emigration
5.3 Results
respective  log-normal  95% confidence  intervals  in  Figure  5.6.  Visually  this  graph
shows there is good agreement between the estimated number of marked dolphins
with overlapping confidence intervals for the three model types, the exception was
Autumn  2006.  The  test  for  significant  differences  between  the  closed  model
estimated  number  of  marked  dolphins  and  the  RD estimated  number  of  marked
dolphins found there was no significant difference between the models in any season.
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Table 5.8: Rcapture demographic parameter estimates for the Chao Mh RD model.
Season SE Periods
Summer 04 / 05 112 7.6
Autumn 2005 102 6.9 1 → 2
Winter 2005 107 10.1  2 → 3
Spring 2005 115 6.2  3 → 4
Summer 05 / 06 106 7.0 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 72 5.1 5 → 6
Winter 2006 72 5.1 6 → 7
Spring 2006 80 6.3 7 → 8
Capture probability SE Periods
Summer 04 / 05 0.51 0.05
Autumn 2005 0.64 0.05 1 → 2
Winter 2005 0.31 0.05  2 → 3
Spring 2005 0.49 0.05  3 → 4
Summer 05 / 06 0.64 0.05 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 0.64 0.06 5 → 6
Winter 2006 0.24 0.05 6 → 7
Spring 2006 0.42 0.06 7 → 8
Survival probability SE Periods
Summer 04 / 05
Autumn 2005 0.91 0.05 1 → 2
Winter 2005 0.97 0.06  2 → 3
Spring 2005 1.00 0.07  3 → 4
Summer 05 / 06 0.92 0.08 4 → 5
Autumn 2006 0.64 0.08 5 → 6
Winter 2006 1.00 0.00 6 → 7
Spring 2006 1.00 0.00 7 → 8




Figure 5.6: Results from three Rcapture models: Chao's Mth  closed model (blue squares), JS open model (red circles), and RD Mh
(green diamonds) models, plotting the estimated number of marked dolphins with the 95% log normal confidence intervals for each
season. It is not possible to calculate first or last period parameter estimates for JS open models.
5.3 Results
To  explore  the  larger  spread  between  estimated  number  of  marked  dolphins  in
Autumn 2006 in the closed model (114, SE(32)) and the RD (72, SE(5))  Figure 5.6
the  estimated  temporary  emigration  parameters  were  used  to  calculate  the  logit
difference in open and closed period capture probabilities (Table 5.9). A large value
would argue heterogeneity is a contributing factor to the lack of fit  for that period
(Baillargeon and Rivest, 2007). The largest difference in these temporary emigration
estimates was Autumn 2006 (highlighted in grey) and was significantly non-null (1.58,
SE(0.61)). Even though the logit differences in emigration estimates were generally
small, the negative values which were observed in four of the six periods indicate
temporary  emigration  was  probably  occurring  on  a  small  scale  (Baillargeon  and
Rivest,  2007).  The last line in  Table 5.9 shows results of the pooled estimates of
capture probability differences assuming a homogeneous distribution. The value for
the pooled estimate is 0.22 which is a relatively small value, and it indicates that the
overall influence of temporary emigration on calculations is small.
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Table  5.9:  Rcapture  RD model temporary emigration estimates with SE's for each
season. 
Periods / Seasons SE
Summer 2004/ 2005   NA   NA
Autumn 2005 -0.26 0.46
Winter 2005 -0.24 0.59
Spring 2005 -0.09 0.46
Summer 2005/ 2006 0.53 0.48
Autumn 2006 1.58 0.61
Winter 2006 -0.23 0.89








The  first  round  of  MARK  RD  models  were  fit  using  temporary  emigration  (G”:
probability of emigration from study area given it was present in the last period) and
(G’:  probability  of  staying  away  if  the  animal  has  left  the  study  area  already)
parameters set equal to zero which is the “no movement” model (Table 5.10). No
movement  models  ameliorate  effects  from variations  in  time  and  behaviour,  and
therefore,  heterogeneity  can  be  assessed  for  capture,  recapture  and survival
probabilities.  Capture  (p)  and  recapture  (c)  probabilities  were  fit  varying  time  (t),
behaviour (b) and heterogeneity (h). Survival probability (S) was varied as constant
(.) or time (t) dependent. Refer to Table 5.1 for closed model parameter details: M0 to
Mtbh.  Ranking  models  via  ΔAICc,  looking  for  values  less  than  10,  the  first  three
models  fulfilled  the  requirements  (Table  5.10).  Looking  now at  the  AICc weights,
model 1  Mth, fit the data almost ten times better than the next best model,  model 2
Mtbh, and twelve times better than model 3 Mth. However, all models with behavioural
variation had parameters that were not estimable in the likelihood due to statistical
constraints, (Cooch and White, 2009; Dufour and Clark, 2002; Prince and Chaloupka,
2012) such that, Model 2 Mtbh was subsequently removed from the second round of
model fitting. Models that had zero AICc weight were also eliminated from the second
round of RD modelling. 
In the second round of modelling, model 1 Mth from the initial round of modelling was
the  basis  for  the  RD  model  series  which  varied  emigration  and  immigration
probabilities in three ways with values either (.)=constant or varying with (t) = time:
• Markovian: temporary emigration G”(.), G”(t), or G'(.), G'(t) 
• Random: G”=G'=(.) or G”=G'=(t)
• No movement: G”=G'=(0)
The first five models had substantial to moderate evidence of support showing ΔAICc
values less than 10 (Table 5.11). Models 1 and 2 were similar both in AICc rank and
AICc weight. Model 1 was 1.2 (0.48/0.41) times better than model 2. Model 1 fit the





Table 5.10: The initial test group of 'no movement' RD models in MARK; immigration and emigration (G' and G”) are set equal to zero.
Model AICc Deviance -2log(L)
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p_all=c_all(t)}Mth} -172.1 0.0 0.84127 1 38 894 -254.6
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p_all(t)c_all(t)}Mtbh} -167.6 4.5 0.08806 0.1047 51 867 -281.6
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p_all(t)=c_all(t)}Mth} -167.2 5.0 0.07053 0.0838 32 912 -235.8
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p_all(t),c_all(t)}Mtbh} -154.7 17.5 0.00014 0.0002 46 892 -256.3
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p_all(.)=c_all(.)}Mh} -133.6 38.6 0 0 23 966 -181.9
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p_all(.)=c_all(.)}Mh} -129.4 42.7 0 0 17 983 -164.7
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p_all(.),c_all(.)}Mbh} -128.7 43.5 0 0 31 953 -195.0
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p_all(.),c_all(.)}Mbh} -116.1 56.0 0 0 25 979 -168.9
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p(t)=c(t)}Mt} -90.6 81.6 0 0 18 1020 -128.0
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p(t),c(t)}Mtb} -88.9 83.2 0 0 20 1017 -130.7
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p(.)=c(.)}M0} -86.3 85.8 0 0 16 1029 -119.5
{S(t)G"=G'(0)p(.),c(.)}Mb} -84.3 87.9 0 0 17 1029 -119.5
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p(t),c(t)}Mtb} -70.3 101.8 0 0 14 1049 -99.2
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p(t)=c(t)}Mt} -69.4 102.7 0 0 12 1054 -94.1
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p(.)=c(.)}M0} -65.5 106.7 0 0 10 1062 -85.9
{S(.)G"=G'(0)p(.),c(.)}Mb} -64.3 107.9 0 0 11 1061 -86.8
              Parameter Settings           











































Table 5.11: Using the best MARK model from the models listed in Table 5.10, Mth, varying all probabilities as (.) constant or (t) time.
G' and G” AICc Deviance -2log(L)
Markovian -172.5 0.00 0.48 1.00 39 891 -257.3
No Movement -172.1 0.34 0.41 0.84 38 894 -254.6
Markovian -168.4 4.06 0.06 0.13 40 893 -255.6
No Movement -167.2 5.30 0.03 0.07 32 912 -235.8
Markovian -164.0 8.49 0.01 0.01 45 885 -263.2
Markovian -161.8 10.70 0.00 0.00 46 885 -263.4
Random -161.4 11.12 0.00 0.00 44 890 -258.1
Random -159.1 13.42 0.00 0.00 45 890 -258.3
Markovian -155.7 16.83 0.00 0.00 51 879 -269.6











































The GOF results (Table 5.3) indicated that there was slight overdispersion in the data
( ĉ =1.16). Overdispersion in the model can be adjusted by applying the value of ĉ  to
the  model  calculations.  The  RD  models  were  recalculated  using  ĉ =1.16.  The
recalculated models were ranked via QAICc (Table 5.12), the quasi-likelihood of the
AICc  (Anderson, 2008; Anderson et al., 2001; Burnham and Anderson, 2001).  The
first five QAICc ranked models also had moderate to substantial strength of support.
Reviewing the  differences  in  QAICc weights,  model  1  was  a  fraction  better  than
model 2 – 1.1 times; however both models 1 and 2 were approximately two times
better than model 3, more than 7 times better than model 4, and close to 130 times
better than model 5.
Parameter estimates were calculated using the top two ranked QAICc models.(Table
5.13).  Overall,  the  QAICc  model  1  varying  the  survival  parameter  with  time  and
setting  temporary emigration parameters to zero (no movement) with heterogeneity
incorporated by varying  capture  and recapture  probabilities,  had a slightly higher
estimated number of marked dolphins as well as slightly larger SE’s than model 2
where survival was held constant. The temporary emigration parameters varied with
time and heterogeneity and were incorporated in this model as well, varying capture




Table 5.12:  MARK model Mth corrected for slight overdispersion. Model ranking by Quasi-likelihood AICc (QAICc)
G' and G” QAICc -2log(L)
No Movement -122.2 0.00 0.39 1.00 38 726 -254.6
Markovian -122.0 0.17 0.36 0.92 39 724 -257.3
No Movement -120.8 1.37 0.20 0.51 32 742 -235.8
Markovian -118.2 3.93 0.05 0.14 40 726 -255.6
Markovian -112.4 9.82 0.00 0.01 45 719 -263.2
Random -110.7 11.50 0.00 0.00 44 724 -258.1
Markovian -110.1 12.08 0.00 0.00 46 719 -263.4
Random -108.3 13.84 0.00 0.00 45 723 -258.3
Random -107.6 14.58 0.00 0.00 39 739 -239.6














































Capture probabilities were calculated for all months in the RD secondary periods for
both model 1 and model 2. In model 1, the range in capture probabilities over the 23
sampling periods was 0.03 to 0.49 (SE: 0.02 -> 0.07). Model 2 was similar range
going from 0.04 to 0.42 (SE: 0.02-> 0.08). When capture probabilities fall below 0.1 in
sampling  periods,  parameter  estimation  results  have  been  found  to  be  less
reasonable  (Pollock  et  al.,  1990).  In  this  study  the  only  season  that  capture
probabilities dropped below 0.1 were winter  seasons, highlighted in grey in  Table
5.14.
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Table  5.13: Estimated  number  of  marked  dolphins  with  standard  errors  (SE)
calculated using the RD model based on MARK models 1 and 2  from Table 5.12.
MARK: RD Abundance Estimate of Marked Dolphins
Season
MARK Model 1 QAICc MARK Model 2 QAICc
N SE N SE
Summer 04 / 05 131 33.3 131 33.3
Autumn 2005 95 10.7 88 9.4
Winter 2005 100 23.6 82 18.5
Spring 2005 107 15.9 82 10.4
Summer 05 / 06 98 9.8 95 8.9
Autumn 2006 72 8.8 79 10.5
Winter 2006 64 23.2 60 19.8
Spring 2006 74 18.5 59 11.8
 N: Estimated Number of Marked Dolphins    SE: Standard Error
Table 5.14: MARK model capture probabilities that fell below 0.1 in models 1 and 2
highlighted in grey.
Model 1 Model 2
Season SE SE
Winter 2005
0.03 0.02 0.28 0.06
0.11 0.03 0.04 0.02
0.22 0.04 0.14 0.05
Winter 2006
0.08 0.04 0.13 0.05
0.09 0.04 0.08 0.04






Survival probability in model 1 varied with time while in model 2 survival probability
was held constant across all sampling periods (Table 5.15). Survival probability for
Summer 05/06 into Autumn 06 was very low 0.64. The immigration value (G'), for the
summer 2005/2006 period was 0.83 (SE=0.39). This G' value for return immigration is
low and has a significantly large SE; indicating heterogeneity is present.
5.3.5 Total Population Estimates: Rcapture and MARK 
The estimated total population of Hector’s dolphins for each period was calculated
using the marked dolphin estimate ( N̂ ) from the RD model in conjunction with mark
ratios (θ)1,2,3 (Table 5.2) for each season following the calculations from Equations 5.4
through 5.9. The population estimates from Rcapture and MARK are summarised in
Table 5.16 and graphically presented in Figure 5.7.
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Table 5.15: Survival probabilities for MARK models 1 and 2. 
Seasons
Model 1 Model 2
Survival  (t) Survival  (.)
Estimate SE Estimate SE
Sum 04/05 - Aut 2005 0.92 0.05
0.96 0.02
Aut 2005 - Win 2005 0.97 0.06
Win 2005 - Spr 2005 0.99 0.08
Spr 2005 - Sum 05/06 0.89 0.07
Sum 05/06 - Aut 2006 0.64 0.08
Aut 2006 - Win 2006 0.97 0.20
Win 2006 - Spr 2006 1.00 0.00
5.3 Results
There was agreement in the range of seasonal population abundances estimated
from the two programs: Rcapture, 380 (95%CI: 292-494) - 580 (95%CI: 484-696);
MARK, 356 (95%CI: 218-581) – 540(95%CI: 390-749) (Table 5.16). There were no
significant differences in the total population abundance estimates between Rcapture
and MARK RD models  (Knezevic,  2008).  There  was not  a  statistically significant
difference within Rcapture or MARK RD models when comparing the total population
abundance estimates in the first four seasons against the same four seasons for the
second year in e.g., summer 2004/2005 to summer 2005/2006, etc.
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Table 5.16: Total population estimates ( N̂total ) from RD models using Rcapture and
MARK programs; with CV's ( CV (N̂total) ) and 95% CI's ( (N̂total
L




Rcapture MARK Model 1 QAICc
Primary period
Summer 04 / 05 395 321 485 0.11 463 277 773 0.27
Autumn 2005 397 329 480 0.10 368 284 476 0.13
Winter 2005 380 292 494 0.13 356 218 581 0.25
Spring 2005 577 479 696 0.10 540 390 749 0.17
Summer 05 / 06 580 484 696 0.09 540 428 682 0.12
Autumn 2006 409 334 501 0.10 409 309 541 0.14
Winter 2006 551 371 816 0.20 485 223 1052 0.41
Spring 2006 520 398 679 0.14 481 284 816 0.27
       Total population estimate                Total population estimate       
 Ntotal















The RD model analysis results presented throughout this chapter indicate that for the
eight  seasons  data  were  collected  in  this  project,  the  abundance  estimations  of
Hector’s dolphin utilising Te Waewae Bay did not fluctuate significantly. The results
from population parameter estimates compiled from Rcapture and from MARK were
not  significantly different however,  the coefficient  of  variation was larger in MARK
results  compared  to  Rcapture  results,  producing  larger  confidence  intervals.  The
range in seasonal total population abundance estimates from Rcapture was 380 (CV
13%; 95%CI 292-494) to 580 (CV 9%; 95%CI 484-696), and for MARK the low was
356 (CV 25%; 95%CI 218-581) to a high of 540 in spring 2005 (CV 17%; 95%CI 390-
749) as well as summer 2005/2006 (CV 12%; 95%CI 428-682). 
Previous population abundance estimates for Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay
were calculated via a coastal strip line survey (Dawson and Slooten, 1988) and a line
transect  survey  (Dawson et al.,  2004).  In  the former survey it  was noted that Te
Waewae Bay was an area of “high abundance”  (Dawson and Slooten, 1988, p. 322)
with an estimated total  population of 340 dolphins in Te Waewae Bay. In the line
transect survey almost ten years later, 1998-1999, the total population estimate for Te
Waewae Bay was considerably smaller than the coastal strip survey, 89 dolphins (CV
32.4%; 95%CI 36-218) and the abundance estimate beyond Te Waewae Bay along
the south coast was 310 (CV28.4%; 95% CI201-478).  These two values together
suggested a line transect survey estimate of the SCSI population of Hector’s dolphin
of ~400 (95%CI 237-696). It was noted by DoC that drop in value between the two
abundance  estimates  over  an  approximate  ten  year  span,  could  indicate  grave
problems  for  the  Te  Waewae  Bay  population  such  that  the  question  must  be
answered whether or not the population of Hector’s dolphin at Te Waewae Bay was in
a significant population decline. The most current aerial survey abundance estimate
for the south coast population of Hector’s dolphins was calculated in 2010 from west
of Te Waewae Bay to east of Toetoes Bay, and offshore as far as 20 nm. The report
did  not  separate  out  abundance  for  the  individual  bays  and  as  such  the  SCSI
estimated population of Hector’s dolphin was 628 (CV=38.9%; 95% CI=301-1311)
(Clement et  al.,  2010).  These values in conjunction with the current study results
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tentatively indicate that the population of Hector’s dolphins along the south coast are
not in a significant population decline.
However, caution in interpretation of these estimates must be considered because it
is invalid to directly compare the abundance estimation of the current study to the
abundance  estimation  of  the  prior  surveys  (Dawson  et  al.,  2004;  Dawson  and
Slooten, 1988; Slooten et al., 2004) due to the field work effort of this project, but
primarily  because  of  great  differences  in  line  transect  versus  M-RC  statistical
methodologies.  When  Gormley  et  al.  (2005) compared  line  transect  population
estimates with many years of M-RC population estimate results from BPMMS for the
year 1996, they found good agreement between the population abundance estimates
for the two methods. Even though the line transect and M-RC comparison was robust
Gormley et al. (2005) emphasised the methodological differences in line transect and
M-RC methods: 
‘L-T (line transect) methods measure the population that is present in the study
area at the time of the survey. C-RC (capture-recapture which is the same as
mark -recapture) methods measure the overall population that ‘uses’ the area,
whether or not all individuals are present at any one time’ (pp. 212-213). 
5.4.1 Assessing RD Model assumptions
Demographic Closure
Demographic closure of  a population is often investigated by plotting a discovery
curve  to  ascertain  the  time  where  additions  of  newly  identified  individuals  into  a
catalogue of known individuals slows or stops  (Bejder and Dawson, 2001; Elwen et
al., 2009b; Heinrich, 2006; Karczmarski et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 1999). In a similar
manner to those studies, the discovery curve (Figure 5.5) was used in this study to
examine recruitment of newly identified dolphins into the photographic catalogue. The
curve  levelled  off  in  the  second  year  with  87%  of  the  newly  identified  dolphins
entering the catalogue the first year and 13% entering the second year. Relative to
the whole catalogue, there was less than 7% increase in identified dolphins in the
catalogue the second year of surveys compared to the first year of surveys in spite of
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the fact the survey effort was higher the second year of sampling there were less
encounters (435 yr1 vs 392 yr2) and more km on effort were covered (2,050 km in yr
1 vs 2,320 km in yr 2). This indicates that the population of marked dolphins was well
catalogued and that the assumption of demographic closure was plausible.
Geographic Closure
It is necessary to validate geographic closure as the secondary periods in the RD
model  require  geographic  closure  as  a  basic  assumption.  Results  presented  in
Chapter Four have shown that individual dolphins in Te Waewae Bay can be seen
repeatedly  in  quite  small  areas.  Alongshore  home range for  Hector’s  dolphins  in
BPMMS has been verified by two previous studies (Bräger et al., 2002; Rayment et
al., 2009b). Bräger et al. (2002) calculated an alongshore home range of less than 60
km with 31 km being the average range and the maximum distance between two
sightings was 106 km. In the second study,  Rayment et  al.  (2009b) observed an
alongshore distance of approximately 33 km and using 95% kernel density estimate,
the mean home range distance was ~50 km with a maximum distance of 107 km
between the two farthest observed sightings. The distance of ~60 km around the
shoreline in Te Waewae Bay is therefore no larger than an average alongshore range
for a Hector’s dolphin, and therefore it would be unlikely that dolphins would emigrate
completely out of the area, although there may be substantial movement within the
bay.
The  next  closest  population  of  Hector’s  dolphins  from  Porpoise  Bay  have  been
observed to the west and south of Porpoise Bay at Toetoes Bay (Figure 5.2). From
the eastern side of Te Waewae Bay along the coast to the western end of Toetoes
Bay is a distance of ~100 km. Although the distance between these two South Coast
bays was within the parameters of maximum distances observed for dolphin sightings
at  BPMMS,  there  were  no  positive  identifications  of  Porpoise  Bay/Toetoes  Bay
dolphins at Te Waewae Bay during the course of this study nor were there genetic
matches found between the two areas by (Hamner et al., 2012). The combination of a
lack of photographic proof of any intermingling of the SCSI populations with the very
low levels of gene flow indicates these southern Hector’s dolphins are amongst the
most isolated and therefore vulnerable groups in New Zealand.
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Goodness of Fit test of model structure
Variation within the data was attributed to heterogeneity, based on the results of the
GOF test. That is, the GOF test indicated there was slight overdispersion (Table 5.3).
The GOF tests also showed that there was an indication of trap happiness, however
the dolphins were never encouraged or discouraged from approaching the boat. It is
known that Hector’s dolphins are ‘boat positive’ and will approach boats when boats
are nearby (Dawson et al., 2004; DuFresne et al., 2001). Within the program MARK,
the overdispersion value was used as a correction factor for the model, which in turn
corrected the parameter estimates for the number of marked dolphins (Table 5.13),
capture probabilities (Table 5.14), and survival probabilities (Table 5.15).
Mark Ratio
There was a significant change in the range of the mark ratios for this study over the
8 seasons  of data collection(Table 5.2). The mark ratio was largest during the first
three  seasons  and  dropped  throughout  the  five  remaining  seasons  even  though
survey effort increased. The estimates derived from both programs, Rcapture and
MARK, are for the number of marked animals only. Amongst abundance studies for
the Cephalorhynchus species the reported mark ratios have been variable: Heinrich
(2006) reported Chilean dolphins mark ratio in a range of 33% to 43%. Elwen (2009)
noted Heaviside's dolphins do not have distinctive dorsal fin marks and the mark ratio
he  reported  was  14.1%  -16.6%.  Righi  et  al.  (2013)  reported  abundance  for
Commerson’s dolphins for a single estuary. However, neither a mark ratio for M-RC
abundance estimates nor an estimate for the entire range of Commerson’s dolphins
has been published. For Hector’s dolphins, the mark ratio at BPMMS was reported as
10.46%  (SE=0.57%)  (Gormley  et  al.  2005,  p.211),  and  the  mark  ratio  for  the
population of Hector’s dolphins at Porpoise Bay, SCSI was 36.9% (Bejder & Dawson
2001, p.281).
The survey effort in the current M-RC study was considerably higher than in prior
surveys. In spite of the higher effort, this was my first M-RC field study and there was
the  possibility  that  I  was  unconsciously  biased  towards  photographing  marked
dolphins during the first few surveys. This could be one explanation why there were
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more good quality photographs taken of marked dolphins for the first three seasons,
thereby making the mark ratio appear to be higher. To apply a lower mark ratio, as
was calculated for the latter seasons, would amplify any potential bias. Therefore, I
decided to calculate an individual mark ratio for each of the eight seasons in order to
constrain potential  influences from field work, photographic skill,  or changing boat
drivers, to each individual season. 
5.4.2 Differences in Parameter Estimate Functions 
Parameter  estimates  were  calculated  in  Rcapture  using  a  log-linear  function  and
MARK parameter estimates were calculated with a sine link function. Rcapture had
smaller calculated CV’s than MARK and therefore the 95% confidence intervals were
also smaller. Rivest (2008) demonstrated that log-linear estimators of abundance are
less susceptible to the effects of time and heterogeneity in capture probabilities. This
would furthermore suggest that the added “noise” recorded as variations in the data
by  incorporating  time  can  be  dampened  using  loglinear  estimators  and  these
estimators will have a small impact on the overall abundance values.
5.4.3 Abundance estimates
Seasonal results of the number of marked dolphins from the RD models suggested
Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay move in and out of the bay in a manner similar
to  the  seasonal  movements  of  Hector’s  dolphins  at  BPMMS  (Clement,  2005;
MacKenzie and Clement, 2014; Rayment et al.,  2009b, 2006). Summer data from
both  years  produced  the  highest  estimates  of  marked  dolphins  in  all  4  model
calculations  from both  programs.  However,  when  the  estimate  of  the  number  of
marked dolphins was scaled by the mark ratio up to the total population abundance
estimate,  the  pattern  was  less  clearly  defined  (Table  5.16).  The  total  population
abundance estimate results suggest that autumn and winter seasons in both years
showed fewer total dolphins than in the spring and summer seasons. Winter 2006
was an exception, however the CV calculated for winter 2006 from both programs





What value is considered high or low with respect to capture probability is related to
the species being discussed and the age group being investigated. Silva et al. (2009)
found capture probabilities varied between age groups of bottlenose dolphins as well
as within the age groups over time. In a bottlenose dolphin study in New Zealand
estimated capture probabilities ranged from a low of 0.35 to a high of 0.97 for adults
only (Tezanos Pinto, 2009). These values would be relatively high when compared to
the estimates for studies of Chilean dolphins (Heinrich 2006), where yearly capture
probabilities over the four years of the study had a smaller value and range between
0.35 (SE = 0.10) and 0.48 (SE =0.05). One study of Hector’s dolphins from BPMMS
(Gormley et al. 2005) reported capture probabilities for two models tested as 0.44
(CV=0.16) and 0.43 (CV=0.16). 
Capture  probabilities  were  estimated for  four  models  in  the  current  project,   two
models in  Rcapture,  the  JS and RD models,  and for  both  top models in  MARK.
Rcapture JS model showed a drop in winter for both years (Table 5.4) 0.3 (SE = 0.05)
and 0.3 (SE = 0.06). Otherwise Rcapture JS capture probabilities were 0.5 to 0.8 with
(SE  -=  0.05  to  0.07).  Similarly  for  the  Rcapture  RD  model,  capture  probability
estimates for winters were 0.3 (SE =0.05) and 0.2 (SE= 0.05) respectively with all
other seasons being 0.5 (SE = 0.05) up to 0.6 (SE =0.05) (three seasons). MARK
models were parametrised so that capture would vary with each sampling period. The
range stayed above the boundary of 0.1 for 20 periods/months, the three exceptions
being in winter seasons.(Table 5.14). In summary, the capture probabilities all showed
variation with time, regardless of the program used for analyses.  In turn these results
indicate that there is movement of dolphins and that the probability of observing a
dolphin will be dependent upon the time of year the survey is conducted.
5.4.5 Survival probability
Survival probability is a composite of birth, death, emigration, and immigration within
a  population.  During  this  study,  the  birth  of  at  least  eight  calves  was  noted  in
photographs with catalogued females. There were five mortalities from Te Waewae
Bay reported to DOC during the two years of this study; 3 neonates, and 1 adult in
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2004/2005,  and  one  juvenile  in  2005/2006  (Department  of  Conservation,
2011)However, modelling survival probabilities precisely for a long lived mammal is
unrealistic with only two years of M-RC data, and difficult to make valid inferences
from the estimates calculated.  Silva et al. (2009) used the RD model in MARK to
estimate survival probabilities for the five years of that study. Those estimates ranged
from the low of 0.66 (+0.13 SE) to the high of 0.99 (+ 0.001 SE). Silva et al. (2009)
also made note that they regarded a five year  study was insufficient  in length to
correctly model survival probabilities for bottlenose dolphins. 
Long term Hector’s dolphin M-RC projects have been useful for robust estimates of
survival rates for Hector’s dolphin at BPMMS. Cameron et al.(1999) used data from
three years  prior  to  the  establishment  of  BPMMS through five years  after  it  was
established  to  calculate  survival  probabilities.  They  found  survival  rates  to  have
dropped  to  0.89  (SE=0.03)  which  was  below the  rate  0.93  (SE=0.04)  calculated
before the sanctuary was established.  In data collected from 1989 through 1997 at
BPMMS, the most parsimonious M-RC model produced estimated survival rates of
0.72 (CV=0.07) to 0.89 (CV=0.04) (Gormley et al., 2005). The latest survival estimate
from BPMMS indicates that survival rates have improved during the ensuing seven
years to 91.7% (Gormley et al., 2012)
Model results from both Rcapture and MARK programs suggested heterogeneity in
emigration  probabilities  had  the  greatest  impact  on  survival  probability  for  this
population  of  Hector's  dolphin  at  Te  Waewae  Bay.  Seasonal  survival  rates  were
estimated to be 90% or above except for the summer into autumn period in 2006.
Rcapture analysis suggested that emigration was the most likely cause of the drop in
the survival probability in 2006. In the best MARK model, the survival estimate was
also unusually low in the summer into autumn period in 2006, and further analysis
indicated  that  heterogeneity  was  present  in  the  data  due  to  smaller  numbers  of
dolphins returning in the winter season than would have been expected.
5.5 Conclusion
The results from analysing capture histories from the two years of data collected are
encouraging in that the population does not appear to be in a significant downward
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population spiral. However, this group of Hector's dolphin is still vulnerable because
there are only approximately 500 dolphins utilising Te Waewae Bay. Because these
dolphins  are  isolated,  both  geographically  and  genetically,  they  are  especially
susceptible to anthropogenic impacts. 
Precautionary principles for small populations have been applied and conservation
measures have been instituted, designating Te Waewae Bay as a marine mammal
sanctuary in 2008. As a marine mammal sanctuary, there is a greater potential that
anthropogenic  impacts  will  be  mitigated  and  any  negative  effects  from  fishing
practices will  be lessened. The fine temporal  scale of  the data for this study has
provided a strong baseline of data which future research projects can utilise in order
to make comparisons in parameter estimates from before the sanctuary to after the
sanctuary was established. 
The following chapter is the final research chapter in this thesis. In Chapter six, data
from this chapter regarding group sizes are reunited with spatial data and combined




Spatial relationship between Hector’s dolphin
distribution patterns and environmental variables
6.1 Introduction
Spatial ecology analysis attempts to identify and understand spatial patterns created
by the dynamic interplay between an organism and environmental processes (Fortin
and  Dale,  2005).  Habitat  modelling  is  used  to  describe  and  predict  distribution
patterns  of  an organism based on how the organism is  related to  environmental
variables.  Prediction becomes a difficult  problem because communities are rarely
observed to conform to the statistical models of uniform or random distributions. “In
nature, living beings are distributed neither uniformly nor at random. Rather they are
aggregated in patches, or they form gradients or other kinds of spatial structures”
(Legendre and Fortin, 1989, p. 107).  
Cetaceans are no exception to the rule and are found in patchy aggregations the
world over (Dawson and Slooten, 1988; Gómez de Segura et al., 2008; Hartel et al.,
2014; Hastie et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2014). Bottlenose dolphin distribution patterns
have been linked to foraging (Hastie et al., 2004; Torres and Read, 2009),  however,
the strength of using prey distributions to predict  the predator distribution was not
totally successful (Torres et al., 2008). Environmental features are often the variables
encountered in models identifying cetacean distributions: depth, slope, aspect, sea
surface temperature, chlorophyll-a,  (Bräger et al.,  2003; Gómez de Segura et al.,
2008; Grech et al., 2011; Hauser et al., 2007; Isojunno et al., 2011; Rayment et al.,
2011) although  coastal  oceanographic  effects  linked  to  distribution  patterns  are
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appearing in studies more often (Clement, 2005; Isojunno et al., 2011; Jones et al.,
2014). 
Regardless of the environmental factors collected in the studies relating to marine
megafauna, virtually all of the studies were undertaken to either monitor groups that
are  protected  to  ascertain  if  the protective  measures  implemented  were  working
(Hartel et al., 2014; Rayment et al., 2010) or to propose protected area(s) based on
the newly calculated spatial distribution results (Gómez de Segura et al., 2008; Grech
et al., 2011; Hauser et al., 2007).
It is not always the case that environmental factors are collected in situ; for instance
aerial  surveys  will  be  dependent  upon accessing  remote  sensing  data  to  collate
environmental predictors for spatial  analysis  (Clement et al.,  2010) which is done
relatively easily in the current 'data rich era' (Fortin et al., 2012). Isojunno et al. (2011,
p.158) collected harbour porpoise observations from a non-research vessel, and the
environmental  data were sourced according to  “data availability and relevance to
oceanographic conditions”.
(Bräger  et  al.,  2003) collected  environmental  variables,  sea surface temperature,
water depth  and water clarity from the research vessel during each encounter with
Hector’s dolphins using the data to describe habitat selection preferences within one
kilometre of shore. The summary findings from the habitat model of Bräger et al.
(2003)  were that  Hector’s dolphin would be observed most  commonly in  shallow
turbid  water,  warmer  than  14ºC.  Their  habitat  model  did  not  explain  the  spatial
segregation amongst populations analysed along east and west coasts. At BPMMS
(Clement,  2005) collected  three  dimensional  oceanographic  data  along  survey
transects perpendicular to the shore for two consecutive years. These oceanographic
data were analysed in relation to  Hector’s dolphin observations up to four nautical
miles offshore. Local modelling results from the Clement (2005) study confirmed a
strong spatial relationship between local oceanographic frontal zones and  Hector’s
dolphin distribution. 
This chapter will  utilise two regression models, global and local models, to further
explore and explain the strong spatial distributions observed in KDE maps in Chapter
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Three.  An  explanation  of  the  issues  surrounding  both  modelling  techniques  is
necessary in order to objectively determine the validity of, and understand the output
from, both global and local regression models. 
6.1.1 Global Models: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
Global  models  are  useful  for  describing  the  general  situation  across  the  area of
interest, for instance  (Bräger et al., 2003) quantifying variables to explain Hector’s
dolphin presence or  absence.  Predictive  global  models such as General  Additive
Models  (GAMs)  and  General  Linear  Models  (GLMs)  can  be  used  to  make
comparisons between various model outputs, and examine the predictive accuracy of
the model types  (Austin, 2007; Best et al.,  2007; Bivand et al., 2008; Fortin and
Dale, 2005; Franklin and Miller, 2009; Lieske, 2009). Comparisons have been made
of the accuracy of the predictions of the GAM and GLM models to local models such
as  Geographically  Weighted  Regression  (GWR)  or  Varying  Coefficient  Models
(VCMs) (Foody, 2004, 2003; Franklin and Miller, 2009; Miller, 2010, 2012; Miller and
Hanham, 2011; Osborne et al., 2007; Osborne and Suarez-Seoane, 2007; Wheeler,
2007; Wheeler and Calder, 2007; Wheeler and Páez, 2010; Wheeler and Tiefelsdorf,
2005). Prediction is not at this point, a goal of analyses in  this thesis, rather these
data represent a baseline of information from which new spatial data hypotheses can
be constructed. The objective in this thesis has been to determine if Hector’s dolphin
distribution  patterns  and  habitat  use  are  spatially  dependent  on  environmental
variables. A proven ecological modelling method to examine the relationship between
numbers  of  dolphins  in  a  group  and  independent  environmental  variables  is  the
global model structure Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)  (Keith et al., 2014; Kupfer and
Farris, 2007; Pratt and Chang, 2012; Sheehan et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2006; Terribile
and Diniz-Filho, 2009; Windle et al., 2010). It should be noted, no spatial coordinates
can be included in an OLS model.
6.1.2 Local Models: Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
Local  models are models that  examine variation in  relationships across a spatial
extent and spatial coordinates are included in the modelling process. Geographically
weighted regression (GWR) is a local model that incorporates geographic space in
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the regression model  (Fotheringham et al., 2002). By accommodating geographic
space the model becomes spatially explicit and issues with spatial autocorrelation
are removed (Diniz-Filho et al., 2008; Dormann et al., 2007; Dormann, 2007; Foody,
2005; Franklin and Miller, 2009; Legendre, 1993; Miller et al., 2007; Osborne et al.,
2007). Data in ecological studies have been collected with accompanying spatial and
temporal  information  in  the  form  of  coordinates  or  GPS  output  that  can  be
incorporated  into  models  for  improved  data  exploration  and  visualisation  (Foody,
2004; Miller, 2012). It is also agreed that GWR is a useful tool for exploratory data
analysis  (Miller, 2012; Osborne et al., 2007). There are some cons associated with
GWR modelling. From as early as 1998, the GWR technique has been controversial,
in part due to the fact that the choice of explanatory variables has a strong influence
on the amount of spatial variation in the final output (Brunsdon et al., 1998). Despite
the  controversy,  there  are  strong  arguments  for  adopting  GWR as  an  analytical
methodology. GWR allows exploration of the geographic area to examine factors on
a scale which may help to identify spatial variation observed. 
Wheeler has defined and researched the problem of, and solutions for, collinearity in
coefficients  in  GWR  models  (Wheeler,  2010,  2007;  Wheeler  and  Calder,  2007;
Wheeler and Páez, 2010; Wheeler and Tiefelsdorf, 2005). It has also been suggested
that GWR models may not be able to differentiate between nonstationarity processes
and  curvilinear  relationships  (Austin,  2007).  Active  research  programs  regarding
GWR modelling performance and statistical  properties warn that  the predominant
limitation in using GWR as a predictive tool is that it is limited to predictions within the
same spatial  extent  and  can  not  be  extrapolated  easily  to  other  spatial  extents.
Therefore, the global model should not be abandoned, but data should be analysed
both  globally  and  locally  (Miller,  2012;  Osborne  et  al.,  2007).  GWR  improves
understanding of spatial  autocorrelation and spatial  nonstationarity in terms of the
spatial  extent,  processes, and variables  (Foody,  2005; Fotheringham et al.,  2002;
Windle et al., 2010). And finally, modelling output from GWR is useful because is it





One of the primary issues with spatial modelling is a lack of spatial independence in
data, otherwise known as spatial autocorrelation (SAC) (Legendre, 1993; Legendre
and  Fortin,  1989).  SAC  is  a  property  of  the  modelled  data,  while  spatial
nonstationarity is a property of the modelled relationship Osborne et al. (2007). SAC
is  a  quantification  of  Tobler's  First  Law  of  Geography  (Tobler,  1970,  p.  236)
“everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things.”   Legendre  (1993,  p.1615) added  to  Tobler's  First  Law  that  “(spatial)
autocorrelation is a very general property of ecological variables”. Models with SAC
exhibit a lack of independence (Dale and Fortin, 2009) that is to say the objects being
measured are spatially dependent  (Miller  et  al.,  2007) and furthermore SAC data
exhibit estimation bias when the data are not normally distributed (Fortin and Dale,
2005). Specifically, much research regarding SAC is an attempt to quantify concepts
wherein a process evokes a spatial pattern with spatial characteristics (Miller, 2012;
Mitchell, 2005)  Therefore, when test results from tests such as Geary's C or Moran's
I, that test for SAC are positive; then further analysis methods should be chosen that
will accommodate spatial dependence.
6.1.4 Stationarity
In  addition  to  SAC,  a  second  issue  relevant  to  spatial  modelling  is  spatial
nonstationarity. Spatial nonstationarity is a relationship or process that varies across
space.  Succinctly,  spatial  nonstationarity  is  a  measure  of  functional  spatial
heterogeneity arising from factors such as sampling variation, and process variation
across the spatial  extent,  and model  misspecification  (Fotheringham et al.,  2002;
Miller, 2012). Spatial variation contributes to violations of global model assumptions;
such as the primary assumption, that a model is structured to be spatially constant
across  the  extent  (Fotheringham  et  al.,  2002,  2009;  Osborne  et  al.,  2007).  To
address issues of spatial nonstationarity or heterogeneity, a local statistical analysis
such as GWR can be used to explore spatial nonstationarity (Foody, 2005).
6.1.5 Akaike Information Coefficient (AIC)
There is a line of thought regarding both global and local model selection, such that
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in the presence of SAC it is better to move away from null hypothesis testing and the
use of p-values, and move towards ranking models using AIC values  (Anderson,
2008; Diniz-Filho et al., 2008). AIC values can be compared across many models
and  the  values  used  to  rank  the  models  being  tested.  The  lowest  AIC  value
calculated for a model is said to be “closest to reality given the data”  (Anderson,
2008) and therefore, the lowest value is ranked the best of the models tested, which
does not necessarily mean it is a 'good' model, only that it is better than those with
which it is compared (Anderson, 2008; Windle et al., 2010).
6.1.6 Research Rationale
In Chapter Three – Spatial Distribution and Density, Hector’s dolphin point data were
used to display each encounter distribution point and subsequent density estimates
across a variety of time frames and analytical methodologies. Analysis and results of
that output  exhibited both spatial  and temporal  hotspots of  groups of dolphins in
relation to freshwater outputs in to the bay. Therefore, the aim of this chapter was to
model  the  interaction  of  environmental  variables  in  relation  to  Hector’s  dolphin
distribution patterns, using regression models. Global analyses in  the form of OLS
modelling would represent similarities across the extent of Te Waewae Bay giving a
universal (global) answer to what is conceivably a complex, multi-dimensional spatial
relationship. Further investigations using a local spatial model, GWR, would be useful
to  decipher  spatially  dependent  relationships  in  distribution  patterns  of  Hector’s
dolphin in Te Waewae Bay. 
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Model Fitting
Both global and local models were constructed using the entire set of data points
from the two years of sampling. Variables were added to the regression model in a
stepwise fashion  (Gilles et al., 2011; Pirotta et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2010). When
linear  regressions  are  used  for  calculations,  assumptions  regarding  data
independence, normality, as well as linearity must be met. If data do not meet the
assumptions  then  one  has  the  option  to  transform  either  the  response  and/or
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explanatory variables creating a viable set of variables that meets the assumptions
necessary  for  linear  regression  (Sokal  and  Rohlf,  1981).  The  effectiveness  of
transformations  can  be  seen  in  improvements  in  modelled  output;  for  example,
residual plot patterns are randomised and the R2 value (coefficient of determination)
is  improved.  An improved R2 means more  of  the variation  in  the  data has been
explained by the model  (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981). Using the above guidelines, three
variables were transformed: SST as the log, log(sea surface temperature); the total
encounter  time as  the  square  root,  √(total  encounter  time);  and the  independent
variable, total group size, was also square root transformed into √(total group size).
Inclusion  of  variables  in  the  final  analysis  of  this  Chapter  was  based  on  an
improvement in distribution frequencies on the scatterplot matrix, showing the least
deviation from normal distribution, and a biologically valid parameter. 
6.2.2 Global and Local Models
Initial analysis was to use OLS global regression models using the environmental
variables described in Chapter Two – sea surface temperature, depth, transect, total
encounter time, season, rainfall, maximum ambient air temperature, and the distance
to  the  largest  freshwater  source.  The  OLS  model  is  mathematically  depicted  in
Equation (6.1)  (Fotheringham et al.,  2002). The traditional representation of these
coefficients is the response variable, yi, is equal to the intercept, β0, added to the sum
of the coefficients βk multiplied by the explanatory variables, xik, plus the error term ɛi:
yi=β0+∑k βk x ik+εi (6.1)
6.2.2.1 Stationarity Index
Comparing OLS coefficient values to the local GWR coefficient values is one method
to determine levels of nonstationarity amongst the coefficients (Charlton et al., 2003;
Fotheringham et al., 2002; Miller and Hanham, 2011; Osborne et al., 2007). Charlton
et al. (2003) recommend the use of the interquartile range of the GWR estimates
compared to  two times the  standard  error  of  the  global  estimate  to  approximate
Nonstationarity.  The  relationship  of  the  coefficients  in  terms  of  stationarity  is
described in Equation 6.2:
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interquartile range local estimate > 2x (S.E.global estimate) (6.2)
Rearranging the variables from the above formula yields the equation for calculating
the stationarity index (SI) (Equation 6.3):
SI =
Local  Estimate(Upper  Quartile−Lower  Quartile)
2  x  Standard  Error  Global  Estimate
(6.3)
SI > 1 indicates nonstationarity in the variable (Miller and Hanham, 2011; Osborne et
al.,  2007). The stationarity index is the point where the approximation in the local
extent in the relationship holds true, and finally, visualisation provides an indication of
how the stationarity index of each variable changes with scale (Miller and Hanham,
2011; Osborne et al., 2007).
6.2.2.2 GWR model specifications
The incorporation of spatial coordinates (u i, vi) to the OLS model, creates a spatially
explicit model (Equation 6.4) (Fotheringham et al., 2002). 
yi=β0(ui ,v i)+∑k βk(ui, vi)xik+εi (6.4)
Spatial kernels are the model specification for the weighting system applied in GWR
calculations  (Fotheringham et  al.,  2002).  Two  choices  are  offered  for  the  kernel
bandwidths,  they  can  be  either  adaptive  or  fixed  (Figure  6.1).  The  adaptive
bandwidth is useful when data points are dispersed in varied densities across the
spatial extent. In areas where data points are dense, the bandwidth will be small and
where there are few data points the bandwidths will be larger. The number of data
points used in each calculation remains approximately the same (is adaptive) and
smooths  the  resulting  spatial  pattern.  When  data  points  are  relatively  uniformly
dispersed across a spatial extent then a fixed kernel is set such that the distance
between the regression point and the data point remains unchanged, however the
number of data points for each calculation may be quite different and as such the
spatial pattern is more likely to appear less smooth than the output derived from an




Local GWR modelling was performed using GWR 3.0 software (Charlton et al. 2003)
available  at  this  website:  http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/geoinformatics/gwr/gwr-
software/. It has been suggested that GWR produces results via interpolation that are
better than other interpolation techniques when the primary motivation is to map the
variable across the spatial extent of interest (Páez et al., 2008; Wheeler and Páez,
2010). Mapping the results from GWR analysis offers a spatially explicit visualisation
of analytical results e.g. areas that are > +/- 1.96 can be left visible on the map while
non-significant areas can be masked (Matthews and Yang, 2012). 
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Model fitting
To  examine  the  contribution  of  environmental  variables  to  Hector’s  dolphins
clustering observed, exploratory global regressions were run using non-transformed
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Figure  6.1:  Bandwidth  choices:  A)  Adaptive  Kernel  Bandwidth  versus
B) Fixed Bandwidth; from Fotheringham (2002; p47 and p45).
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variables. Results in the preliminary regression trials suggested from scatterplots,
residuals and histograms that transformations would be beneficial  to increase the
robustness  of  the  regression  statistics.  The  final  set  of  variables  used  and  the
transformations are presented in Figure 6.2. The matrix was compiled using Marine
Geospatial Ecology Tools 0.8a49, 'Statistics Tool to Explore Data'.
Each scatterplot on the left side of Figure 6.2 is comprised of a pair of variables, the
red line depicts the linear relatedness of the variable pairs. The line is known as the
lowess  smoother  or  “locally  weighted polynomial  regression”  line  (Jacoby,  2000).
Horizontal lines indicate variables are unrelated, and all angles of the line indicate a
degree of relatedness between the variables (Jacoby, 2000). The leftmost column in
Figure  6.2 is  the  result  of  the  independent  variable  combined  with  each  of  the
dependent variables. The lowess line does not indicate a strong relationship with
group size and the distance to the WRM; the lowess line in the next block reveals
increasing  group  sizes  are  positively  related  to  higher  SST;  when  there  is  less
accumulated rainfall  during the four days prior to the survey slightly larger group
sizes may be encountered; the apparently strongest correlation as depicted by the
lowess line is between increasing group size and increasing amount of time spent in
the encounter, and the last pair of values indicate that there is no correlation between




The  turquoise  histograms  situated  diagonally  through  Figure  6.2,  represent  the
frequency distribution for each of the variables. The numerical values on the right
side of the matrix represent Pearson's correlation coefficient; Pearson's coefficient
being the degree of linear relatedness between the paired values. The Pearson's
coefficient values can be interpreted as a value that is visually represented by the
lowess  line.  Examining  the  top  row of  values  in  Figure  6.2,  the  strongest  linear
relationship is between the √(total in the group) and √(total encounter time) at 74%
followed by a group of three lying in between 10% and 20%  - Distance to the WRM,
16%; rainfall 4 days prior, 13%; and log(SST), 11%. The weakest relationship in this
analysis is the √(total in the group) to perpendicular distance to shore, 7%. 
Skewness values (SK) are a measure of the symmetry or lack of symmetry of the
histogram output.  Values for skewness close to zero indicate a distribution of the
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Figure 6.2: This figure is constructed of four parts: a scatterplot, the lowess fitted line
(red  line),  a  histogram,  and the  Pearson's  correlation  coefficient  for  each pair  of
values.  The  √Total  in  Group  is  the  independent  variable,  the  black  text  are  the
dependent variables, the residuals are also represented.
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mean that is reasonably symmetrical while negative values indicate deviations of the
mean will be negative and for positive values, deviations of the mean will be positive.
Skewness values for these data are: 'distance to WRM' (sk=0.000), √(total encounter
time) (sk = 0.570), √(total in the group) (sk=0.83) and a slight negative skewness is
represented by the log(SST) (sk= - 0.157). Mean distributions for rainfall 4 days prior
(sk=1.337), and distance to shore (sk=4.049) are both positively skewed.
6.3.2 Stationarity Index
The graphical results of the stationarity index calculation for each variable used in
these  models  are  displayed  in  Figure  6.3.  All  attributes  in  this  study  became
stationary within the 20 km geographical boundary of Te Waewae Bay; however, the
x axis is not a linear scale. The x-axis represents a series of bandwidths from 1 to
20,000. The “perpendicular distance to shore” became stationary at a distance of just
over 3000 m. “SQRT(Total encounter time)” stabilised second, roughly at 4000 m,
followed  by  the  “distance  to  freshwater”  at  5000  m.  Environmental  attributes  of
“amount of rainfall  four days prior to surveys” and “sea surface temperature” both
became stationary,  at  15  km and 20 km respectively.  The range of  difference in
bandwidths of these environmental variables, 17 km, is an indication that distribution




6.3.3 Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
Diagnostic output for OLS, local regression modelling from ESRI ArcGIS is compiled
into a summary report that is used to assess the validity of the model (Table 6.1). The
local R2 value indicates the degree to which the explanatory variables explain the
variation observed in the data. R2 in the OLS model is 53% (Table 6.1, #1). This
translates  to  the  explanatory  variables  in  this  model  explaining  over  half  of  the
variation observed in the model. The converse indicates that the model is lacking
some important explanatory variables as 47% of the variation in the model is still
unexplained. 
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) values (Table 6.1) register redundancy or collinearity
amongst the explanatory variables. Values above the accepted VIF threshold of 7.5 –
10 indicate collinearity (Curto and Pinto, 2011; Shoff et al., 2012). In this model, all
output values are less than 1.25, and therefore, collinearity is not an issue with these
model parameters. If collinearity existed amongst the variables, it would necessitate
revisiting the process used to choose variables for the model,  in an effort  to find
variables that were useful and not subject to collinearity.
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Figure  6.3: The stationarity index values for  the independent  variables;  adaptive
bandwidth SI values are shown as diamond shaped points.
6.3 Results
The effects of stationarity on regression results are notable when the Koenker test
value  is  significant  (Table  6.1,#4).  If  significant  as  it  is  in  this  model,  the
recommendation  is  to  refer  to  the  robust  probability  (Table  6.2:  column  -
“Robust_Pr”),  rather  than the standard error,  to  determine the significance of  the
explanatory variables.
The Jarque-Bera statistic (Table 6.1, #5) tests the model residuals against a normal
distribution. The p-value is significant in this model and therefore indicates that the
residuals are biased. Bias in the model, in conjunction with spatial autocorrelation is
an indicator that the model may have missing variables or that a spatially explicit
local model may improve the diagnostic capability of the model (Table 6.1, #6).
Relationships from the OLS variable estimates Table 6.2 show that as the group size
increases, the distance to freshwater decreases slightly as does the perpendicular
distance to shore, but neither independent variable has a significant association with
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group size. There is a positive significant relationship between group size and SST,
which  makes  biological  sense,  that  warmer  water  is  generally  a  summer
phenomenon and the time when research has shown a greater number of Hector’s
dolphins  are  encountered.  There  is  also  a  significant  relationship  between  the
increase in group size as time spent in an encounter with dolphins increases. This is
also  a  logical  observation,  such  that  the  greater  amount  of  time  that  is  spent
observing the group(s) the greater the possibility that additional dolphins could enter
the  search  radius  and  be  counted.  There  is  a  slight  but  significant  relationship
showing a decrease in group size with increasing amounts of rain 4 days prior to the
survey.  Water  turbidity  will  invariably  increase  as  the  amount  of  rain  increases
causing in turn an increase in run-off and potentially could make foraging activities for
Hector’s dolphin more difficult. 
Table 6.2 provides the coefficient values: β0 = -0.69; β1 = -0.01; β2 = 0.47; β3 = -0.01;
β4 = 3.56; and β5 = -0.00 that can be inserted into Equation 6.5 for the OLS model as
the following:
√(Total  in Group)= β0 + (−β1)(Distance to Freshwater) + β2(log(SST))
+ (−β3)(Rain 4 days prior) + β4 √( totalencounter time)
+ (−β5)(Perpendicular Distance to Shore)
(6.5)
The OLS local model results presented here reveal that the model does not suffer
from multicollinearity within the explanatory variables, all VIF values are well below
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Table  6.2: OLS explanatory variable estimates, significance, and variance inflation
factor (VIF). 
**p<0.01; ***p<0.001
Variable Coefficient Robust_Pr VIF
Intercept -0.6860 0.6654 0.029197 ** --------
Distance to freshwater (km) -0.0080 0.0086 0.070212 1.069035
log(SST) 0.4659 0.2452 0.000082 *** 1.238491
Rain 4 days prior to survey -0.0059 0.0039 0.000336 *** 1.182104
sqrt(Total Encounter Time) 3.5578 0.2450 0.000000 *** 1.043501
Perpendicular distance to shore 0.0000 0.0000 0.131266 1.120027
+1 SD Range
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the threshold of 7.5; and, that three of the explanatory variables, log(SST), Rain 4
days prior, and sqrt(Total encounter time), are statistically significant. Two of these
are the same variables - SST and turbidity -  Bräger et al. (2003) also reported as
being significant. The third significant variable in the  Bräger et al. (2003) study was
depth; however, in the current project, the variable depth did not have a significant
effect. In neither Bräger et al. (2003), nor the present study, do the significant results
from a global OLS regression give an indication of where, of when, or why the results
are significant. 
6.3.4 Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
The AICc value calculated for the local GWR model, 1523.98, is presented in Table
6.3.  The global  model  OLS AICc value was presented in  Table 6.1 #1, equalling
1565.70.  The  difference  is  38  units,  therefore,  the  GWR model  is  closer  to  “an
explanation of reality”  given these data  (Anderson, 2008).  Monte Carlo simulation
test  results,  listed in  the rightmost  column in  Table 6.3,  indicated two of  the five
explanatory variables in the GWR model are significantly non-stationary.  A 'rule of
thumb' test that can be useful to look for stationarity issues within OLS model results
is to compare the range of the global model estimates from +1 SD (Table 6.2), which
would contain 68% of the values, to the local model interquartile range (Table 6.3)
that  would  contain  50%  of  the  estimates.  If  the  local  model  interquartile  range
estimates are greater  than the global  + 1 SD range estimates,  then results  may
indicate nonstationarity in the variables  (Fotheringham et al.,  2002). The two non-
stationary variables are 'Distance to freshwater', and 'Rain 4 days prior'. 
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The adjusted local R2  estimates over Te Waewae Bay are portrayed in  Figure 6.4.
The variability of the estimates of the GWR model has a range of 27%; the low is
43% and the high is 70%. Areas showing the lowest values, explaining the least
variation, are in the west, south, and southeast. These areas were not sampled or
there were few if  any encounters on the transects. One explanation for the lower
values may be due to both interpolation effects and edge effects. Where encounters
were highest and effort high in the tracks alongshore, the model fits the data better.
Maps depicting results from inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation across the
spatial extent with the non-significant t-values masked out are produced in Figure 6.5
to  Figure 6.8. The t-values are masked (in white) between the standard deviation
95% interval of -1.96 to +1.96.
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Table  6.3: GWR model results : five parameter quartile summaries and the Monte
Carlo significance test of stationarity of the parameters.
Label
Intercept -1.177 -0.296 0.882 0.420 stationary
-0.021 0.014 0.035 0.000 ***non-stationary
Log(SST) 0.321 0.708 0.387 0.470 stationary
Rain 4Days Prior -0.014 0.001 0.016 0.000 ***non-stationary
3.401 3.633 0.232 0.240 stationary
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.160 stationary



















The  significantly  non-stationary  variables,  'Rain  4  days  prior'  and  'Distance  to
freshwater',  are  displayed  in  Figure  6.5 and  Figure  6.6 respectively.  The  two
remaining  non-significant  model  independent  variables  are  displayed  in  Figures
Figure  6.7 (log(SST))  and  6.8 (sqrt(Total  encounter  time)).  In  Figure  6.5,  the
significant effect of the amount of accumulated rain 4 days prior to the surveys is
displayed. This parameter is significantly stationary and also significant in the OLS
model. The map in  Figure 6.5 displays the broad slightly negative effect on group
size as the amount of rain accumulated increases. The interpretation may be that as
the  rain  run-off  increases,  turbidity  increases  and  salinity  decreases  temporarily
beyond a level that is effective for foraging. Figure 6.7 displays the significant spatial
variation between the square root of group size and the distance of each encounter
to fresh water (the Waiau River Mouth).  These significant areas in the bay do not
cover a large spatial extent however the highest values are directly off of the Waiau
River Mouth.
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Figure 6.4: The map of local R2 (43%-70%) estimates from GWR model. 
6.3 Results
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Figure 6.5: GWR estimate for the effect on group size with respect to the amount of
rain  accumulated  over  four  days  prior  to  the  survey;  significant  areas
< -1.96 and >+1.96  are visible.
Figure  6.6: Map  of  GWR estimate  for  the  effect  on  group  size  with  respect  to
distance  from  the  major  freshwater  source;  significant  areas
< -1.96 and >+1.96  are visible.
6.3 Results
The log(SST) implies that small increases in the log(SST) is correlated with a slight
increase in group size. (Figure 6.7). The areas on the extreme Northwest and centre
to Eastern areas of the bay are similar to the area effected by the amount of rain
accumulated which indicates that the river effluence may be an influential factor in
Hector’s dolphin distribution patterns. The interpretation of Figure 6.8, the square root
of the total encounter time, is similar to the global model, the more time that is spent
at an encounter the greater the potential number of dolphins that will be counted in
the vicinity of the boat. The juxtaposition of high to low values in some areas may be
related to foraging.  For  this  parameter  all  of  the estimates lie beyond +1.96 and
therefore all of the values are visible across the entire extent of the map. 
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Figure  6.7:  Map of  the  GWR estimate  of  the  log(SST)  effect  on  the  dependent
variable; significant areas < -1.96 and >+1.96  are visible.
6.4 Discussion
6.4 Discussion
Statistically significant global/OLS model relationships were found between Hector's
dolphin seasonal distribution patterns in Te Waewae Bay and SST, and also with the
amount of rain to have fallen four days prior to surveys (freshwater input increasing
turbidity). The relationship of group size with SST was a positive one, suggesting
increasing  numbers  of  dolphins  would  be  found  in  warmer  waters.  Increases  in
freshwater input to the bay, represented as the amount of rain to have fallen four
days prior to surveys, on the other hand, was slightly negative between group size
and distribution patterns indicating that the groups are possibly smaller and more
malleable in  the mixing water  masses.  Despite there being statistically significant
relationships in the global models, the fact remains that no spatial coordinates can be
forthcoming from OLS models, leaving a dearth of information about the specifics
regarding areas where these factors are significant within the confines of Te Waewae
Bay.
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Figure  6.8:  GWR  estimate  for  the  square  root  transformed  parameter  'total
encounter time'; all values were >+1.96  and therefore visible.
6.4 Discussion
GWR modelling enabled significant factors to be examined in the specific areas in
which they were found to be significant by mapping the results. GWR model results
found the amount of rain falling four days prior to surveys significant, as well as the
distance of the encounter to the major freshwater source, the Waiau River Mouth.
Both of these variables are closely related to the strongest changes in salinity and
potentially areas of highest nutrients and productivity  (Acha et al., 2015; Hill et al.,
2015; Horner-Devine et al., 2015; Weeks et al., 2015). 
The  concept  of  looking  for  correlations  between  environmental  variables  and
cetacean distribution is not uncommon  (Bräger et al., 2003; Canadas et al., 2005;
Littaye et al., 2004; Panigada et al., 2008; Rayment et al., 2009a; Redfern et al.,
2006) however,  the  use  of  GWR modelling  in  marine  research  projects  is  rare.
Marine studies using GWR modelling  have included projects  such as  the spatial
distribution  patterns  of  manta  rays  (Freedman  and  Sen  Roy,  2012) clusters  of
disease occurrence in marine turtles (Van Houtan et al., 2010), spatial and temporal
variations in distributions of fish stocks (Tseng et al., 2013; Windle et al., 2012, 2010),
latitudinal  diversity of  macroalgae  (Keith  et  al.,  2014) and a non-published thesis
investigating  oceanographic  features  and  Hector’s  dolphin  distribution  (Clement,
2005).
Marine  mammal  research has determined that  marine  mammals  are  attracted to
frontal  upwelling zones  (Booth et al.,  2013; Clement,  2005; Embling et al.,  2012;
Gilles et al., 2011)  While the oceanography of Te Waewae Bay would not necessarily
include upwelling events like those observed at BPMMS, tidal mixing of fresh river
water and salt water at the mouth of the Waiau river does happen.  The map of the
GWR results, 'rain 4 days prior' (Figure 6.5), shows detail that aides in interpretation.
Wind and wave flow are predominantly from southwest to northeast in Te Waewae
Bay. The Waiau River Mouth is marked on the map (Figure 6.5) and lies to the west
and north of the significant area. If rainfall is high for four days prior to surveys, the
extra freshwater as well as particulate input into the bay will be higher. The significant
spatial extent highlighted on the map in Figure 6.5 in blue would be the approximate
area which would be covered by the plume of freshwater and particulates that would
spread from the west to east across the bay from the mouth of the Waiau River as
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seen in the following satellite photo from Marine Cadastre in Figure 6.9 
The research result of Hector's dolphins being observed in Te Waewae Bay close to
freshwater sources is similar to results of river dolphin research in Hong Kong and
India (Jefferson et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2009) where the dolphin distribution pattern
has been observed to include a preference for areas in proximity to freshwater. Both
Jefferson et al. (2002) and Smith et al. (2009) assessed distribution patterns of river
dolphins in conjunction with freshwater  flows and both found strong associations.
Freshwater  run-off  has  been  calculated  to  be  a  significant  variable  in  General
Additive Models describing spatial distribution of Chilean dolphins (Viddi et al., 2010).
(Bräger and Schneider, 1998) and Clement (2005) examined salinity concentrations
via global modelling in the former and local modelling in the latter, discovering an
association of Hector’s dolphin distribution patterns and areas of nutrient upwelling.
Neither  study  performed  spatial  analyses  linking  the  distribution  patterns  to  the
proximity of  freshwater.  However,  (Clement et al.,  2010) habitat models produced
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Figure 6.9: Freshwater plume from the Waiau River mouth. Downloaded from Marine
Cadastre  in  April  2015  (http://http://marinecadastre.gov/nationalviewer/  using  an
imagery basemap).
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with data from winter aerial surveys indicated dolphins were within 12 km of major
freshwater sources in two areas of the south coast (Te Waewae Bay/Waiau River
and Toetoes Bay/Mataura River).  The statistical modelling results from the current
study substantiate Clement et al. (2010) conclusions that Hector’s dolphin distribution
is  affected by rainfall  in  combination with  proximity  of  freshwater  output  and this
information adds to the understanding of why as well as in some measure where
Hector’s dolphins will potentially congregate along coastlines of New Zealand. 
Sea surface temperature is a variable that is often significant  in marine mammal
distribution models and a definitive indicator of boundaries in those models (Doniol-
Valcroze et al., 2007; Halpin et al., 2006; Isojunno et al., 2011; Panigada et al., 2008;
Tittensor et al., 2010; Windle et al., 2012)  In this study, SST was calculated to be a
significant variable in the OLS model, but not the local GWR model. When the SI was
calculated, the SI showed that SST only became stationary at the farthest extent of
the bay, which could be interpreted to mean that across the whole of the bay there is
an effect from SST but that stationarity is achieved at a relatively large scale, the finer
spatial  scale  used in  GWR will  be affected by stationarity and can not  therefore
delineate the existence of a significant effect of SST on the distribution of Hector's
dolphins in Te Waewae Bay.
There  are  as  yet  unexplained  influential  processes  acting  on  the  distribution  of
Hector’s dolphins in sections of the bay. The GWR model AICc (=1528) is improved
over the OLS AICc value (=1565) by 38 units. Although a better model, there are
remaining issues such as stationarity, that indicate that the processes being tested
occur  at  different  scales,  and therefore,  scale  must  be  taken  into  account  when
interpreting the model  results.  Although GWR is a worthwhile regression method,
there are limits to its usefulness. From a statistical  standpoint,  the data collected
were not dense enough to analyse across shorter time periods (for instance seasons)
nor  were  the  data  collected  at  a  dense  enough  level  to  use  GWR  to  analyse





Previous studies of Hector’s dolphins from areas on both the east and west coasts of
the  South  Island  have  shown  seasonal  fluctuations  in  abundances  of  Hector’s
dolphins, moving from inshore to offshore and the reverse (Bräger, 1998; Bräger et
al., 2003; Dawson and Slooten, 1988; Green, 2003; Smith, 1992). However, after 25
years  of  research,  many  unanswered  questions  regarding  the  cause  and  effect
stimuli  on  the  distribution  patterns  of  Hector’s  dolphins  remain.  This  study  has
provided  evidence  that  cumulative  rainfall  and  distance  from  major  freshwater
sources  may be  influential  factors  that  contribute  to  Hector’s  dolphin  distribution
patterns in Te Waewae Bay. 
The use of GWR and OLS modelling is a combination that  permits a methodical
answer to research questions regarding Hector’s dolphin distribution patterns and the
relationship  to  environmental  variables.  The  OLS  model  outputs  contain  useful
observations related to processes within Te Waewae Bay that may be influencing the
distribution patterns of the dolphins, however, these are applicable to the entire bay
and do not tell us specific information about where the processes act. The results
from the current study, furthermore, suggest models constructed using information
related to the spatio-temporal distribution of variables such as common prey items
(Reum et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2010) consumed by Hector’s dolphin may be found to
compose a large portion of the 40% of the model that remains  to be explained. And
lastly, the GWR maps emphasise in an easy to visualise method, how the significant
effects of the explanatory variables vary across the area of interest, in this case Te
Waewae Bay. The use of GWR and local modelling, combined with the rich spatial
temporal  data in  this  research project,  has offered a better  understanding of  the




Final Discussion and Conclusions
7.1 General Introduction
The primary purpose of this research was to determine if the population of Hector’s
dolphins in Te Waewae Bay, Southland, New Zealand was in a state of decline and
whether this group of dolphins compartmentalised the use of the bay. In essence,
would abundance estimates continue the implied downward trend seen from the mid-
1980s  to  the  late  1990s  and,  how  would  spatio-temporal  distribution  patterns
compare to other well studied Hector's dolphin populations. 
Summaries of the answers to the specific research questions follow in Section  7.2
Summary of  Findings.  Implications  of  these findings are  synthesised through the
spatial  framework of scale,  assessing how well  the thesis has answered the four
original  objectives  laid  out  in  Chapter  One,  Section  7.3 Synthesis  through  the
perspective of scale. The fourth section is a summary of areas of uncertainty and
error, Section  7.4 Limitations of research methods. In Section  7.5 Proposed future
research,  recommendations  for  future  projects  are  put  forward  for  consideration,
while  the  final  section,  Section  7.6 Communicating  Results,  considers  the
relationship of cartographic visualisation and ecology.
Detailed analyses presented in this thesis have provided new information regarding
spatio-temporal  patterns  of  abundance  and  distribution  of  a  Hector’s  dolphin
population stronghold on the south coast  of  the South Island, New Zealand. The
patterns  of  abundance  and  distribution  were  examined  in  conjunction  with
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environmental  factors using statistical  models,  visual  outputs,  and local  modelling
processes. Analysing and modelling abundance and distribution data pertaining to a
single species will not be able to fully explain an ecosystem habitat model; however,
Hector’s dolphin are a marine, top predator megafauna; therefore, if the abundance
and distribution patterns of the apex group are stable over time it would be logical to
surmise that the ecosystem is also maintaining a relatively stable pattern.
Hector’s dolphins are amongst the most studied single species of cetaceans world
wide with over twenty-five years of continuous research, conducted primarily off the
east coast of the South Island at Banks Peninsula (DuFresne et al., 2012; Martinez
and Slooten, 2003). During those years, gathering ecological field data has evolved
into the realm of semi-big,  spatio-temporal data with digital  photographs linked to
GPS coordinates,  encounters  and survey tracks.  However,  the use of  geospatial
modelling  analysis  and  geovisualisation  methods  in  a  mesoscopic  framework  to
quantitatively examine distribution patterns of this south coast population, as featured
here, is unprecedented.
7.2 Summary of Findings
The distribution patterns  (Chapter  Three) of  Hector’s dolphin in  Te Waewae Bay
expanded and contracted,  from being concentrated predominantly within the 10m
contour in warmer seasons to being spread across the entire survey range in cooler
seasons. There was temporal variation in the density of dolphins, fluctuating from
season to season although the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test results of the kernel
density  estimate  (KDE)  mean dolphin  density  were  not  statistically  different  from
season  to  season  or  year  to  year.  This  seasonal  spatial  distribution  patterns  of
Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay observed in the current project has shown the
distribution  patterns  are  similar  to  Hector’s  dolphin  distribution  patterns  in  other
populations (Bräger et al., 2003, 2002; Clement, 2005; Rayment et al., 2009a). The
processes  driving  the  observed  spatio-temporal  distribution  patterns  of  Hector’s
dolphin density in Te Waewae Bay are not fully known; however, there were strong
indications (hotspots) that for this group of dolphins, distribution patterns were linked
to freshwater sources and presumably the changing amounts of freshwater entering
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the Bay (KDE maps). 
There were individual dolphin movements (Chapter Four) that were observed to be
constrained  in  specific  areas  of  the  bay  across  seasons,  while  other  individual
dolphins appeared to move back and forth across the bay. Twenty-one of fifty-eight
dolphins tracked over at least five seasons were observed solely within either the
eastern  or  western  end  of  the  bay  (STC  visualisations).  Individual  dolphin
movements within a seasonal temporal framework demonstrated patterns such as
clusters of  individuals,  as well  as constant  and concurrent  patterns of  movement
within ARM geovisualisations. 
The temporal  trend in  the abundance estimates  (Chapter  Five)  was  found to  be
higher  in  warm  seasons  and  lower  in  cool  seasons  throughout  both  years  of
sampling.  Although the absolute value of abundance estimates did  vary between
seasons and years, there were no statistically significant differences. This pattern is
similar in temporal pattern to abundance estimates from other areas of New Zealand.
The value of the estimates of abundance presented here are somewhat higher than
earlier estimates; however, the sampling intensity and methods used in the current
study  were  intensive  and  due  toi  the  differences  in  statistical  methodologies  the
results  are  not  directly  comparable  (Dawson  et  al.,  2004;  Dawson  and  Slooten,
1988). The most current abundance estimate for the SCSI from  the aerial surveys
conducted by  Clement et al. (2010) was higher than was found in this study with
those aerial surveys including the eastern end of the SCSI management sector which
was  not  included  in  the  abundance  estimation  for  this  study.  The  differences
between  abundance  estimates  observed  over  the  many years  of  research,  adds
support to the argument that abundance estimates should not be represented as a
static unchanging value, but as fluid as the medium these dolphins inhabit.
Both  local  and  global  regression  models  were  explored,  testing  environmental
parameters  that  may be related  to  the  observed  distribution  patterns  of  Hector’s
dolphin in Te Waewae Bay (Chapter Six). Statistically significant associations were
confirmed between Hector’s dolphin encounters and proximity to the main freshwater
source in Te Waewae Bay,  and to the amount of rain to fall  four days prior to a
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survey.  These  significant  parameters  may  indicate  that  distribution  of  Hector’s
dolphin is influenced by terrestrial effects from the input of nutrients via freshwater
inflow. This result is not dissimilar to the Bräger et al. (2003) habitat study of the east
and west coast populations finding water clarity, depth, and sea surface temperature
were influential in distribution patterns, however, their results were not directly related
to terrestrial influences. Clement (2005) approached the question of Hector’s dolphin
distribution  patterns  being  influenced  by  oceanographic  events  offshore.  Results
showed strong indications that the distribution of Hector’s dolphin on the ECSI was
effected in  areas where the greatest  changes in  oceanographic parameters were
occurring.  Clement et al. (2010) produced a 'snap-shot' from two seasons of data
collection and published the first Hector’s dolphin SCSI habitat assessment based on
environmental variables (depth, slope, sea surface temperature, water clarity,  and
chlorophyll-a) that were related to terrestrial influences. 
7.3 Synthesis through the perspective of scale
“To observe and study a phenomenon appropriately, the spatial and temporal scale of
analysis must match the scale of phenomenon under consideration and the degree of
scale dependence exhibited by the phenomenon must be considered.” (Andrienko et
al., 2010, p. 1586)Spatial and temporal scales were carefully considered in this work
in order to accommodate the research objectives as laid out in the introduction in
Chapter One; analysing group distribution patterns, assessing individual movement
patterns,  quantitative  abundance estimation,  and local  modelling.  The operational
role of both temporal and spatial scale was directly related to the spatial patterns that
were discovered through analytical methods. 
The  largest  spatial  scale  used  was  the  ecological  extent  of  the  study  area:  Te
Waewae  Bay.  From results  presented  in  this  thesis,  it  is  apparent  that  Hector's
dolphins utilise the whole length of the coast of Te Waewae Bay, and furthermore,
these outcomes represent much needed and fresh insight into the times and places
these dolphins are observed in the bay. Plotting encounters within the entire spatial
extent was of interest as the initial reports of Hector’s dolphin in Te Waewae Bay
were  that  they  were  sparsely  distributed  in  three  specific  areas  of  the  bay;  the
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eastern end at Monkey Island, in the middle at the Waiau river mouth, and at Port
Craig  on  the  western  side  (Chapter  Two:  Figure  2.3).  The  concept  of  sparse,
specialised  distribution  patterns  was  completely  refuted.  While  there  were
unavoidable gaps in the data from being gathered along specified offshore transects,
Hector's dolphins were observed both inshore and offshore.  Due to the fact dolphins
were  observed  throughout  the  bay,  the  gaps  could  be  justifiably  'filled'  with  an
interpolated value, using kernel density estimation (KDE).
The KDE analysis  summary map (Fig 2.17)  of  two years  of  data  represents  the
coarsest temporal scale applied in this study. The map revealed the presence of four
coastal  hotspots.  Looking  at  a  finer  temporal  scale,  seasons,  the  hotspots  were
ephemeral, appearing in some seasons and some spatial extents but not all seasons
or  extents.  KDE  is  not  an  analysis  method  to  disentangle  what  may  be  the
contributing  factors  for  the  observed  hotspots.  However,  from  the  simplest
perspective of studying the map,  the locations of all four hotspots were within close
proximity to a freshwater source on the Te Waewae Bay coast.
A coarse temporal grain of two years was also used with geographically weighted
regression (GWR) local analysis, due to the amount of data in each season being
insufficient for fine grain analyses. The size of the group of dolphins encountered
(dependent variable) was regressed against independent variables, resulting in two
statistically  significant  outcomes.  One  of  the  two  significant  parameters  was  the
amount of rain to fall four days prior to the survey which has been described in this
thesis as a proxy for turbidity via an increase in the amount of freshwater entering the
bay. The second significant variable was the distance from the largest freshwater
source, the Waiau River mouth. Results from a south coast aerial survey (Clement et
al., 2010) in August 2010, using general additive modelling (GAM) plots indicated that
“the likelihood was positively correlated with  habitat  within  12.5 km of  the Waiau
River  mouth.”  Comparison  between  the  two  projects  is  difficult  due  to  the  vast
differences  in  scale  of  sampling  and  analysis  techniques.  Hotspot  distribution
patterns in marine mammal research have been linked to  foraging  (Hastie et  al.,
2004,  2003;  Nelson et al.,  2008;  Santora et al.,  2014, 2010;  Torres et  al.,  2008;
Torres  and  Read,  2009) Foraging  would  be  a  probable  argument  for  Hector’s
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dolphins utilisation of the sections of the shore infused with freshwater  along the
coast  of  Te  Waewae  Bay.  (Jones  et  al.,  2014) collected  fine-scale  data  of  the
hydrodynamics  of  a  tidal  area and were  able  to  link  the  relationship  of  the  tidal
influences to the distribution patterns of harbour porpoise. It may be that a study of
the freshwater influx and nutrient mixing in Te Waewae Bay could offer insights and
better  use of quantifiable parameters necessary for prediction of  Hector’s dolphin
current  and  future  distribution  and  to  better  understand  the  'patchy'  habitat
requirements.
A fine temporal scale, seasons, was necessary to estimate population abundance
and for geovisualisation of individual patterns of movement. Abundance estimates
using  a  fine  scale  temporal  framework  as  in  this  study,  aids  management  in
visualising the less obvious fluctuations in population estimates within the confines of
the spatial  extent.  The fine temporal  scale was also useful  in offering a first  and
focused view into the behaviour of individual dolphins. Movement patterns of these
individual dolphins or, as in some cases, the apparent lack of movement, across the
spatial extent of the bay has been a novel addition to the knowledge and visualisation
of Hector’s dolphin behaviour.
7.4 Limitations of research methods
Limitations in this project are related to spatial error, sampling errors, temporal error,
and modelling error. In the first instance, spatial errors, were the product of many
factors. Recording the start of an encounter when dolphins were first sighted from a
distance, rather than the actual location of the dolphins, might mean as much as 50
m to possibly 100 m, and two minutes or more of movement in the boat from in the
point logged as the beginning of an encounter. 
Volunteers  being  different  on  virtually  every survey made  the  point  at  which  the
encounter  began  and  ended  vary  spatially.  The  directions  given  to  volunteer
observers were to begin the encounter on the HP Palmtop computer when we were
in close proximity to the dolphins sighted. The differences across the large number of
individuals who volunteered to help were constrained through education, but there is
not a guarantee that each encounter starting point and ending point was accurately
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recorded in the on-board palmtop computer. 
The Garmin GPS has at best an accuracy of 3 m and often has as much as 15 m or
more difference in position. Combined with enthusiastic volunteers there could be
potentially over  100 m difference in the position of  the encounter.  In  an effort  to
mitigate these spatial errors the grid size for raster and other analyses was designed
as a 500 m x 500m grid. A single grid square (0.25 km2) could easily contain within
one square any spatial variation that might have been introduced by the combination
of volunteers and the GPS unit. 
The  smallest  temporal  extent  used  for  this  research  was  one  month.  Inclement
weather and equipment failures proved that it is difficult to gather data monthly for
Hector’s  dolphin  in  Te  Waewae  Bay  but  not  impossible.  However,  to  offset  any
months with less than 100% in data acquisition, months were binned into seasons
and seasons were the smallest  temporal  unit  utilised in analyses.  Comparing the
temporal extent for this study to a bio-tagged animal the time units are very large,
seasons versus times as small as minutes or days. One of the goals of this project
was to explore how these longer time frames might be utilised in spatio-temporal
modelling and geovisualisations to elucidate new insights into distribution pattern s
and habitat requirements for Hector's dolphins.
The sampling strategy of collecting two different types of data in one survey has
complications  arising  from  conflicting  strategies  of  collection.  For  instance,
abundance data has a time intensive protocol requiring the researcher to remain in
an area as long as it takes to get a photo of all identifiable animals. Distribution data
is  less time intensive at each encounter  as counts are completed within minutes
however, covering a large spatial extent takes many hours where few dolphins may
be observed. Therefore the data collection system used at each encounter in this
study was a compromise between the two methodologies. The plan for this study was
to take digital photos of as many dolphins as were close to the vessel as possible,
relinquishing the requirement of having to remain in an area to photograph every
dolphin. By reducing the encounter time moderately, both distribution and abundance
data were satisfactorily collected each month. 
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When researchers use models,  especially statistical  models,  to  make estimations
and predictions regarding population parameters, they should also be acutely aware
of the limitations of models and freely acknowledge those limitations. An insightful
few principles about modelling from McCullagh & Nelder (1989),
'Modelling in science remains, partly at least, an art. A first, though at first
sight, not a very helpful principle, is that all models are wrong (Box, 1979);
some, though, are more useful than others and we should seek those. At the
same time we must recognise that eternal truth is not within our grasp. A
second principle (which applies also to artists!) is not to fall in love with one
model, to the exclusion of alternatives.'  (p.8)
And a summary piece of advice regarding modelling was offered by Lebreton et al.
(1992)
'Finally,  when a model  is selected to fit  the data from an experiment,  the
investigator must remember that it is just a model. That model is not reality;
rather, it provides the best representation of the data at hand for the chosen
goal.' (p. 80)
Modelling  errors  for  the  abundance  estimates  can  be  attributed  in  part  to  mark
categories which are subjective;  and determining a match in dolphin identification is
often dependent upon the level of skill of the researcher working with the data. As
was mentioned in Chapter Five, the confidence intervals and coefficient of variation
are one method to evaluate the precision of the analysis. Similarly in Chapter Six
modelling with GWR, the R2 values can be used to evaluate the model, which for this
study  ranged  in-between  43%  and  70%  across  the  bay.  is  one  of  a  variety  of
indicators  that  model  parameters  are  not  fully  defined.  Although  it  can  not  be
precisely labelled a modelling error, ARM analysis (Chapter Four; Moore & Rodda,
2015) has not been rigorously tested with datasets, real or synthetically generated.
These tests are the immediate next step.  Additionally,  there are plans to expand
ARM capabilities from a static interface into an interactive geovisual analytics tool (T.
Moore, personal communication).
7.5 Proposed future research
The data recorded in this thesis offers thorough baseline of information from which to
monitor  future  changes  in  the  south  coast  population  of  Hector’s  dolphin  at  Te
Waewae Bay. The data from this project having been collected more than two years
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prior to the establishment of the bay as a marine mammal sanctuary. This thesis has
compiled the baseline information regarding abundance estimates and distribution
patterns of Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay. 
Individual dolphin data has been shown in this thesis to offer insights about dolphin
movement patterns over time and space. These complex patterns introduce a natural
structure for statistical analysis, examining output for significant spatial and temporal
clusters  (Shaw et al., 2008). Tools from geovisual analytics applied to the growing
spatio-temporal marine mammal datasets  (Andrienko et al.,  2010), many of which
could encompass individual data would be beneficial for examination of relationships
between environmental parameters and individuals  (Shaw et al., 2008) to discover
habitat preferences and significant parameters within ecosystems. 
Findings from GWR analysis were limited to spatial analysis in this thesis, but there
are examples of combining GWR with geovisual analytics to uncover complex spatio-
temporal processes, which for the next phase of research objectives, constitutes a
valuable  research  priority  (Demšar  et  al.,  2008a,  2008b,  2008c).  One  potential
project would be to determine the spatial concentrations of prey within the bay. Miller
et al. (2012) suggested Hector’s dolphin prey upon small, juvenile species that are
readily available in coastal  habitats,  but detailed knowledge of the identified prey
species movements are not known for Te Waewae Bay. At this point it is impossible
to separate presumed foraging strategies of the dolphins from the observed spatio-
temporal pattern of prey species.
Ecosystem based management  (EBM) has been proposed as  a way to  manage
coastal ecosystems (Coll et al., 2012; Lester et al., 2010; Palumbi, 2004; Palumbi et
al., 2008; Tallis et al., 2008). Ruttenberg & Granek (2011) suggest ‘bridging’ between
the  marine  and  terrestrial  systems  examining  proactive  and  less  integrative
management styles, offering lists of recommendations to both the management and
the  scientific  communities,  none  of  which  includes  the  use  of  visualizations  or
geospatial  analyses.  Palumbi  et  al.,  (2008,  p.  209) offers similar  observations as
Ruttenberg & Granek (2010) regarding the need to manage the coastal ecosystem
using diversity as the indicator of system health, but here the first recommendations
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is to be accomplished by “mapping distinct biological habitats within regions”; and
summarised with the idea that maps can be used as a means to monitor ecosystems.
In the Pacific North West, EBM as a methodology was assessed and found to be
useful due to the “improved understanding of the spatial distribution of cumulative
impacts” where maps were the key to understanding and cataloguing the changes
observed (Lester et al., 2010). 
In current research examples from the Mediterranean sea,  (Azzellino et al.,  2008;
Coll  et  al.,  2012) areas  of  overlap  between  marine  biodiversity,  threats  to  the
ecosystem, and marine protected areas have been quantitatively analysed. Model
results were presented as spatial geovisualisations contained in a series of maps,
although a temporal analysis methodology was lacking in the Coll et al. (2012) article.
Mapping  a  coastal  ecosystem  inclusive  of  terrestrial  and  marine  inputs  in  an
integrated approach was the process used in the project reported by  Tallis  et  al.
(2008). Although a good example of a spatial analysis, temporal information was non-
existent.  The temporal  component in ecosystem analysis must be considered, for
instance, in areas where rainfall events are intermittently heavy causing spikes in the
flow  of  freshwater  in  to  coastal  areas.  Multiple  studies  have  linked  bacterial
contamination from freshwater sources with marine mammal illness and death. Along
the coastal California beaches, juvenile elephant seals that were discovered stranded
had high levels of pathogenic bacteria (Stoddard et al., 2005), while in another study
in  California,  sea  otters  were  killed  by  eating  contaminated  shellfish  that  were
infected with cyanobacteria from an upstream freshwater source (Miller et al., 2010).
In the north end of the South Island of New Zealand, faecal contamination has been
traced along freshwater streams that eventually was found to have infected marine
shellfish in Nelson Bay (Kirs et al., 2011). 
With respect to the above examples it is evident that coastal marine systems require
detailed spatio-temporal monitoring. Stakeholders in areas where Hector’s dolphin
are observed would benefit by working cohesively, gathering data from, for example,
human maritime activities, freshwater input/contamination levels, and (mega)fauna
biodiversity  studies.  Geovisualisation  methods  used  in  this  thesis  could  form  an
integral layer in the process of building better EBM ecosystem models.
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Spatial  and temporal  data that  is  archived from the east  coast  research projects
could be re-evaluated using spatio-temporal analysis (Chambers et al., 2014; Jones
et  al.,  2014) looking  for  predictive  variables  that  shape  primary  ecosystem
requirements  for  Hector’s dolphin  in  the  South  Island.  For  instance,  is  there  a
minimum requirement of the amount of freshwater input along the coast in addition to
turbid water (Bräger et al., 2003) that contributes to the preferred habitat for Hector’s
dolphin to  utilise?   Furthermore,  studies  such as  the  one off  of  the  UK coast  in
Cornwall  that  examines  how   “fine-scale  hydrodynamics  influence  the  spatio-
temporal distribution of harbour porpoises” (Jones et al., 2014) may give new insights
into  the  'why'  of  relatively  small  home ranges and  lack  of  community  overlap  in
Hector’s dolphins. Changes to coastal hydrodynamics could be caused by installation
of dams in freshwater inputs to marine ecosystems, to systemic changes in annual
rainfall, information which would be useful in building more robust models to predict
outcomes  on  coastal  areas  due  to  climate  change  and  sea  level  rise  for  an
ecosystem, not only for the apex species. 
Te Waewae Bay is an ideal area in which to test new methods of spatio-temporal
analyses as it is now a marine mammal sanctuary and two years of data exist for a
top predator in the bay prior to the establishment of the sanctuary for comparison
along a temporal axis. The bay is also of a small enough spatial extent that it affords
reasonable access to all areas yet is large enough to be relevant to compare with
other coastal areas having populations of Hector’s dolphins. This bay would be an
excellent site to trial  new technologies for monitoring the ecosystem such as the
Liquid  Robotics  wave  glider  which  can  monitor  both  prey  (Meyer-Gutbrod  et  al.,
2012) predators/marine mammals  (Baumgartner et al., 2013; Cheyne et al., 2014)
and surface environmental variables (Bingham et al., 2012)There are options to use
remote sensing high resolution imagery to count marine mammals in the bay 'from
space'  (Fretwell  et  al.,  2014) or  to  use  'Unmanned  Aerial  Vehicles'(UAV)  to
photographically monitor the bay (Martin et al., 2012)
7.6 Communicating Results
This thesis has visualized data predominantly in the form of maps in the hopes that
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the consistency in the cartographic output will communicate succinctly to readers the
complex abundance and distribution patterns of Hector’s dolphin in Te Waewae Bay.
In conclusion, it has been stated that studies of individual species, such as has been
presented  in  this  thesis,  add  to  general  knowledge;  however,  the  next  step  in
conservation science must be to take advantage of the technology and the increasing
information available to researchers to boost the number and variety of layers for
spatio-temporal analysis (Andrienko et al., 2010). The goal of using those layers is to
better  represent  the  ecosystem  in  space  and  time  (Borcard  et  al.,  2004).
Remembering Tobler's first law of geography “everything is related to everything, but
near things are more related than distant things.”  (Tobler, 1970) and Box's warning
that “all models are wrong, but some are useful”  (Box and Draper, 1987) research
projects can be implemented to broaden the knowledge of Hector’s dolphins habitat
requirements,  drivers  of  distribution  patterns,  to  monitor  population trends and to
discover the spatio-temporal drivers within the ecosystem in which they reside. 
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A.1 Database Design and Organisation 
Dolphin identification and subsequent spatio-temporal  data analyses in this thesis
have been made possible through the use of a relational database. The first 25 years
of Hector’s dolphin identification and spatio-temporal data were held in spreadsheets.
This thesis presented an opportunity to organise a geospatial database that could be
populated with the current study data looking forward to the idea that it might also be
useful to input data collected from past studies as well as data collected in future
studies. It was important to explore the use of a database as a means to future proof
both  these  data  and  future  data  related  to  marine  mammal  abundance  and
distribution.  This  project  was  the  first  to  use  all  digital  photographs  for  Hector’s
dolphin identification. Data extraction in this project was made simpler by the use of
many descriptive fields in the relational tables used to search the fields for matches.
Dolphin identifications were aided by the ease of zooming into and out of the photos,
the completely digital catalogue of identified dolphins, and large monitors that help to
make the best use of the digital photographs. 
This database structure was not tested in any quantitative method. From my own
perspective, I would suggest that if the database is to be expanded and changed into
a  universal  system,  then  working  in  conjunction  with  researchers,  perhaps  in
Computer  Science or  Information Science departments,  would be beneficial.  This
prototype database could be used as a base and improved upon in order to create a
future proof, flexible database. This would be looking towards the larger research
picture, for example, a national marine mammal or marine species database.
A.2 Data Storage:  Filemaker Pro Relational Database 
A relational database was designed to store all data collected during this study. At the
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time  of  the  creation  one  of  the  main  criteria  was  that  the  database  would  be
accessible from either a PC style or an Apple style laptop/computer and FileMaker
Pro  software  fulfilled  this  requirement  (FileMaker,  Inc.  2004-2014).  After  much
consideration, a decision was made that at least four relational tables were required
to  populate  the  database  (Figure  A.  7.1).  One  table  was  needed  to  catalogue
photographs of dorsal fins and body markings to be used to identify Hector’s dolphin
and  assign  identification  numbers.  A second  table  would  be  needed  to  hold  the
information regarding the survey track from each day on the water. A third table was
necessary  to  hold  the  data  entered  on  the  Hewlett  Packard  Palmtop  for  each
encounter  with  each  group  of  dolphins.  And  finally,  the  fourth  table  would  be
populated with photos taken during each encounter, each survey. Scripting required
to link the four tables was outsourced to a FileMaker Pro database designer (Richard
Coulbeck) from the University of Otago. The four tables listed  in  Figure A. 7.1 are
displayed as they are seen in the FileMaker Pro database in the following figures:
”Encounters” (Figure A.7.2 and Figure A. 7.3), “Tracking” (Figure A. 7.4), ”DailyPics”
(Figure A. 7.5), and “TWWB-Catalogue” (Figure A. 7.6). 
All digital photos were downloaded into the DailyPics table in the relational database
(Figure A. 7.5). Photos that met photographic criteria and mark criteria (explained in
detail  in the following two sections) were checked for a match to  dolphins in the
TWWB  catalogue  (Figure  A.  7.6).  Matching  was  conducted  using  two  computer
monitors: one the Dell Studio 1555 and one other monitor. Resolution varied between
the three monitors used:  the Dell laptop = 1366×768, Samsung monitor = 1440×900
and the AOC monitor = 1920×1080. The TWWB catalogue was open and magnified
on one computer monitor, usually the laptop, and the photograph from the DailyPics
table which was to be identified open on the other monitor; both photos could be
zoomed to  very  nearly  life-size  proportions.  Database  links  made  queries  of  the
photo catalogue for matches to known dolphins and identifying new dolphins to the
catalogue much easier than using a film loop to study negatives housed in folders
(Smith, 1992), using colour transparencies projected onto a screen with fin shapes
traced onto a sheet of paper and catalogued (Karczmarski et al., 2005), or using a
dissecting  microscope and  a  light  table  to  examine  film negatives  (Elwen  et  al.,
2009b).
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A.2.1 Encounters
The “Encounters” table contained multiple lines of spatio-temporal data and notes,
some recorded automatically, other text recorded manually into the database (Figure
A.7.2 and Figure A. 7.3 white background for fields along the left side and middle of
both layouts) about each specific encounter with a group of dolphins. Links to “Daily
Pictures” and “Tracking Data” tables were established via the Nctr_ID (Figure A. 7.1,
in green text). With these links it was possible to view either the specific two-minute
spatial data points recorded during that encounter (Left-hand Button “Tracking”) or
the dolphin photographs taken during that encounter (Right-hand Button “Dolphins”).
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Figure A. 7.1: The four relational tables in the database constructed for this study.
Three tables hold data from each survey day: Encounters, Tracking, and DailyPics
(blue borders); the  TWWB_Catalogue table (orange border), holds identification
photos and notes about individual dolphins.
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Figure A.7.2:  This view of the Encounter table shows the tracking data that was
recorded during the encounter.
Figure A. 7.3: This view of the Encounter table shows the photographs taken during
an encounter as well as the data recorded during the encounter itself on the HPP.
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A.2.2 Tracking
The “Tracking  Data”  table  (Appendix  Figure  A.  7.4)  data  were  collected  every  2
minutes:  the GPS coordinates,  time of  day,  and the “effort”.  'Effort'  was changed
manually on the HPP keypad: “on” = correlating to actively surveying for dolphins or
“off”  =  surveying for dolphins having been stopped. During the second year, two
additional pieces of data were collected on the HPP from the Furuno depth sounder
on the same two minute interval with the GPS derived spatio-temporal data: depth
and sea surface temperature (SST). Following the survey, calculations were made
using  on-effort  data  to  calculate  total  distance  surveyed  and  total  time  on  effort
surveying for dolphins.
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Figure A.  7.4:  The tracking table with examples of three encounters from the date
20050610. Encounter 3, mid-portion of the figure on left side, has been linked to the
encounter table and is linked to both encounter figures,Figure A2 and Figure A3, as
the “Enctr 3” visible at the middle portion at the top of the light blue section. 
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A.2.3 DailyPics 
The  fields  in  “DailyPics”  in  Error:  Reference  source  not  found were  defined  as
follows: 
• Photo-Name – a unique identifier  composed of the camera the photo was
taken with (e.g.  F90 or D70) plus the eight digit  date (YYYMMDD) and an
eight digit time (hhmmssss), e.g. D70_20050610_10563790. Created from the
Nikon photograph properties information with the software Dmove: Digital File
Move and Rename Program; Bill Claff, 2005-2007, 
• Encounter_ID - (NCTR_ID) created in the Encounter table and linked to the
photo based on time and location of the photo; Figure A. 7.1 shows in green
the relationship between tables;
• photo_date extracted from information downloaded with each photo from the
Nikon camera;
• photo_time extracted from information downloaded with each photo from the
Nikon camera; 
• trim_date an eight digit date (YYYYMMDD) extracted from photo_date;
• trim_time an eight digit time (hhmmssss) extracted from photo_time
• Closest  Northing  and  Closest  Easting:  estimated  from  the  two-minute
“Tracking Data” GPS data points as the closest spatial position in relation to
the  time  the  photograph  was  taken;  tracking  points  collected  every  two
minutes therefore there can be as much as a two minute buffer for the data
point;
• MarkCat (mark category): a valuation given regarding the distinctiveness of
the mark(s) on the dolphin fin as well as the occasional distinctive body mark
or markings retrieved from a link to the; rankings are from 1 most distinctive to
4 least distinctive;
• photo category: assigned for the clarity and orientation of the fin relative to the
photo plane 
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Figure  A.  7.5:  DailyPics  table  which  shows each  photograph  taken  during  each
encounter with accompanying details and identification material.
A.2 Data Storage:  Filemaker Pro Relational Database 
A.2.4 Te Waewae Bay Catalogue
As photographs of each animal were entered into the TWWB catalogue (Figure A.
7.6)  each was assigned a unique,  sequential  identification number  “Dolphin_No”,
along with the descriptive information relating to dorsal fin marks, and other body
marks or tattoos etc. that would be instrumental in matching unidentified to identified
dolphins in the TWWB catalogue. If the dolphin had marks of category 1-4 and was
already entered  into  the  catalogue  the  Dolphin_No number  was  recorded  in  the
Dolphin_No field in the DailyPics table (Figure A. 7.5). if the photograph contained a
“new” dolphin, details were recorded in the fields in the catalogue and then assigned
the next identification number. Notes, bottom right of the view, primarily consist of the
date of the photo in view because there may be multiple identification photos of the
same individual. In the example provided the dolphin was first catalogued 15/02/2005
and the photo shown was taken 3 months later on 17/05/2005.
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Figure A.  7.6:  TWWB Catalogue data is recorded for individual  Hector’s dolphin.
Photographs  and  marks  are  scored  for  use  in  analysing  life  history  parameters.
Dates listed on the first line in Notes box are the date of the picture, for example this
picture was taken three months after the dolphin entered the catalogue.
A.2 Data Storage:  Filemaker Pro Relational Database 
DoC Southland funded a three month pilot study of the abundance and distribution of
Hector’s dolphins in Te Waewae Bay in autumn 2004 (Green et al. 2007). One of the
primary objectives of that pilot study was to begin photographically cataloguing the
marked Hector’s dolphins utilising Te Waewae Bay. Green was contracted to collect
mark-recapture data for an additional 3 months in the austral summer Dec 2004 -
Feb 2005. No encounter data collected by Green et al. (2007) were included in this
research project; however, the identification catalogue was built by this author and
was added to during the course of data collection for the current project.
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